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About Grant & Cutler at Foyles 
 

Foreign language specialist Grant & Cutler was established in 1936 and merged with Foyles in March 

2011. Award-winning bookseller Foyles was established in 1903 and our flagship Charing Cross Road 

store has the largest range of books in the UK with more than 200,000 titles. The merged language 

departments now carry a wide range of foreign-language material, together with a large section on 

English as a Foreign Language. 

We specialise in the major Western European languages as well as Polish and Russian, but pride 

ourselves on covering languages from Afrikaans to Zulu. 

 

Opening hours for our languages department are: 

Monday - Saturday 9.30-21.00 

Sunday 11.30-18.00 

Public holidays (not Easter Sunday or Christmas Day) 11.00-20.00 

 

About this catalogue 

This is our annual catalogue of language-learning material for French, German and Spanish at secondary 

level. It is mainly intended for schools and colleges but will be of interest to anyone involved with 

modern languages. Space does not permit us to list more than a selection of the items we stock. For a 

fuller listing visit www.grantandcutler.com. 

Inspection copies are only available from publishers or their UK distributors, though we may be able to 

supply titles on approval. New titles are flagged and the symbol ✏ indicates that a literary text has 

notes. All titles are paperback unless otherwise indicated. 

 

Prices 

Prices are shown in British pounds and are correct at the time of cataloguing. However, because of 

exchange rate fluctuations and publishers’ increases, they are subject to change without notice. 

Website prices are updated overnight and provide a more accurate check on current prices. 

Tax (VAT) is charged only on non-book material, and only on deliveries within the UK, or to customers 

in other EU countries who are not registered for VAT. 

 

Discounts and delivery 

Schools, libraries and other institutions will normally receive free UK postage and a discount on larger 

orders. 

 

Ordering information 

We accept orders by email, fax, phone or mail, and schools with accounts can order on our website. 

We welcome personal visits and teachers and librarians with appropriate authorisation can ask for 

books to be invoiced to their account. 

Payment may be made by credit/debit card (Mastercard/Visa), by cheque in GBP or by bank transfer. 

Schools and libraries will normally be invoiced on receipt of an official order. 

 

 

 



Website ordering 

Everything in this catalogue, and much more, can be found on both the Grant & Cutler and Foyles 

websites: www.grantandcutler.com and www.foyles.co.uk/languages/. Prices are updated overnight. 

 

Customers can pay by card or order against their account on the Foyles site. Schools and other 

institutions with an account will probably find it more convenient to place orders on the Grant & Cutler 

website. 

 

Other catalogues 

We produce a range of other catalogues, which can be downloaded from our website at 

www.grantandcutler.com/pdf.html.They contain a selection of the range which can be found on our 

websites and in our shop. 

 

Arabic: language learning and dictionaries 

EAL Dictionaries: dictionaries for school use in an English as an additional language context 

Oriental: language learning and dictionaries 

Italian: language learning and dictionaries 

Portuguese: language learning and dictionaries 

Russian: language learning and dictionaries 

Central and Eastern Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia: language learning and dictionaries 

Library Fiction Catalogue: recent titles and reprints from Europe, Latin America and Russia. 

 
Non-foreign language material 

Now that we are part of Foyles, with more than 200,000 titles in stock, please consider us for all of 

your subject requirements, particularly EFL. 
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Grant & Cutler at Foyles 

107 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2H 0DT, United Kingdom 

 

grantandcutler@foyles.co.uk 

www.grantandcutler.com 

www.foyles.co.uk/languages 

Tel: +44 (0)20 7440 3248 (languages dept incl. EFL) 

Tel: +44 (0)20 7203 2641/2640 (schools/colleges/libraries) 

Tel: +44 (0)20 7437 5660 (main switchboard) 

Fax: +44 (0)20 7434 1580 
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FRENCH 

 

Dictionaries 

 

Bilingual 

Large 

Collins Robert French dictionary: complete & unabridged in colour, 10th ed., 14/07/2016, Collins, 

hardback, 9780007556526, pp.2424, £40.00 

A comprehensive dictionary including specialist vocabulary from every field, with numerous examples 

showing French in context. Also has over 100 entries of cultural notes explaining phrases from French 

literature, film and popular culture. 

Oxford Hachette French dictionary (Correard, M.-H.), 4th ed., 2007, Oxford University Press, 

hardback, 9780198614227, pp.1945, £35.00 

Includes 360,000 words and phrases, 550,000 translations, with grammar and usage help, plus sample 

letters, CVs and résumés, and message templates. 

 

Medium 

Collins easy learning French dictionary, 7th ed., 08/05/2014, Collins, 9780007530960, pp.688, 

£9.99 

An easy-reference dictionary with key GCSE curriculum words highlighted. Includes a free online study pack. 

NEW! Collins French dictionary & grammar, 8th ed., 03/05/2018, Collins, 9780008241384, 

pp.1216, £12.99 

Features a clear layout with headwords in colour and a comprehensive guide to French grammar. 

NEW! Collins French dictionary & grammar essential edition, 3rd ed., 09/02/2017, Collins, 

9780008183660, pp.800, £9.99 

Features a clear colour layout, French grammar guide, and cultural notes on French-speaking countries. 

NEW! Collins French school dictionary, 5th ed., 03/05/2018, Harper Collins, 9780008257965, 

pp.622, £6.99 

An easy to use dictionary for school, with clear colour layout, main translations underlined and key exam 

words highlighted. Includes verb tables and tips on French language and culture. 

Collins Robert concise French dictionary, 9th ed., 07/06/2016, Collins, hardback, 9780008117320, 

pp.1660, £25.00 

Includes comprehensive coverage of today's French and English, with a clear layout in colour, and 

thousands of examples of usage. There is a guide to written and oral communication in French, and free 

online access to the full dictionary text. 

Compact Oxford-Hachette French dictionary, 5th ed., 2013, Oxford University Press, 

9780199663118, pp.1040, £12.99 

Includes over 90,000 words and phrases and over 120,000 translations plus grammar and culture guide. 

Oxford learner’s French dictionary, 01/05/2017, Oxford University Press, 9780198407980, pp.704, 

£9.99 

For students age 11-16 years. Contains all curriculum words for secondary school with key words 

highlighted. 
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Small 

Collins gem French dictionary, 12th ed., 11/02/2016, Collins, flexi (plastic) cover, 9780008141875, 

pp.672, £4.99 

Features a clear colour layout, with GCSE coverage, and a phrasefinder and menu reader for travellers. 

Collins gem French school dictionary, 4th ed., 07/05/2015, Collins, flexi (plastic) cover, 

9780007569311, pp.640, £4.99 

Features a clear colour layout, with extra help with spelling, grammar and verbs. 

Collins pocket French dictionary in colour, 8th ed., 01/02/2017, Collins, flexi (plastic) cover, 

9780008183622, pp.704, £8.99 

A dictionary with clear layout, headwords in colour, verb tables and a guide to life in French speaking 

countries. 

Oxford French<>English mini dictionary, 5th ed., 2011, Oxford University Press, flexi (plastic) 

cover, 9780199692644, pp.656, £4.99  

40,000 entries and translations. A handy and comprehensive dictionary, designed for students, tourists and 

business people. (Suitable for EAL exam purposes.) 

Monolingual 

Large 

NEW! Le grand Larousse illustré Edition 2019, 23/05/2018, Hachette, hardback, 9782035938466, 

pp.2106, £46.99 

NEW! Le Petit Larousse Illustré édition 2019, 23/05/2018, Larousse, hardback, 9782035938459, 

pp.2044, £30.50 

- 63500 words and 28000 proper nouns. 1500 language and spelling remarks. 2000 regionalisms and 

words of the Francophonie. 4500 encyclopaedic complements and an activation card. 

Le Petit Robert de la langue française 2018, 17/08/2017, Le Robert, hardback, 9782321010609, 

pp.3022, £60.99 

Definitions of 75,000 words with etymologies, examples of usage, synonyms and antonyms, and also 

literary quotations. 

NEW! Le Robert illustré 2019 & son dictionnaire en ligne, 15/06/2018, Robert, hardback, 

9782321012405, pp.2144, £30.99 

165,000 definitions and 35,000 proper names 

 

Medium 

NEW! Dictionnaire Larousse maxipoche 2018, 07/06/2017, Larousse, 9782035938121, pp.1620, 

£12.99 

75000 définitions, 10 000 proper nouns, 150 summary sheets of grammar and spelling, with the reminder 

of the main rules and 115 conjugation tables. 

 

Small 

Dictionnaire Larousse de poche 2018, 08/06/2017, Larousse, 9782035936202, pp.1036, £10.50 

Includes 73,000 definitions, with 8,000 proper names, numerous examples of usage, phrases and 

expressions. 

NEW! Dictionnaire Larousse mini 2018, 07/06/2017, Larousse, 9782035936165, pp.930, £7.50 

A dictionary of 45,000 words and 55,000 definitions. 

Le Robert mini: Le plus complet des mini dictionnaires, 26/05/2017, Le Robert, 9782321010524, 

pp.928, £7.50 

Includes 55,000 word definitions, with numerous examples of usage, and current expressions, in a handy 

pocket sized format. 
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Le Robert Poche 2018, 06/07/2017, Le Robert, 9782321010562, pp.1074, £9.99 

Includes 64,000 definitions, with examples of usage, and some expressions, synonyms and antonyms. 

There is also a section on culture, with 10,000 proper names covering all subjects: history, geography, 

science, literature etc. 

Picture and visual 

NEW! Berlitz picture dictionary French, 01/09/2017, Berlitz, 9781780044774, £6.99 

Contains more than 2,000 illustrated A-Z words and phrases. Content is organised within 12 thematic 

units, including Everyday Language, People, Housing, Work, Food and Leisure. 

French-English bilingual visual dictionary, 30/03/2017, Dorling Kindersley, 9780241287286, 

pp.360, £8.99 

Includes over 6,000 words and phrases fully illustrated, arranged by subject. With downloadable app. 

Oxford picture dictionary: English<>French (Shapiro, N., et al), 3rd ed., 17/11/2016, Oxford 

University Press, 9780194505338, pp.240, £24.30 

Large-format, illustrates over 3,700 words arranged in 140 key topics and 12 thematic areas. 

 

French Language 
 

GCSE: Courses 

NEW! #LaClasse 

The series gives students an active social dimension designed to motivate today's teens. Task-based and 

communicative "#LaClasse" allows young learners to become more independent when interacting in French 

in social contexts. 
Niveau A2 — Livre de l'élève + DVD-ROM, 9782090389708, £22.99; cahier d'activités, 
9782090389715, £12.99; livre du professeur, 9782090389722, £22.99 

Niveau B1 — Livre de l'élève + DVD-ROM, 9782090389739, £22.99 

AQA GCSE French, 3rd ed., 23/05/2016, Oxford University Press 

Updated for the 2016 specification. This course offers brand new content, delivering the breadth and rigour 

required to develop the productive skills students need to manipulate language confidently and to prepare 

thoroughly for their exams. 
Student’s book (higher), 9780198365839, £24.50; student's book (foundation), 9780198365846, 
£24.50; audio CDs, 9780198375623, £150.00+VAT; grammar, vocabulary & translation workbook 

(higher) - pack of 8, 9780198415565, £28.99; grammar, vocabulary & translation workbook 
(foundation) - pack of 8, 9780198415596, £28.99 

Cambridge IGCSE and International Certificate French Foreign Language (Grime, Y., & 

Witt, J.), 2nd ed., 31/03/2017, Hodder Education 

Written to the latest Cambridge International Examinations syllabus. 
Student’s book, 9781471888793, £22.99 

Cambridge IGCSE and O Level French as a Foreign Language, 31/03/2017, Cambridge Univ. 

Pr. 
Coursebook & CD, 9781316623589, £28.52+VAT; workbook, 9781316626375, £6.95; teacher's book, 

9781316626405, £29.95 

With a skills-based approach and an international focus, this coursebook with audio CDs promotes a 

deeper understanding of the French language and culture. Engaging texts, images and audio enhance the 

activities in the coursebook and help students develop language skills. 
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Studio AQA GCSE French, 23/05/2016, Pearson 
Student's book (higher), 9781446927199, £23.50; student's book (foundation), 9781292117751, 

£20.99; grammar and translation workbook, 9781292132884, £5.99; vocabulary book (higher) - 
pack of 8, 9781292133454, £12.00 

Designed to help learners use language independently and to the best of their ability, with fresh and 

engaging content from the target language culture. 

Studio Edexcel GCSE French, 23/05/2016, Pearson 
Student's book (higher), 9781292117836, £21.75; student's book (foundation), 9781292117829, 
£20.99; grammar and translation workbook, 9781292132990, £5.99; vocabulary book higher 
(pack of 8), 9781292133461, £12.00 

Designed to help learners use language independently and to the best of their ability, with fresh and 

engaging content from the target language culture. 

Tricolore, 5th ed., Oxford University Press 

An updated edition of the popular GCSE-level course, aligned to the new 2014 KS3 programme. 
Level 1 — Student's book, 9781408524183, £16.99; teacher's book, 9781408524190, £49.99; 

grammar in action workbook (pack of 8), 9781408527436, £34.50; audio CDs, 9781408527405, 
£120.83+VAT; evaluation pack, 9781408527221, £27.50 
Level 2 — Student's book, 9781408524213, £16.99; teacher's book, 9781408524220, £52.00; 
grammar in action workbook (pack of 8), 9781408527443, £34.50; audio CDs, 9781408527412, 

£120.00+VAT; evaluation pack, 9781408527238, £20.00 
Level 3 — Student's book, 9781408524244, £18.00; teacher's book, 9781408524251, £52.00; 
grammar in action workbook (pack of 8), 9781408527450, £34.50; audio CDs, 9781408527429, 

£100.00+VAT; evaluation pack, 9781408527245, £20.00 
Level 4 — Student's book, 9780198374756, £24.90; teacher's book, 9780198374763, £62.00; 
grammar in action workbook (pack of 8), 9780198397267, £42.00; audio CDs, 9780198374770, 

£120.00+VAT; exam skills for Cambridge IGCSE workbook & CD-ROM, 9780198412076, £13.35 

Tricolore total (Honnor, S., et al.), Nelson Thornes 

An updated edition of the popular French course Encore Tricolore. Conforms to the new teaching 

requirements, including assessment for learning, intercultural understanding and integration of ICT. 
Level 1 — Student’s book, 9780748799510, £18.20; Teacher’s book, 9781408517659, £55.00; 
Grammar in action (pack of 8), 9781408502556, £32.00; Copymasters & assessment pack, 
9780748799923, £112.50; CD(s), 9780748799909, £96.99+VAT 
Level 2 — Student’s book, 9781408504680, £16.99; Teacher’s book, 9781408504697, £55.00; 

Grammar in action (pack of 8), 9781408504734, £36.90; Copymasters & assessment pack, 
9781408504703, £112.50; CD(s), 9781408504727, £120.00+VAT 
Level 3 — Student’s book, 9781408515150, £18.20; Teacher’s book, 9781408509791, £55.00; 

Grammar in action (pack of 8 copies), 9781408515266, £34.50; CD(s), 9781408509807, £120.00 
Level 4 — Student’s book, 9781408505786, £22.99; Teacher's book, 9781408505793, £60.00; 
Examination grammar in action (pack of 8), 9781408505830, £47.50; Copymasters & assesment 

pack, 9781408505809, £120.00 

GCSE: Key Skills 

Communication progressive du français (Various), Clé International 

Presents lively dialogues from everyday life, with comprehension and consolidation exercises, suitable for self 

study or class use. Aimed at teenagers and adults. 
NEW! Niveau perfectionnement avec 700 exercices —  Book & CD & online access, 
9782090380705, £24.95 

Niveau débutant avec 320 exercices,  2e édition —  Book with CD(s), 9782090381320, £25.50; 
Corrigés, 9782090381337, £11.50 
Niveau débutant complet avec 350 exercices —  Book & CD & online access, 9782090382105, 

£24.50 
Extended edition with MP3 CD, photos and additional exercises. 
Niveau intermédiaire avec 450 exercices —  Book with CD(s), 9782090381634, £27.99; corrigés, 

9782090384482, £10.99 
Niveau avancé avec 525 exercices —  Book & CD & online access, 9782090382112, £27.50 
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NEW! Expression écrite, 01/08/2017, CLE International 
Niveau A1, 9782090381948, £18.99; niveau B2, 9782090381924, £23.50 

Practical writing tasks with commonly used styles and forms explained. 

Oxford better French, 02/06/2016, Oxford University Press, 9780192746344, £4.99 

An easy-to-use approach to learning new vocabulary, practising verbs and getting grammar right, for 

children aged 11-14. 

Speed up your French: Strategies to avoid common errors (Jubb, M.), 30/03/2016, Routledge, 

9781138850002, £26.99 

A resource that identifies and explains common errors made by students of French, from false friends to 

idiomatic expressions and the use of prepositions. Suitable for intermediate learners, for classroom use or 

self-study. 

GCSE: Classroom Extras 

Une boom cool! (De Mado, J.), 01/04/2015, Linguascope, booklet with CD(s) & DVD(s), 

9781847951731, £19.99 

A sequel to "La Boutique magique" this pack includes 10 original rap songs, each covering a specific 

linguistic function. The audio CD is accompanied by an animated DVD with lyric subtitles. 

La Boutique magique (De Mado, J.), 2013, Linguascope, booklet with CD(s) & DVD(s), 

9781847951601, £19.99 

Includes 10 original rap songs, covering subjects such as greetings, ordering food, asking directions, etc. The 

audio CD is accompanied by an animated DVD with lyric subtitles. 

La Classe: Paroles d'élèves, 29/08/2014, Linguascope, DVD, 9781847951717, £29.99 

A DVD with 30 short clips featuring French students answering topical. Ideal for vocabulary reinforcement 

and introduction of authentic and colloquial language. 

Flashsticks French, 2015, Learning Labs 
Beginners, 9781909913042, £4.16+VAT; beginners box set (sticky notes + booklets), 9781909913165, 

£24.99+VAT; intermediate, 9781909913080, £4.16+VAT 

Post-it sticky notes with words and phrases to be used around the house or in the classroom. 

French language map, 2016, Linguisticator, 708747901573, £25.00 

Includes all French grammar in a single compact and beautifully presented map printed on fabric. The map 

measures roughly 5 feet in length and 4 feet in height (142 cm wide x 127cm high). 

NEW! Le grammaire en jeux (Various), 22/06/2017, PUG, 9782706126741, £12.99 

A collection of games for small and larger groups of students on all level. 

NEW! Jeux de rôles, 15/11/2017, PUG, 9782706127014, £13.95 

A collection of over 100 speaking and interactive activities for the classroom. Following the initial activities 

are suggestions for students to create similar role plays of their own and ideas for written tasks and 

dramatisations of the situations. Teachers notes and ideas to expand on the material are included. An 

accompanying website gives access to 50 improvised monologues and dialogues - by native speakers - with 

transcripts. 

GCSE: Revision 

AQA GCSE French - all-in-one revision and practice, 31/08/2016, Collins, 9780008166304, 

£10.99 

Complete revision guide for AQA GCSE packed with tests and exercises, with topic review sections. 

NEW! Bitesize AQA GCSE (9-1) French Revision Guide (O'Connor, N.) (BBC Active), 

10/03/2018, BBC, book with online access, 9781406685923, pp.124, £5.88 

With answers. 

Collins KS3 French revision guide, 12/06/2014, Collins, 9780007562848, £7.99 

With clear and accessible explanations of all the KS3 content, this revision guide provides concise revision 

notes, plus five practice opportunities for each topic. 

French KS3 - all-in-one revision and practice, 24/06/2014, Collins, 9780007562855, £10.99 

Complete revision guide for KS3 packed with tests and exercises, with topic review sections. 
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GCSE French AQA revision guide (for the grade 9-1 course), 07/04/2016, Coordination Group 

Publications, 9781782945376, £5.95 

New GCSE French AQA Revision Guide - for the Grade 9-1 Course (with Online Edition) 

GCSE French complete revision & practice: grade 9-1 course, 13/07/2016, CGP, book with 

CD(s), 9781782945369, £12.99 

A comprehensive revision and practice book for GCSE. 

GCSE French Edexcel revision guide (for the grade 9-1 course), 03/08/2016, Coordination 

Group Publications, 9781782945406, £5.95 

New GCSE French Edexcel Revision Guide - for the Grade 9-1 Course (with Online Edition) 

New GCSE AQA French complete revision & practice: grade 9-1 course (Parsons, R.), 

23/05/2016, CGP, book with CD(s), 9781782945390, £12.99 

All-in-one study resource for AQA GCSE French covering all the grammar and vocabulary students need, 

split into conveniently sized mini-topics. Includes audio CD for listening practice and downloadable 

materials. 

New GCSE Edexcel French complete revision & practice: grade 9-1 course, 23/05/2016, CGP, 

book with CD(s), 9781782945420, £12.99 

All-in-one study resource for Edexcel GCSE French covering all the grammar and vocabulary students need, 

split into conveniently sized mini-topics. Includes audio CD for listening practice and downloadable 

materials. 

New GCSE French AQA practice workbook (for the grade 9-1 course), 22/06/2016, 

Coordination Group Publications, 9781782945352, £5.95 

Practical exercises with answers for preparation for the GCSE exam (2016 specifications). 

New GCSE French Edexcel practice workbook (for the grade 9-1 course), 10/08/2016, 

Coordination Group Publications, 9781782945413, £5.95 

Practical exercises with answers for preparation for the GCSE exam (2016 specifications). 

New GCSE French revision guide (for the grade 9-1 course), 03/08/2016, Coordination Group 

Publications, 9781782945345, £5.95 

New GCSE French Revision Guide - for the Grade 9-1 Course (with Online Edition) 

New GSCE French AQA exam practice workbook: grade 9-1 course, 19/05/2016, CGP, 

9781782945383, £5.95 

New GCSE French AQA Exam Practice Workbook - for the grade 9-1 course (includes answers) 

Revise AQA GCSE French: for 9-1 exams (Glover, S.), 17/03/2017, Pearson 
Revision guide, 9781292131429, £5.88; revision workbook, 9781292131351, £5.99; revision cards 
(with online guide), 9781292182070, £7.49+VAT 

Delivers hassle-free exam preparation, covering one topic per page and closely matching the AQA 

specification. 

NEW! Revise AQA GCSE French: Practice Papers Plus, 27/02/2018, Pearson, 9781292213248, 

£5.99 

Includes three complete sets of practice papers with full worked solutions and hints and notes on the marks 

allocated directly alongside the relevant steps of the solution, so your students can make most sense of 

them and build their confidence. 

Revise Edexcel GCSE French (9-1) (Glover, S.), 28/07/2016, Pearson 
Revision guide, 9781292132082, £5.88; revision workbook, 9781292132013, £5.99; revision cards 
(with online guide), 9781292182391, £7.49+VAT 

Delivers hassle-free exam preparation, covering one topic per page and closely matching the Edexcel 

specification. 
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Advanced Level: Courses 

AQA A-level French, 25/03/2016, Hodder Education 
Student's book, 9781471857959, £31.99; Grammar workbook 1, 9781510417229, £6.99; Grammar 
workbook 2, 9781510417236, £6.99; Revision and Practice Workbook : Themes 1 & 2, 
9781510417731, £8.99; Revision and Practice Workbook : Themes 3 & 4, 9781510416789, £8.99 

Designed specifically to meet the demands of the new 2016 specification. The Student Book covers both 

AS and A-level in one textbook to help students build on and develop their language skills as they progress 

throughout the course. 

AQA A-level French, 15/05/2016, Oxford University Press 

Updated for the 2016 specification, this course offers brand new content. The blend facilitates co-teaching 

and includes AS and A Level Student Books and online resources delivered via popular Kerboodle. 
Year 1 & AS — Student's book, 9780198366881, £23.99; audio CDs, 9780198375654, £75.00+VAT; 
grammar & translation workbook, 9780198415534, £7.99 
Year 2 & A-level — Student's book, 9780198366850, £23.99; grammar & translation workbook, 

9780198415534, £7.99; NEW! audio CDs, 9780198375685, £80.00+VAT 

Edexcel A-Level French (Bell, C., et al.), 2008-2009, Heinemann 

Edexcel's own two year course for the new A-level specification. The student books contain everything 

students need to study all four skills independently, with integrated exam practice and grammar revision. 
AS French — Student’s book (incl. Listening activities CD-Rom), 9780435396107, £29.50; CD(s), 

9780435396169, £113.74+VAT; teacher's book & CD-ROM, 9780435396138, £79.05 
A2 French — Student’s book (incl. Listening activities CD-Rom), 9780435396206, £25.99; 
Teacher's guide + CD-Rom, 9780435396251, £66.50+VAT; Assessment pack (AS/A2) CD/CD-Rom, 

9780435396060, £93.75+VAT 

Edexcel A-level French, 2nd ed., 24/06/2016, Hodder Education 
Student’s book, 9781471858161, £31.99 

Detailed and comprehensive course: suitable for students following all three leading exam board 

specifications, but specifically tailored to support those studying for Edexcel. 

French B for the IB Diploma (Various), Hodder Education 
Student’s book, 9781471804182, pp.360, £32.00; grammar & skills workbook, 9781471833205, 
£10.99 

A coherent course that gradually builds skills required for the IB Diploma. The course is based around the 

desired 'learner profile' of the IB student and aims to help each student to develop into a 'global citizen', 

who is keen to communicate, who brings creativity to their learning and is an independent and critical 

thinker. 

Advanced Level: Key Skills 

NEW! A-Level and AS French: Grammar & Translation Workbook, 01/03/2018, Oxford 

University Press, 9780198415503, £7.99 

Includes thorough revision of key grammar points and embedded translation practice, giving students 

confidence in language manipulation skills when meeting the rigorous demands of the 2016 specifications. 

Écouter et comprendre la France au quotidien (B1-B2) (Roesch, R, & R. Rolle-Harold), 2009, 

PU Grenoble, book with CD(s), 9782706115073, £18.50 

Provides information on everyday life in France, with numerous exercises in comprehension. Suitable for 

advanced students, it includes answers and transcripts of the listening material. 

NEW! French A-level grammar workbook, 27/10/2017, Hodder Education 
Workbook 1, 9781510417229, £6.99; workbook 2, 9781510417236, £6.99 

Suitable for all exam boards and abilities, this French A-level Grammar Workbook will help students to 

extend their learning beyond the classroom by supplementing key resources such as course textbooks. With 

engaging exercises. 

Key facts and ideas for advanced level French topics (Ross, E.F.), 2005, Gardena Books, £3.99 

Intended for independent study by students, this volume contains a varied range of facts and ideas on 

various topics in French, with English translations. Useful for essay work, preparation for the oral exam and 

coursework 
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Phonétique essentielle du français (Kamoun, C. & Ripaud, D.), 10/02/2016, Didier 
Niveau A1/A2, 9782278083398, £23.50; niveau B1/B2, 9782278087310, £23.50 

Book with CD including 700 listening and written exercises, with answers. 

Upgrade your French (Jubb, M.), 2nd ed., 2007, Hodder Arnold, 9780340943137, £18.99 

A 30 day revision programme for A-Level students, undergraduates and anyone with a good knowledge of 

French who wishes to improve the quality of their written French quickly. 

Using French vocabulary (Duffy, J.H.), 1999, Cambridge University Press, 9780521578516, £40.99 

A comprehensive and structured vocabulary for undergraduates. With accompanying exercises and 

answers. 

Advanced Level: Classroom Extras 

Film Study Guides for AS/A-level French, 27/01/2017, Hodder Education 
La Haine, 9781471889943, pp.96, £11.99; Au revoir les enfants, 9781471890017, £11.99; Entre les 

murs, 9781471891755, £11.99 

Breaking down each scene, the guides will enable students to understand the historical and social context of 

the film. Includes grammar, vocab and writing exercises. 

French language map, 2016, Linguisticator, 708747901573, £25.00 

Includes all French grammar in a single compact and beautifully presented map printed on fabric. The map 

measures roughly 5 feet in length and 4 feet in height (142 cm wide x 127cm high). 

Literature Study Guides for AS/A-level French, 27/05/2017, Hodder Education 
L'étranger, 9781471890048, £11.99; No et moi, 9781471890079, £11.99; Un sac de billes, 
9781471891878, £11.99 

Breaking down each scene, character and theme, this accessible guide will enable your students to 

understand the historical and social context of the novel and give them the critical and language skills 

needed write a successful essay. 

Advanced Level: Revision 

Edexcel A-Level French grammar practice (Jacob, S., & Schofield, J.), 2008, Heinemann, 

9780435396091, £12.50 

A complete month-by-month revision programme for Edexcel AS and A2. An answer book is included. 

Reference: Grammar 

NEW! Action grammaire!: new advanced French grammar (Turk, P., &  García Vandaele, G.), 4th 

ed., 29/06/2018, Hodder Murray, 9781510434868, £19.99 

A comprehensive reference grammar, with exercises and activities, suitable for A-Level, Higher Grade 

exams, undergraduates, further education students and adult learners. 

Advanced French grammar (L'Huillier, M.), 1999, Cambridge Univ. Pr., 9780521484251, £43.99 

Reference grammar aimed at advanced learners of French, featuring clear explanations and many 

examples of usage. 

Bescherelle: La grammaire pour tous (Laurent, N., & Delaunay, B.), 2012, Hatier, hardback, 

9782218952005, £11.99 

A complete reference grammar, with clear explanations, examples of usage, and advice to improve your 

writing. 

Collins easy learning French grammar, 3rd ed., 07/04/2016, Harper Collins, 9780008141998, 

£7.99 

All you need to know about French grammar and verbs in a clear layout, with thousands of examples of 

usage. Suitable for both young and adult learners, beginner to intermediate or GCSE level. 

Collins easy learning French grammar & practice, 2nd ed., 15/05/2016, Harper Collins, 

9780008141639, £10.99 

An easy-to-use guide to grammar with clear colour layout, and over 150 practise exercises. Includes 

thousands of examples of usage, and user-friendly verb tables. Ideal for independent study, or as part of a 

course. 
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Comprehensive French grammar (Price, G.), 6th ed., 2008, Blackwell, 9781405153850, £23.99 

A classic text for advanced students of French language and literature, now with a section on register and 

medium. 

English grammar for students of French: The study guide for those learning French (Morton, J.), 

7th ed., 27/11/2013, Olivia and Hill Press,, 9780934034425, £14.95 

Step-by-step analysis, examples in English and French, study tips and review exercises with answer key 

Les exercices de grammaire, 2005-2007, Hachette 
Niveau A1, 9782011554321, £12.50; niveau A2, 9782011554352, £12.50; niveau B1, 9782011554338, 
£11.50; niveau B2, 9782011554383, £12.50 

Series of grammar practice books. Answer keys included. 

French grammar and usage (Hawkins, R. & R. Towell), 4th ed., 16/02/2015, Hodder & Stoughton, 

9781138851108, £34.99 

A popular reference grammar and manual of current usage aimed at post A-level students. It gives clear 

and concise descriptions for all the main grammatical points and current usage, with varied examples of 

contemporary French. 

French grammar in context (Jubb, M., & A. Rouxeville), 4th ed., 29/01/2014, Hodder & Stoughton, 

9780415706681, £27.99 

A grammar workbook for intermediate and advanced level students which uses authentic texts from a 

variety of sources, literary and journalistic, to illustrate key areas of French grammar. Suitable for individual 

and tutor-led study. 

French grammar made easy (McNab, R.), 2nd ed., 14/06/2016, Routledge, 9781138946217, £26.99 

Presents the essential patterns and rules of the French language in a clear and accessible manner. It is the 

ideal grammar book for those wishing to supplement their learning. 

French grammar study cards, 2014, SparkNote, 9781411469976, £9.16+VAT 

The cards pose questions, provide fill-in-the-blank problems to test your skills, and present diagrams and 

pictures that make everything clear. And on the back of each flashcard, you'll find answers and quick 

explanations. 

Grammaire du français (Coll. Focus) (Akyüz, A., et al.), 27/01/2015, Hachette, book with CD(s), 

9782011559647, £23.50 

An all-in-one manual with 800 activities, including audio CD and answer keys. For students at levels A1-B1 

of the Common European Framework. 

Grammaire progressive du français, Clé International 

A best-selling series of grammar practice books, clearly laid out, with exercises accompanying each 

grammar point. 
Niveau débutant complet avec 200 exercices —  Book & CD & online access, 9782090382075, 
£23.99 
Niveau débutant avec 440 exercices, 2e édition —  Book with CD(s), 9782090381146, £24.99; 

Corrigés, 9782090381153, £13.50 
Niveau intermédiaire avec 680 exercices —  Book with CD(s), 9782090381030, £26.99; corrigés, 
9782090381047, £13.99 
Grammaire progressive du français Niveau avancé avec 400 exercices —  Book & CD & online 

access, 9782090382082, £25.50 
Niveau perfectionnement avec 600 exercices —  Book, 9782090382099, £27.99; corrigés, 
9782090353600, £12.50 

Help yourself to advanced French grammar: a grammar reference and workbook post-

GCSE/advanced level (Ribière, M., & Marriott,T.), 2nd ed., 1998, Longman, 9780582329454, 

£26.75 

Aimed at school or college students studying French beyond GCSE, this presents grammatical rules in 

straightforward language, with clear examples, and includes graded exercises, with an answer key. 

New GCSE French grammar handbook: for KS3 and grade 9-1 GCSE, 01/08/2016, CGP, 

9781782947950, £4.95 

Covers all the key grammar points, with clear study notes and planet of helpful examples in both French 

and English. 
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New GCSE French grammar workbook: forgrade 9-1 GCSE, 01/08/2016, CGP, 9781782947943, 

£4.95 

Plenty of helpful grammar exercises for GCSE students. 

Practice Makes Perfect: complete French grammar (Heminway, A.), 3rd ed., 20/07/2016, 

McGraw-Hill, 9781259642371, £12.99 

A comprehensive guide and workbook with numerous examples and exercises covering all aspects of 

French grammar, for students at advanced beginner and intermediate level 

Practice Makes Perfect: Intermediate French grammar (Kurbegov, E.), 2012, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071775380, £11.99 

Concise, easy-to-follow workbook and grammar guide for intermediate and advanced learners. Includes 

answer key. 

Practising French grammar: a workbook (Hawkins, R., et al.), 4th ed., 16/02/2015, Hodder 

Education, 9781138851191, £25.99 

Suitable for class work and self-study, this volume provides summaries of key grammar points, texts and 

exercises, with model answers and translation of difficult words. A companion to French Grammar and 

Usage, for post A-level students. 

The structure of modern standard French: A student grammar (Mosegaard Hansen, M. B.), 

07/04/2016, Oxford University Press, 9780198723745, £19.99 

An advanced student's grammar of French that integrates traditional grammar with knowledge and insights 

from modern linguistics. For undergraduate level and beyond. 

The Ultimate French review and practice: Mastering French grammar for confident 

communication (Stillman D.M., & Gordon. R. L), 3rd ed., 20/05/2015, McGraw-Hill, book with 

online access, 9780071849296, £15.99 

For intermediate-advanced learners. With exercises and answers. 

Reference: Verbs 

501 French verbs (Kendris, C.), 7th ed., 10/09/2015, Barrons, book with CD-Rom(s), 

9781438075204, £12.99 

The most common verbs, alphabetically arranged, conjugated in all the tenses, with example sentences 

showing verb usage. The bonus CD-Rom includes various exercises, matching with English, and correct 

answers for all the exercises. 

Bescherelle. Complete guide to conjugating 12000 French verbs, 1995, Hatier, hardback, 

9782218065910, £9.50 

Complete reference guide to French verbs, in the version for English speakers. 

Bescherelle. La conjugaison pour tous, 2012, Hatier, hardback, 9782218951985, £10.99 

A complete reference guide to French verbs and their conjugations. 

Collins Easy Learning French Verbs, 3rd ed., 07/04/2016, Harper Collins, 9780008158415, £7.99 

An easy to use volume with hundreds of verb tables in a clear layout with colour, designed for both young 

and adult learners. 

Collins easy learning French verbs & practice, 2nd ed., 15/05/2016, Collins, 9780008142087, 

£10.99 

A clear and easy-to-understand guide to French verbs for beginners, with hundreds of exercises, tables and 

examples. 

Collins Gem French verbs, 4th ed., 2006, Collins, 9780007224180, £4.99 

Contains over 2000 verbs alphabetically listed. 

Practice makes perfect: French verb tenses (Booth, T.), 2nd ed., 2012, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071789578, £11.99 

A reference/workbook for beginner to intermediate students which shows when and why to use certain verb 

tenses, giving numerous examples to increase the student's confidence in choosing the right word 
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Reference: Vocabularies, Idioms, Slang 

Advanced French vocabulary (Horsfall, P.), 2nd ed., 2001, Nelson Thornes, 9780748757800, 

£15.99 

An advanced reference vocabulary incorporating all the topics specified for A-Level. 

Bescherelle. Le vocabulaire pour tous (Lesot, A.), 2013, Hatier, hardback, 9782218952371, £11.99 

A complete guide to French vocabulary. Includes notes on the history of the French language, and how to 

understand the construction of French words. 

Collins easy learning French idioms, 2010, Harper Collins, 9780007337354, pp.224, £9.99 

Includes 250 commonly used phrases and expressions arranged by topics, with illustrations throughout. 

Each French idiom is followed by a word-for-word English translation, and the equivalent English idiomatic 

expression, with clear examples of usage. 

French idioms (Sices, D. & J. & F. Denoeu), 2nd ed., 2007, 9780764135583, pp.374, £7.99 

Over 2,000 common French idioms illustrated in simple sentences with English translations 

Mastering French vocabulary: a thematic approach (Fischer, W. & Le Plouhinec, A-M), 3rd ed., 

2012, Barron's, book with CD-Rom(s), 9781438071534, £15.69 

12,000+ terms translated from French to English, with illustrations and charts. Includes a Cd with over 10 

hours of recordings. 

NEW! Mot à mot: French vocabulary for A-level (Humberstone, P.), 6th ed., 27/04/2018, Hodder 

Education 
AQA, 9781510434806, £8.99; Edexcel, 9781510434813, £8.99 

A popular advanced French vocabulary, this includes vocabulary related to all the topics in the  A-level exam 

board specifications, and is also suitable for students studying French at Higher Grade, International 

Baccalaureate and undergraduate level. 

Vocabulaire essentiel du français (100% FLE), 01/04/2016 
Level A1/A2, 9782278083404, £23.99; Level B1, 9782278087303, £23.50 

Offers a structured approach to make vocabulary learning easier: observe, respond and memorise. There 

are 27 units containing 350 written and spoken exercises. With MP3 CDs. 

Vocabulaire progressif du français (Leroy-Miquel, C., &  Lété, A.), Clé International 

Vocabulary exercises suitable for teenagers and adults. Can be used in the classroom, or for self study. 
Niveau débutant complet, livre & CD, 9782090381610, £19.50; corrigés, 9782090381627, £10.50 
Niveau débutant, 3rd ed., livre & CD & web access, 9782090380170, £24.99; corrigés, 

9782090380187, £13.99 
Niveau intermédiaire, 3rd ed., livre & CD, 9782090380156, £25.99; corrigés, 9782090380163, 
£13.99 

Niveau avancé, 2nd ed., livre & CD, 9782090382129, £25.99; corrigés, 9782090381313, £13.99 
Niveau perfectionnement, book & CD, 9782090381542, £26.50; corrigés, 9782090381559, £14.99 

Vocabulary for GCSE French (Horsfall, P., & Crossland, D.), 3rd ed., 2001, Nelson Thornes, 

9780748762736, £10.99 

Includes all the vocabulary specified by the main examining boards for foundation and higher tier GCSE 

exams. There are some additional vocabulary building exercises, puzzles and games, and tips on 

vocabulary learning and use of dictionaries. 

Readers: Bilingual 

Dover dual-language books 

Bilingual editions of French classics, with introduction in English. 
Honoré de Balzac — Selected short stories/Contes choisis, 9780486408958, £8.99 
Charles Baudelaire — Flowers of evil and other works/Les Fleurs du mal et oeuvres choisies, 

9780486270920, £11.99 
Wallace Fowlie (ed.) — French stories/Contes français, 9780486264431, £10.99 
Guy de Maupassant — Best short stories/Les meilleurs contes, 9780486289182, £8.99 

Voltaire — Candide, 9780486276250, £10.99 
Stanley Appelbaum — Great French tales of fantasy/Contes fantastiques célèbres, 
9780486447131, £10.99 
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Stanley Appelbaum (ed) — Nineteenth-century French short stories/Contes et nouvelles 
français du XIXe siècle, 9780486411262, £6.99 

Molière — Tartuffe and The Bourgeois Gentleman/Le Tartuffe et Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, 
9780486404387, £10.99 
Jennifer Wagner (ed.) — Great French short stories of the twentieth century/Grandes 

nouvelles françaises du vingtième siècle, 9780486476230, £11.99 
Marcel Proust — Great short stories from "Pleasures of days/Les Plaisirs et les jours: early 
short stories of Proust, 9780486497020, £11.99 

André Gide — The Immoralist/L'immoraliste, 9780486426952, £13.99 
Guy de Maupassant — My Uncle Jules and other Stories/Mon oncle Jules et autres contes, 
9780486457536, £10.99 

First French reader: A beginner's dual-language book (Appelbaum, S. (ed)), 2008, Dover, 

9780486461786, £8.99 

A selection of excerpts from 50 great French writers covering the 17th-20th centuries, suitable for 

beginners. 

French short stories/Nouvelles françaises (Penguin Parallel Texts) 

French short stories of the 20th century. 
Vol. 1, 9780140023855, £9.99; vol. 2, 9780140034141, £9.99 

Langues pour tous bilingue, Presses Pocket 

Dual-language texts, with explanatory notes in French on the English vocabulary only. 
Ian Fleming — James Bond en embuscade/From a view to a kill, 9782266143110, £8.99 
Arthur Conan Doyle — Sherlock Holmes: Le problème final/The final problem, 9782266132770, 

£8.99 
Arthur Conan Doyle — Sherlock Holmes: Deux aventures/Two adventures, 9782266160773, 
£7.99 

Arthur Conan Doyle — Sherlock Holmes enquête/Sherlock Holmes investigates, 
9782266139816, £7.50 
Arthur Conan Doyle — Sherlock Holmes: Nouvelles enquêtes/More mysteries, 9782266139830, 

£7.99 
Charles Dickens — David Copperfield; Un conte de noël/A Christmas carol (extraits), 
9782266160377, £8.50 

Patricia Highsmith — Crimes presque parfaits/Near-perfect crimes, 9782266132732, £8.99 
Dominique Lescanne (ed) — Nouvelles anglaises classiques/Classic British short stories, 
9782266178648, £8.50 

Henri Yvinec (ed) — Nouvelles anglaises et américaines d'aujourd'hui 1/English and American 
short stories of today 1, 9782266139854, £6.50; Nouvelles anglaises et américaines 2/English and 
American short stories of today 2, 9782266139847, £8.95 

Graham Greene — Nouvelles/Short Stories, 9782266139823, £8.99 
F. Scott Fitzgerald — L'étrange histoire de Benjamin Button/The curious case of Benjamin 
Button, 9782266188838, £5.99 

Rudyard Kipling — Le Livre de la jungle/The jungle book, 9782266158138, £8.50 
Walter Scott, Washington Irving & Bram Stoker — Histoires de fantômes/Ghost stories, 
9782266196697, £8.99 
Sophie Kinsella & Lauren Weisberger — Love and the city: deux nouvelles inédites, 

9782266208482, £6.50 
Jean-Pierre Berman et al. — 300 blagues britanniques et américaines/300 British and American 
jokes, 9782266178631, £6.50 

Winston Churchill — Discours de guerre 1940-1946/War speeches, 9782266219051, £9.50 
Nicci French — Ceux qui s'en sont allés/The people who went away, 9782266217125, £6.99 
Alfred Hitchcock — To Kill or Not to Kill / A vous de tuer, 9782266215541, £6.99 

James Joyce — Gens de Dublin; quatres nouvelles/Dubliners; four stories, 9782266239134, £5.50 
H. P. Lovecraft — L'Appel de Cthulhu/The call of Cthulhu, 9782266239141, £7.50 
Henri Yvinec (ed) — 18 très courtes nouvelles anglaises et américaines/18 English and 

American very short stories, 9782266225649, £8.50 
Edgar Allan Poe — Trois nouvelles/Three stort stories, 9782266216999, £6.50 
Ross Charnock — Meurtres à l'anglaise/Infamous English murders, 9782266244114, £6.50 

Ambrose Bierce — Récits de la guerre de sécession/Tales of the civil war, 9782266249263, £7.50 
H. G. Wells — Mondes parallèles/Parallel worlds, 9782266248891, £8.50 
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Jean-Marc Lofficier (ed) — Les grands maîtres du fantastique/Weird tales by great masters, 
9782266258463, £8.50 

Henri Yvinec (ed) — Seize très courtes nouvelles anglaises et américaines/Sixteen English & 
American very short stories, 9782266258531, £5.99 
Stephen King — L'Ordinateur des dieux/Word processor of the gods, 9782266258548, £5.99 

Madame Bovary (Flaubert, Gustave), 2010, Alexander Vassiliev,  9780956401052, pp.567, £12.00 

Dual language edition. Includes a critical introduction in English. 

Le Petit Prince/The Little Prince: A French-English bilingual book + audio CD (Saint-Exupéry, 

Antoine de), 2011, Omilia Languages, 9780956721594, £12.99 

Includes the French text, and a specially developed translation which is as literal as possible while remaining 

idiomatic and natural. The unabridged audiobooks are read by native speakers, and there are helpful study 

tips. 

Short stories in French/Nouvelles en français (New Penguin Parallel Texts), 1999, 

9780140265439, £9.99 

A collection of 12 modern short stories, written by authors from France and Quebec for students at all 

levels. 

Readers: Monolingual 

Better reading French (Hemingway, A.), 2011, McGraw-Hill, 9780071770293, pp.272, £14.99 

Authentic texts to help you understand and learn more French vocabulary and phrases. 

NEW! Collection 24 Heures, 01/09/2017, La Maison de Langues 

A collection of thrilling graded readers for adolescents learning French. Each book in this series will take 

readers on an exciting journey through the French-speaking world (Brittany, Montréal and Paris). Full of 

suspense and adventure, these stories all take place over the course of just 24 hours and touch upon 

themes such as love, gastronomy, tourism and daily life. With online audio and exercises. 
Niveau A1 — 24 heures à Paris, 9788416657650, £9.99; 24 heures à Montréal, 9788416657667, 
£9.99; 24 heures en Bretagne, 9788416657674, £9.99 

Easy French reader: premium (Roussy de Sales, R. de), 3rd ed., 20/03/2015, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071850179, £10.99 

Dialogues, short story adaptations and profiles in history for beginning students. Includes 60 texts, a set of 

flashcards and audio materials available online. 

Easy Readers 

Illustrated readers with notes, comprehension questions and activities in French. 
Level A  — 500-600 word vocabulary 

Druon. Tistou – les pouces verts, 9780850486346, £4.40 
France. Le livre de mon ami, 9780850486537, £4.25 
Renard. Poil de carotte, 9780850486506, £4.25 

Supervielle. Le voleur d’enfants., 9788723903310, £4.30 
Level B  — 1200-1500 word vocabulary 
Bondoux. Le temps des miracles, 9780850484656, £5.70 

Cardinal. La clé sur la porte, 9780850485059, £6.95 
Cocteau. Les enfants terribles, 9780850485417, £6.10 
Defossez. Pour tout l'or du monde, 9780850484779, £5.70 

Duras. Hiroshima mon amour, 9780850485462, £7.40 
Gavalda. Je voudrais que quelqu'un m'attende quelque part, 9780850480023, £6.75 
Leblanc. Arsène Lupin gentleman-cambrioleur, 9780850485950, £6.95 

Mestron. Le mystère Primrose, 9780850484830, £5.70 
Ollivier/Clarinard. E-den, 9780850484038, £6.49 
Paronuzzi. Un cargo pour Berlin, 9780850484793, £5.70 

Rochefort. Les petits enfants du siècle, 9780850486513, £6.80 
Simenon. Maigret et le clochard, 9780850486612, £7.80 
Simenon.Maigret et le fantôme, 9780850486735, £7.80 

Simenon.Énigmes, 9780850485936, £5.70 
Torrès. Tu es libre!, 9788723907271, £5.70 
Verne. Le tour du monde en quatre-vingts jours, 9780850483505, £5.95 
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Level C  — 1800-2000 word vocabulary 
Chaillou. Le dernier défi, 9780850484113, £5.70 

Deforges. La bicyclette bleue, 9780850485196, £6.90 
Dumas. Les trois mousquetaires: les ferrets de la reine, 9780850483697, £5.70 
Gary. La vie devant soi, 9780850485301, £5.70 

Hugo. Notre-Dame de Paris, 9780850486490, £6.00 
Maupassant. Contes du jour et de la nuit, 9780850485967, £6.80 
Pagnol. Le château de ma mère, 9780850486278, £4.95 

Pagnol.Jean de Florette, 9780850486797, £6.95 
Pagnol.Manon des Sources, 9780850483543, £6.70 
Sagan. Musiques de scènes, 9780850483413, £6.49 

Sartre. Le mur, 9780850483291, £5.70 
Level D  — 2400-2500 word vocabulary 
Balzac. Le père Goriot, 9780850483116, £6.95 

Charrière. Papillon, 9780850485912, £5.70 
Vian. L’écume des jours, 9780850486544, £6.90 

NEW! Entre-Textes: Dialogues littéraires et culturels, 29/08/2017, Routledge, 9781138939844, 

£35.99 

The book introduces advanced students of French to the richness of the Francophone world through 

literature from the Middle Ages to the 21st century.The course anthology is divided into fourteen modules, 

each of which pairs a classical text with a modern one. Students are guided to read works from different 

periods of time and cultural origin and consider how these echo, complement or question each other. 

Through comparing and contrasting the texts, students will develop a new approach to reading literature 

while simultaneously reinforcing linguistic and cultural competencies. 

French Short Stories for Beginners, 2016, The Language Academy, 9781535076135, pp.210, 

£16.50 

Nine captivating short stories to learn French and expand your vocabulary while having fun. 

Je vis en France: Vingt lectures faciles pour découvrir la civilisation française (Barthe, M., & Chovelon, 

B.), 16/06/2016, PUG, 9782706125270, £12.50 

Includes 20 short, easy texts about French culture and everyday life, with exercises and activities for 

speaking and comprehension. For beginners at level A1 of the Common European Framework. 

Lectures ELI Seniors (Various), ELI 

Collection of illustrated readers with CD aimed at young adults. Each volume includes activities, glossaries 

and cultural notes. 
Niveau 1 (A1) 
Molière: Le malade imaginaire, 9788853607881, £9.80;  

Verne: Le tour du monde en 80 jours, 9788853620248, £9.95 
Niveau 2 (A2)  
Maupassant: Bel-ami, 9788853615954, £9.95 

Prévost: Manon Lescaut, 9788853617583, £9.95 
Rostand: Cyrano de Bergerac, 9788853615947, £9.95 
Voltaire: Candide, 9788853607911, £9.95 

Niveau 3 (B1) 

Alain-Fournier. Le Grand Meaulnes, 9788853606570, £9.95 
Dumas. Le Comte de Monte-Cristo, 9788853605559, £9.95 
Mérimée. Carmen, 9788853620309, £9.95 

Stendhal. Le Rouge et le noir, 9788853607942, £9.95 
Verne. 20,000 lieues sous les mers, 9788853606563, £8.35 

Niveau 4 (B2) 

Balzac: Le Père Goriot, 9788853615978, £9.40 
Flaubert: L'éducation sentimentale, 9788853617590, £9.95 
Flaubert: Madame Bovary, 9788853606631, £10.50 

Hugo: Les misérables, 9788853607997, £9.95 
Hugo: Notre-Dame de Paris, 9788853620330, £9.95 
Stendhal: La Chartreuse de Parme, 9788853621146, £9.95 
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Adult Courses 

Alter ego+: Méthode de français (Various), Hachette 

An updated edition of the popular Alter ego course for adults and older teenagers, to be published in 5 

levels. 
Niveau 1 (A1) — Livre de l'élève + CD-ROM, 9782011558107, £19.50; cahier d'activités + CD, 
9782011558114, £11.50; CDs classe (4), 3095561959796, £66.00; guide pédagogique, 

9782011558169, £21.50; DVD 1+2, 3095561960297, £70.00+VAT; livre projets 1+2, 9782011558244, 
£13.50 

Niveau 2 (A2) — Livre de l'élève + CD-ROM, 9782011558121, £19.50; cahier d'activités + CD, 

9782011558138, £11.95; CDs classe (4), 3095561960006, £47.49; guide pédagogique, 
9782011558176, £21.50; DVD 1+2, 3095561960297, £70.00+VAT 

Niveau 3 (B1) — Livre de l'élève + CD-ROM, 9782011558145, £20.99; cahier d'activités + CD, 

9782011558152, £11.99; CDs classe (3), 3095561960136, £50.83+VAT; guide pédagogique, 
9782011558183, £21.75 

Niveau 4 (B2) — Livre de l'élève + CD-ROM, 9782014015508, £20.99; cahier d'activités + CD, 

9782014015515, £11.50; CDs classe (3), 3095561960129, £81.00+VAT; guide pédagogique, 
9782011559975, £21.50 

Compréhension orale, 2nd ed., 01/08/2016, Cle International 
Niveau A1/A2, 9782090381887, £17.95; niveau B1, 9782090380057, £24.50; niveau B2, 

9782090380088, £24.99; NEW! niveau C1, 9782090381931, £24.99 

Aimed at adults and teenagers, the series aims to improve communication skills and the understanding of 

spoken French. With audio CDs. 

Cosmopolite, 15/01/2017, Hachette 

"Cosmopolite" engages students in the innovative learning of French language and culture through real life 

situations shared by French, francophone and francophile people around the world. Using a clear structure 

the course adapts to different learning speeds and takes an inductive and in-depth approach to language 

learning. 
Niveau A1 — Livre de l'élève + DVD-Rom + Parcours digital, 9782014015973, £19.99; cahier 

d'activités + CD, 9782014015980, £12.99; guide pédagogique, 9782015135366, £21.99; 3 CDs, 

3095561961881, £75.00+VAT 
Niveau A2 — Livre de l'élève + DVD-Rom + Parcours digital, 9782014015997, £18.99; cahier 

d'activités + CD, 9782015135342, £13.50; guide pédagogique, 9782015135373, £24.99 

NEW! Niveau B1 — Livre de l'élève + DVD-Rom + Parcours digital, 9782015135472, £21.50; 
cahier d'activités + CD, 9782015135489, £13.50 

NEW! Défi, 15/03/2018 

An innovative and motivating French as a foreign language course for adolescents and adults. Placing 

French-speaking cultures and interculturality at the core of the learning process, the books in this collection 

use interesting, stimulating and topical documents as a basis for enhancing the four main skills. With 

access to free online resources. 
Niveau A1 — Livre de l'élève & CD, 9788416273065, £19.95; Cahier d'exercices, 9788417249656, 
£10.99 

Niveau A2 — Livre de l'élève & CD, 9788416657469, £19.95; Cahier d'exercices, 9788417249663, 
£10.99 

Édito: Méthode de français, 3rd ed., Didier 

A course for adults and teenagers wishing to develop speaking and listening skills, based on a variety of 

authentic documents. 
Niveau A1 —  Livre de l'élève & CD & DVD, 9782278083183, £18.99; cahier d'activités & CD, 
9782278083619, £12.99 

Niveau A2 —  Livre de l'élève & CD & DVD, 9782278083190, £18.99; cahier d'exercises, 

9782278083657, £12.99 
Niveau B1 — Livre de l'élève & CD & DVD, 9782278087730, £23.99; cahier d'exercises, 
9782278090037, £12.95 

Niveau B2 —  Livre de l'élève & CD & DVD, 9782278080984, £23.50; cahier d'activités & CD, 
9782278081127, £12.99 
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Foundations French (Bissar, D.,  et al.), Palgrave 

A course written specifically for IWLP courses. 
Level 1 — Book with CD(s), 9781137579195, £28.99 

Level 2 — Book with CD(s), 9780230574076, £31.99 

Latitudes: Méthode de français (Mérieux, R., et al.), Didier 

A communicative course, aimed at teenagers and adults, combining teaching of language with social and 

cultural aspects of life in France and francophone countries. 
Niveau 1 (A1/A2) — Livre de l'élève + CDs(2), 9782278062492, £18.99; cahier d'exercices + CD, 

9782278062638, £15.15; cahier d'exercices (version anglophone), 9782278062898, £12.50; guide 
pédagogique, 9782278062645, £17.99; DVD pour la classe, 9782278062652, £65.61+VAT 

Niveau 2 (A2/B1) — Livre de l'élève + CDs(2), 9782278062508, £18.99; Cahier d'exercices + CD, 

9782278062669, £11.99; Guide pédagogique, 9782278062676, £18.95 
Niveau 3 (B1) — Livre de l'élève + CDs(2), 9782278064069, £18.99; Cahier d'exercices + CD, 
9782278064076, £12.50; Guide pédagogique, 9782278064083, £17.75 

Le nouveau taxi!: méthode de français (Capelle, G., & Menand, R.), Hachette 

A new, more clearly laid out, edition of the popular Taxi! series for adults and older teenagers. 
Level 1 (A1) — Livre de l'élève + DVD-ROM, 9782011555489, £17.99; Cahier d'exercices, 
9782011555496, £11.50; CDs classe (2), 3095561958041, £47.49+VAT; Guide pédagogique, 

9782011555502, £20.00 
Level 2 (A2) — Livre de l'élève + DVD-Rom, 9782011555519, £18.50; Cahier d'exercices, 
9782011555526, £11.99; Guide pédagogique, 9782011555533, £19.99; CDs classe (2), 

3095561958058, £50.43+VAT 
Level 3 (B1) — Livre de l'élève + CD-Rom, 9782011555588, £19.99; Cahier d'exercices, 
9782011555595, £11.99; CDs Classe (2), 3095561958195, £51.50+VAT; Guide pédagogique, 

9782011557902, £18.99 

Saison (Various), Didier 

A simple and structured approach to learning French. Includes a variety of authentic materials and DELF-

style evaluation tests. 
Niveau 1 (A1) — Livre & CD & DVD, 9782278082650, £19.99; Cahier d'activités & CD, 

9782278082674, £11.99 
Niveau 2 (A2) — Livre & CD & DVD, 9782278077533, £18.99; Cahier d'activités & CD, 
9782278079186, £13.50 

Niveau 3 (B1) — Livre & CD & DVD, 9782278080434, £19.99; Cahier d'activités & CD, 
9782278081097, £11.50 

Niveau 4 (B2) — Livre & CD & DVD, 9782278081103, £19.99; Cahier d'activités & CD, 

9782278081110, £11.50 

Tendances, Cle International 

Provides students with a broad picture of France, based on topical articles drawn from newspapers and 

magazines and covering a wide range of social and cultural issues. 
Niveau A1 — Livre de l'élève & DVD-ROM, 9782090385250, £23.50; cahier d'activités, 

9782090385267, £14.50; livre du professeur, 9782090385274, £19.99 
Niveau A2 — Livre de l'élève & DVD-ROM, 9782090385281, £25.50; cahier d'activités, 
9782090385298, £20.99; livre du professeur, 9782090385304, £19.99 

Niveau B1 — Livre de l'élève & DVD-ROM, 9782090385311, £26.50; cahier d'activités, 
9782090385328, £15.99; livre du professeur, 9782090385335, £19.99 

Niveau B2 — Livre de l'élève & DVD-ROM, 9782090385342, £26.99; cahier d'activités, 

9782090385359, £16.50; livre du professeur, 9782090385366, £19.99 

Texto, 2016, Hachette 

A clearly set out beginner level course, which encourages active participation from the learner using 

scenarios from daily life. 
Niveau 1 (A1) — Livre de l'élève &  DVD-ROM, 9782014015850, £18.50; cahier d'activités & CD, 

9782014015874, £14.50; CDs, 3095561961706, £72.00+VAT 
Niveau 2 (A2) — Livre de l'élève &  DVD-ROM, 9782014015867, £18.50; cahier d'activités & CD, 
9782014015881, £13.50; CDs, 3095561961713, £72.00+VAT 

Niveau 3 (B1) — Livre de l'élève &  DVD-ROM, 9782014015942, £19.50; cahier d'activités & CD, 
9782014015959, £11.99; CDs, 3095561961850, £89.00+VAT 
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Totem, 2014, Hachette 

A video-based course filmed as a TV series and set around an encounter between two French families in 

Nantes. 
Niveau 1 (A1) — Livre de l'élève & DVD-ROM, 9782011560483, £18.50; Cahier d'activités & CD, 
9782011560537, £13.50; Guide pédagogique, 9782011560544, £21.99; CD(s), 3095561961201, 
£76.00+VAT; DVD A1+A2, 3095561961270, £76.00+VAT 

Niveau 2 (A2) — Livre de l'élève & DVD-ROM, 9782011560551, £18.50; Cahier d'activités & CD, 

9782011560568, £13.50; Guide pédagogique, 9782011560575, £23.50; CD(s), 3095561961218, 
£85.00+VAT 

Niveau 3 (B1) — Livre de l'élève & DVD-ROM, 9782014015522, £19.50; cahier d'activités & CD, 

9782014015539, £12.50; guide pédagogique, 9782014015584, £23.99; CD(s), 3095561961539, 
£76.00+VAT; DVD, 3095561961591, £72.00+VAT 

Self Study 

Assimil French workbook: False beginners (Demontrond-Box, E.), 20/08/2015, Assimil, spiral 

spine, 9782700507119, £10.50 

An easy-to-use workbook for false beginners with 200 exercises following a logical progression. Every aspect 

of the language is covered, and answers are included. 

Bescherelle L'essentiel, 2013, 9782218952418, £13.99 

A reference book covering grammar, conjugation, vocabulary and spelling. 

Colloquial French: the complete course for beginners (Demouy,V., & Moys, A.), 3rd ed., 01/08/2015, 

Routledge, book with online access, 9781138949683, £28.99 

A step-by-step approach to spoken and written French, allowing the student to communicate confidently in 

a broad range of everyday situations. Includes audio download. 

Colloquial French 2: the next step in language learning (Broady, E.), 01/07/2015, Routledge, book 

with online access, 9781138950122, £24.99 

Developed to work systematically on reinforcing and extending your grasp of French grammar and 

vocabulary. The course is structured to give you the opportunity to listen to and read lots of modern, 

everyday French. Includes audio download. 

Façon de parler! (5th ed.) (Aries, A., & Debney, D.), 2012, Hodder Education 

A communicative course designed to take adult beginners to GCSE and beyond. 
Level 1 — Coursebook, 9781444168389, £16.99; activity book, 9781444168426, £12.99; Book with 

CD(s), 9781444168419, £39.99; CD/support book pack, 9781444168457, £39.99 
Level 2 — Coursebook, 9781444181227, £24.99; activity book, 9781444181241, £19.99; Book with 
CD(s), 9781444181265, £37.50 

The French experience, BBC 

The BBC course which helps develop listening, reading, writing and speaking skills as well as providing 

valuable insights into French culture. 
The French experience 1 —Textbook, 9780563472568, £14.99; Activity book, 9780563472575, 

£7.99; CD(s), 9780563472582, £24.99+VAT; Book with CD(s), 9781406678475, £39.23+VAT  
The French experience 2 —Textbook, 9780563519096, £14.99; CD(s), 9780563519249, £24.99+VAT; 
Book with CD(s), 9781406678482, £39.24 

French with Michel Thomas method, Hodder & Stoughton 

The world famous no-books Michel Thomas method that gets you speaking and understanding in just a few 

hours, includes audio CDs, and now a new visual learning review for PC or Mac. 
Start French (beginner) — MP3 CD, 9781444133011, £8.32+VAT 
Total French (beginner to intermediate) — MP3 CD(s), 9781444790672, £75.00+VAT 

Perfect French (intermediate to advanced) — MP3 CD(s), 9781444790665, £83.33+VAT 
Masterclass French (revision) — MP3 CD(s), 9781444144802, £33.33+VAT 
A 2 hour audio course to widen your vocabulary, learn authentic phrases and expressions, and consolidate everything 

learned in the Michel Thomas Total and Perfect French courses. 
Insider's French intermediate conversation — MP3 CD(s), 9781444170566, £33.33 
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Living French: a grammar-based course (Knight,T. W. & J. C. Arragon), 7th ed., 2012, Hodder 

Education, book with CD(s), 9781444153972, £15.99 

A course with a traditional approach to language learning. Each unit includes grammar explanations, 

vocabulary lists, reading material, questions for speaking practice and exercises. 

Practice Makes Perfect: French Conversation (Kurbegov, E.), 20/05/2017, McGraw-Hill, book 

with online access, 9781260010688, £14.99 

Organized into 10 units, the book presents realistic everyday dialogues, followed by helpful instruction on 

correct syntax and word usage, as well as lots of conversation-ready phrases and exercises. 

Teach Yourself complete French (Graham, G.), 2012, Hodder Education 

Teaches everyday French through real-life situations, with full colour easy-to-read page design, and audio 

support available on MP3 compatible CDs. Will take you from beginner to intermediate level (B2 of the 

Common European Framework). 
Book, 9781444177268, £17.99; Book with CD(s), 9781444177299, £29.99 

Unlocking French with Paul Noble, 12/01/2017, Collins, 9780008135867, pp.256, £9.99 

Ideal for anyone learning for the first time, giving the tools to learn efficiently and quickly. A pocket sized 

format, with fun illustrations and easy pronunciation guidance. 

Vocational & Business 

NEW! Affaires.com: méthode de français des affaires, niveau avancé (Penfornis, J-L.), 3rd ed., 

15/11/2017 

A course for adults at advanced level, covering all linguistic and cultural aspects of the world of business. 
Livre de l’éleve + DVD-ROM, 9782090386820, £26.99; cahier d'activités, 9782090386837, £12.99; 
guide pédagogique, 9782090386844, £23.99 

Bon voyage, 01/08/2017, CLE International 
Livre de l'étudiant & CD, 9782090386790, £21.99; guide pédagogique, 9782090386813, £22.99 

Learn French for tourism business. For level A1-A2. 

Communication progressive du français des affaires, 2nd ed., 26/07/2016, Cle International 
Livre, 9782090380880, £26.99; corrigés, 9782090380897, £13.99 

Designed for intermediate level students who wish to learn the necessary skills to be able to communicate 

in a professional environment. 

Le français des infirmiers, 09/06/2016, PUG, book with DVD(s), 9782706122828, £23.50 

This multimedia book is intended for medicine students and professionals. It is also an interesting 

complement to hospital culture in the French-speaking environment. 

Le Français des médecins (B2-C1): 40 vidéos pour communiquer à l'hôpital (Fassier, T., & Talavera-

Goy, S.), 2008, PUG, book with CD-Rom(s), 9782706122477, £21.50 

An advanced level course for medical students or professionals working in France who do not have French 

as a first language. 

Français.com, 2nd edition: Méthode de français professionnel et des affaires (Penfornis, J.-L.), 2012, 

Clé International 

A course covering all the linguistic and cultural aspects of professional life using situations from the world of 

work. The DVD-ROM includes all the audio material, plus 80 interactive exercises. 
Niveau débutant (A1-A2), livre de l'élève + DVD-ROM, 9782090380354, £23.99; cahier 

d'exercices, 9782090380361, £9.95; guide pédagogique, 9782090380378, £20.99 
Niveau intermédiaire (B1), livre de l'élève + DVD-ROM, 9782090380385, £22.99; cahier 
d'exercices, 9782090380392, £15.50; guide pédagogique, 9782090380408, £20.99 

Objectif express: le monde professionnel en français (Dubois, A.-Ll, & Tauzin, B.), Hachette 

An intensive course for adults in a professional situation. 
Niveau 1 (A1/A2) — Livre & DVD-ROM, 9782011560070, £20.50; cahier d'activités, 
9782011560087, £12.99; guide pédagogique, 9782011560438, £20.50; CDs classe (2), 

3095561960235, £50.99 
Niveau 2 (B1/B2.1) — Livre & DVD-ROM, 9782014015751, £23.50; cahier d'activités, 
9782014015768, £12.50; guide pédagogique, 9782014015775, £20.50; CDs (3) classe, 
3095561961614, £83.33 
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Vocabulaire progressif du français des affaires avec 250 exercices (Penfornis, J-L.), 3rd ed., 

01/07/2016, Clé International 

A course for students at intermediate or advanced level wishing to learn business French with a professional 

objective. 
Book with CD(s), 9782090381061, £28.99; corrigés, 9782090381078, £11.99 

DELF/DALF 

NEW! Les clés du DELF, 28/09/2017, La Maison de Langues 
Niveau B1 — Student's book, 9788416657681, £19.99; teacher's book, 9788416657698, £9.40 

Offers motivational topics and context-orientated activities, so that students can learn and revise the 

necessary vocabulary and grammar required for the exams. In addition to this, students using these guides 

will find useful advice and practical tips on how to successfully complete each section of the exam. With 

interactive online tests. 

Le DEFL - 100% réussite, 28/09/2016, Didier 
Niveau A1, 9782278086252, £17.50; Niveau A2, 9782278086269, £17.50; Niveau B1, 9782278086276, 
£17.99; Niveau B2, 9782278086283, £17.99; NEW! Niveau C1-C2 (DALF), 9782278087945, £23.99 

DELF exams preparation series, each book comes with a variety of exam practice materials and a CD with 

audio recordings. 

NEW! Le DELF scolaire et junior - 100% réussite, 06/09/2017, Didier 
Niveau A1, 9782278090761, £17.99; niveau A2, 9782278088591, £17.50; niveau B1, 9782278088584, 
£17.99 

The books for each level contain exercises, tips and strategies to help students progress, and revision sheets 

"Ready for the exam!" which summarise the content and main points for the exam covering vocabulary, 

grammar, speaking, themes and learning tips. With audio CDs. 

NEW! Préparer le DALF C1 et C2, 15/02/2018, FLE, 9782706129841, £26.99 

A comprehensive guide to preperation for DALF C1-C2. 

 

Background topics 

 

French culture, history and society 

Julaud, Jean-Joseph. L'histoire de France illustrée pour les nuls, 22/10/2015, First Edition, pp.836, 

9782754076517, £27.99 

Summary of the main events in the history of France, illustrated with anecdotes and portraits of key figures. 

Contains a useful quiz at the end. 

Ligny, Cécile de & Manuela Rousselot. La littérature française (Repères Pratiques), 03/08/2016, 

Nathan, pp.159, 9782091641249, £12.99 

An annotated and illustrated chronology of French literature from the Middle Ages to the beginning of the 

21st century, presenting the main themes, writers and works of each era. 

Meyer, D.C. Clés pour la France en 80 icônes culturelles: Pour comprendre la France et les Français, 

2010, Hachette, pp.192, illus., 9782011557360, £22.50 

Aimed at helping students learn about French culture, Meyer presents 80 short texts followed by 

comprehension exercises and tasks. He focuses on a wide range of cultural icons from Tintin to Coco 

Chanel, via escargots and the TGV. 

NEW! Pavard, B. Mai 68 (QSJ), 15/04/2018, 9782130800095, £9.99 

Accessible and detailed synthesis about the Mai 68 revolt. 

Various. Chronologie de l'histoire française: du origines à nos jours, 27/09/2017, Bescherelle, hardback, 

9782218998638, £16.50 

The most important events in the French history presented in chronological order. 
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—— Histoire de France, 14/04/2017, Fleurus, pp.192, 9782215151180, £11.50 

A junior encyclopedia that traces the history of France from prehistory to the present day. 

—— L'histoire de France: retenir l'essentiel (Repères Pratiques), 03/08/2016, Nathan, pp.160, 

9782091641317, £12.99 

Benchmarks in the history of France, from  antiquity through the Middle Ages to the modern  world. 

The Second World War 

Rousso, H. Les Années noires: vivre sous l’Occupation (Coll. Découvertes), 2009, pp.192, illus., 

9782070399741, £15.70 

Indispensable guide to life under the Occupation. With full colour illustrations. 

Immigration and racism 

Ben Jelloun, Tahar. Le Racisme expliqué à ma fille, 2009, Seuil, pp.198, 9782021002812, £8.35 

In "question and answer" format, this book is aimed at educating not only children but also adults. 

Various. Atlas des immigrations en France: histoire, mémoire, héritage, 07/09/2016, Autrement, pp.96, 

9782746742772, £24.99 

France was built in successive waves of immigration which, after generations, has led to a pluralistic society. 

The book explains the issues it raises: education, housing, voting, work, religion, integration, etc. 

Media and communications 

Balle, Francis. Les médias (Que sais-je?), 11/01/2017, PUF, pp.128, 9782130787129, £9.99 

Presents the different objectives and purposes of the major media from the point of view of their users, and 

discusses their political, cultural and social impacts at the beginning of the 21st century. 

Women in society 

Riot-Sarcey, Michèle. Histoire du féminisme (Repères. Histoire), 15/10/2015, La Découverte, pp.126, 

9782707186300, £11.99 

A summary of the many aspects of the struggle for gender equality and official parity. 

Education 

Auduc, Jean-Louis. Le système éducatif français (Repères Pratiques), 12/05/2016, Nathan, pp.159, 

9782091641386, £12.50 

All the information necessary to understand the functioning of the French educational system, the school 

curriculum from kindergarten to university, the advanced technological and special education courses and 

finally the organisation of schools. 

Bégaudeau, François. Entre les murs (Folio), 2008, Gallimard, pp.289, 9782070342907, £8.99 

Teacher and novelist Bégaudeau takes the reader behind the scenes of a racially mixed school in a tough 

Parisian neighbourhood. Recently made into a film which won the 2008 Palme d'or at Cannes. 

Health and drug problems 

Campagne, Patricia. De la prévention de la drogue: les bonnes mesures à prendre, 13/04/2017, 

Michalon, 9782841868551, £15.99 

The author focuses on the issue of narcotics today, their use and prevention and the various options and 

treatments available. 

Social issues, the family and young people 

Malherbe, Michel. Les religions (Repères Pratiques), 03/08/2016, Nathan, pp.157, 9782091641355, 

£12.50 

A synthesis on the origin of religions (Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Eastern religions), to better 

understand the differences between them and their relationship with society. 
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Work and unemployment 

Cahuc, Pierre & Zylberberg, André. Les ennemis de l'emploi: le chômage, fatalité ou nécessité?, 

07/01/2015, Flammarion, pp.220, 9782081342637, £9.99 

An analysis of French public employment policies. 

Tanguy, Lucie. Enseigner l'esprit d'entreprise à l'école, 17/03/2016, La Dispute, pp.220, 

9782843032660, £15.99 

In a context of mass unemployment in France, a political goal of the years 1980-2000 was the contribution 

of schools and the education system to business competitiveness. 

Various. La législation du travail (Repères pratiques), 02/08/2016, Nathan, 9782091641362, £13.95 

Employment legislation discussed in a clear, approachable manner. 

Geography 

NEW! Ruggeri, C. La France: géographie des territoires, 23/05/2017, Ellipses-Marketing,  

9782340018280, £41.99 

All the major themes (development, transport, cities and countryside, coasts, mountains) are tackled in a 

simple and educational way with numerous examples and illustrations. 

Agriculture and industry 

Giran, Michel. Plus de 100 questions sur l'agriculture, 06/01/2016, MA éditions, pp.132, 

9782822404136, £15.99 

A guide to modern agriculture — the daily management of ecosystems, trade and food security, water 

harvesting, the use of pesticides, GMOs, permaculture, and much more. 

Le Buanec, Bernard. Les OGM: pourquoi la France n'en cultive plus ?, 11/02/2016, Presses des Mines, 

pp.82, 9782356712325, £15.99 

The evolution of the GMO (genetically modified organism) in France from the first experimental 

programme in 1983 until the final ban in 2014. 

Various. Le développement durable (Repères Pratiques), 13/08/2015, Nathan, pp.159, 9782091638546, 

£12.50 

Sustainable development and its impacts on ecological, economic and social level, through the presentation 

of 75 key concepts. 

Tourism, sport and leisure 

Juguet, Isabelle & Claude Peyroutet. Le tourisme en France: retenir l'essentiel (Repères Pratiques), 

13/08/2015, Nathan, pp.159, 9782091638461, £12.50 

Synthesis on tourism in France describing its economic characteristics, its main players and infrastructures 

and its different aspects (cultural, rural, coastal, etc.). 

Europe and the Euro 

Brulhart, Jean & José Echkenaz. Guide de l'Union européenne: retenir l'essentiel (Repères 

Pratiques), 25/08/2016, Nathan, pp.158, 9782091638560, £12.50 

Presentation of the stages of European construction, the functioning of its institutions, the stakes, the 

economic questions, etc.. 

Dumont, Gérard-François & Pierre Verluise. Géopolitique de l'Europe: de l'Atlantique à l'Oural, 

21/09/2016, PUF, pp.234, 9782130750178, £28.00 

A study of Europe from a geopolitical perspective and with regard to its history from the end of the 20th 

century: analysis of the stakes and new antagonisms, questions about the European future, Brexit, etc. with 

maps. 
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Politics 

NEW! Furois, S. & J.-M. Mini-guide du citoyen, 3rd ed. (Coll. Les Essentiels Milan), 28/12/2017, 

9782745963307, £7.25 

Simple, easy-to-follow guide to the institutions, political parties and distribution of power in France. 

Néant, Hubert. La politique en France: 1815-2015: régimes, institutions, élections, courants, partis, 

groupes de pression, médias, 27/01/2016, Hachette Supérieur, pp.256, 9782014004700, £18.99 

Small encyclopaedia organized around major themes: regimes, political currents, elections, the executive 

and the state, etc. 

Various. NEW! Atlas politique de la France, 21/06/2017, Autrement, 9782746745414, £26.99 

Over 70 maps presenting different aspects of the French political and social life from 1992 until now. 

—— Les institutions de la France: retenir l'essentiel (Repères Pratiques), 03/11/2015, Nathan, pp.159, 

9782091636979, £12.99 

Presentation of the organisation and functioning of the institutions of the Fifth Republic. The authors explain 

the role of the state and the different political parties. The powers of local and regional authorities are also 

detailed. 

French cinema 

Boudraa, N. & C. Accilien. Francophone cultures through film, 2013, Focus Publishing, 

9781585103119, £29.50 

An engaging, content-based book for incorporating Francophone cinema and culture into advanced 

language courses. Each chapter is devoted to a single feature film and includes aids for students watching 

the film, discussing and writing about the film, and understanding the film within the cultural context. 

Glover, S. Advanced Level Activities: Photocopiable workbook, 2010, Linguascope 

Various worksheets based around the film to help advanced students express themselves, expand their 

vocabulary, practise grammar points and write essays. 
Au revoir les enfats, 9781847951106, £14.99; Le Boucher, 9781847951120, £14.99;  

Le dernier métro, 9781847951137, £14.99; Le fabuleux destin d'Amélie Poulain, 9781847951090, £14.99; 
Le Grand Voyage, 9781847951144, £14.99; La Haine, 9781847951113, £14.99; Merci pour le chocolat, 
9781847951168, £14.99 

Various. Film Study Guides for AS/A-level French, 27/01/2017, Hodder Education 

Breaking down each scene, the guides will enable students to understand the historical and social context of 

the film. Includes grammar, vocabulary and writing exercises. 
La Haine, 9781471889943, £11.99;  
Au revoir les enfants, 9781471890017, £11.99;  

Entre les murs, 9781471891755, £11.99 
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GERMAN 
 

 

Dictionaries 

 

Bilingual 

Large 

NEW! Collins German dictionary: complete & unabridged, 9th ed., 09/08/2018, Collins, hardback, 

9780008241339, pp.2128, £40.00 

A comprehensive two-way dictionary with detailed usage notes and numerous examples of usage. 

Oxford German dictionary, 2008, Oxford University Press, hardback, 9780199545681, pp.1792, 

£35.00 

Contains 320,000 words, sample correspondence, large number of examples, and one year free access to 

Oxford online German dictionary. 

 

Medium 

Collins easy learning German dictionary, 8th ed., 08/05/2014, 9780007530953, pp.688, £9.99 

An up-to-date, easy-reference dictionary with key GCSE curriculum words highlighted and a practical 

supplement covering key vocabulary areas. 

NEW! Collins German dictionary and grammar, 8th ed., 03/05/2018, Harper Collins, 

9780008241377, pp.1152, £13.99 

Handy dictionary with extensive grammar notes on additional 250 pages. 

Compact Oxford German dictionary, 5th ed., 2013, Oxford University Press, 9780199663125, 

pp.976, £13.99 

Contains 90,000 words and phrases and 120,000 translations. 

Oxford learner’s German dictionary, 01/06/2017, Oxford University Press, 9780198407973, 

pp.704, £9.99 

For students age 11-16 years. Contains all curriculum words for secondary school with key words 

highlighted. 

 

Small 

Collins gem German dictionary, 12th ed., 11/02/2016, flexi (plastic) cover, 9780008141868, pp.608, 

£4.99 

A handy two-way dictionary covering the vocabulary required for GCSE. 

NEW! Collins German dictionary: essential edition, 05/04/2018, Collins, 9780008270742, £5.99 

A handy and affordable quick reference guide for everyday German. The clear layout allows for fast and 

easy access when you most need it. Ideal for use on the go, at home, in the office, classroom or on holiday. 

Over 40,000 words and phrases and 60,000 translations. 

Collins German School Dictionary, 5th ed., 03/05/2018, 9780008257989, pp.496, £6.99 

Contains 35,000 references and 46,000 translations, in colour. (Suitable for EAL exam purposes.) 

Collins pocket German dictionary, 9th ed., 09/02/2017, flexi (plastic) cover, 9780008183639, 

pp.640, £9.99 

An easy-to-use dictionary, now in colour. (Suitable for EAL exam purposes.) 

Oxford German mini dictionary, 6th ed., 2011, 9780199692668, pp.656, £5.99 

Contains 40,000 words and phrases and 60,000 translations. 
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Monolingual 

Large 

Duden. Deutsches Universalwörterbuch, 8th ed., 15/08/2015, hardback, 9783411055081, pp.2122, 

£43.99 

Over 150,000 words. 

 

Medium 

Langenscheidt Großwörterbuch Deutsch als Fremdsprache (Various), 02/06/2015, 

Langenscheidt, 9783468490484, pp.1344, £30.50 

Monolingual German dictionary with around 90,000 main entries. 

Langenscheidt Schulwörterbuch Deutsch als Fremdsprache, 01/06/2016, Langenscheidt, 

9783468490804, £17.99 

Contains 35,000 headwords with examples of usage and very simple explanations. Illustrations are 

included to help with important and more difficult words. 

Thematischer Basiswortschatz Deutsch als Fremdsprache A1-B1+, 01/11/2016, Klett, 

9783125195073, pp.584, £24.99 

A thematic learner's vocabulary with over 5,500 words and phrases, ideal as preparation for the B1 exam. 

its clear structure and wide variety of topics, taken from an everyday context, make it an ideal companion 

for learning German. 

Picture and visual 

NEW! Berlitz picture dictionary German, 01/09/2017, Berlitz, 9781780044798, £6.99 

Contains more than 2,000 illustrated A-Z words and phrases. Content is organised within 12 thematic 

units, including Everyday Language, People, Housing, Work, Food and Leisure. 

German<>English bilingual visual dictionary, 30/03/2017, Dorling Kindersley, 9780241292457, 

pp.360, £8.99 

Good quality illustrated dictionary with over 6,000 words and phrases, arranged by subject. With 

downloadable app. 

Langenscheidt Wörterbuch Deutsch als Fremdsprache Bild für Bild, 02/08/2016, 

Langenscheidt, 9783468116025, pp.344, £13.99 

With over 7,500 words and phrases, this visual dictionary is perfect for German learners. 

 

German Language 

 

GCSE: Courses 

AQA GCSE German, 2nd ed., 23/05/2016, Oxford University Press 

Updated for the 2016 specification. This course offers brand new content, delivering the breadth and rigour 

required to develop the productive skills students need to manipulate language confidently and to prepare 

thoroughly for their exams. 
Student’s book (higher), 9780198365877, £24.50; student's book (foundation), 9780198365884, 

£24.50; audio CDs, 9780198375630, £150.00+VAT; grammar, vocabulary & translation workbook 
(higher) - pack of 8, 9780198415626, £28.99; grammar, vocabulary & translation workbook 
(foundation) - pack of 8, 9780198415657, £28.99 
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Cambridge IGCSE and International Certificate German Foreign Language (Jones, M.), 2015, 

Hodder Education 

Written for the latest Cambridge International Examinations syllabus. 
Student's book, 9781471833021, £22.99; grammar workbook, 9781471833182, £6.00; teacher's 
book & CD, 9781471833076, £168.00 

NEW! Fantastisch!, 12/05/2018, Klett 
Niveau A1 — Kursbuch & online access, 9783126767118, £15.50; Übungsbuch & online access, 

9783126767125, £13.50; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126767132, £25.75 

For learner age 12+. The reading texts in the form of blogs, short stories and chats are suited to the 

interests of students and each chapter offers a double page dedicated to culture and regional studies. 

Grammar tips, vocabulary games, comic strips, projects and games are included to reinforce the language 

skills. 

NEW! Maximal, 01/02/2018, Klett 

A 3 level course for teenagers, levels A1-B1. The course uses typical everyday situations and language and 

combines traditional coursebooks with online interactive learning. Winner of the BELMA (Best European 

Learning Materials Award) 2017. 
Niveau A1 — Kursbuch, 9783126767408, £18.50; Arbeitsbuch, 9783126767415, £15.95; Arbeitsbuch 
+ online access, 9783126767422, £23.50; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126767439, £29.95; DVD, 

9783126767446, £19.95+VAT 
Niveau A2 — Kursbuch, 9783126767453, £19.50; Arbeitsbuch, 9783126767460, £16.50; Arbeitsbuch 
+ online access, 9783126767477, £24.75; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126767484, £30.75; DVD, 

9783126767491, £20.95+VAT 

NEW! Starten wir!, 01/04/2017, Hueber 

"Starten wir!" takes student from absolute beginner to "I can do that" easily and quickly. Aimed at teenage 

learners, this engaging course offers a variety of exercises and interesting subjects, encouraging discussion 

and communication. 
Niveau A1 — Kursbuch, 9783190160006, £15.99; Arbeitsbuch, 9783190260003, £15.99; 
Lehrerhandbuch, 9783190360000, £12.99; Medienpaket (5 CDs), 9783192260001, £26.66+VAT; 
Intensivtrainer, 9783191160005, £11.99; Testheft, 9783191060008, £11.99; Glossar Englisch-

Deutsch, 9783192860003, £7.55 

Stimmt! AQA GCSE German, 20/05/2016, Pearson 
Student's book (higher), 9781292118185, £21.50; student's book (foundation), 9781292132600, 
£20.99; vocabulary book higher (pack of 8), 9781292133430, £12.00; grammar and translation 

workbook, 9781292132617, £5.99 

Designed to help learners use language independently and to the best of their ability, with fresh and 

engaging content from the target language culture. 

Stimmt! Edexcel GCSE German, 20/05/2016, Pearson 
Student's book (higher), 9781292118192, £20.99; student's book (foundation), 9781292132723, 
£21.50; vocabulary book higher (pack of 8), 9781292133447, £12.00; grammar and translation 
workbook, 9781292132730, £5.99 

Designed to help learners use language independently and to the best of their ability, with fresh and 

engaging content from the target language culture. 

WJEC GCSE German, 25/08/2016, Crown House Publishing 
Textbook, 9781785830846, £18.99 

The textbook offers engaging and relevant content and provides comprehensive coverage of the WJEC 

themes and sub-themes, incorporating all of the new exam components. 

GCSE: Key Skills 

NEW! Auch kleine Flöhe schreibt man groß!: Deutsche Rechtschreibung - erst quizzen, dann 

wissen, 02/08/2017, Langenscheidt, 978346,299605, £11.99 

The most useful rules of German spelling explained clearly. Includes engaging tests and activities to improve 

writing skills. 
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Lesen & schreiben, 2010-2017, Hueber 
Level A1, 9783194674936, £13.50; level A2, 9783195374934, £13.50; level B1, 9783195774932, £14.50; 

NEW! level B2, 9783195274937, £13.99 

Through authentic texts and variety of exercises this series helps improve reading and writing skills. 

NEW! Zwischendurch mal... Sprechen, 10/11/2017, Hueber, 9783193710024, £24.99 

A collection of photocopiable worksheets covering 20 topics for levels A1 and A2 of the CEFR offering a 

range of speaking activities and games. Teachers' notes are included. 

GCSE: Classroom Extras 

Flashsticks German, 2015, Learning Labs 
Beginners, 9781909913066, £4.16+VAT; intermediate, 9781909913103, £4.16+VAT 

Post-it sticky notes with words and phrases to be used around the house or in the classroom. 

Interpol ermittelt - Deutsch lernen für Krimi-Fans, 15/11/2016, Hueber, 9783197395869, 

£10.99 

An engaging language practice game for levels A2-B1. With 30 criminal plots, players have to ask the right 

questions in order to establish who is the criminal. 

Mitreden, 01/02/2016, Klett, 9783126752671, £25.99 

This innovative collection of material promotes students' confidence in speaking German and enables them 

to actively participate in discussions in German. The book contains 60 photocopiable worksheets for use in 

the classroom and there are additional resources online that can be accessed using a code given in the 

book. 

PONS Typisch Deutsch: Rätsel & Übungen zu Sprache, Kultur, Land und Leuten, 07/02/2017, PONS, 

9783125629332, £10.99 

Discover the language and culture in entertaining puzzles. Contains 20 big quiz subjects to expand existing 

language and country knowledge, with answer key and additional background information. Level A2-B2 

GCSE: Revision 

NEW! AQA GCSE German - all-in-one revision and practice, 23/08/2018, Collins, 

9780008292034, £10.99 

Complete revision guide for AQA GCSE packed with tests and exercises, with topic review sections. 

New GCSE German AQA complete revision & practice (grade 9-1), 09/01/2017, CGP, book 

with CD-Rom(s), 9781782945543, £12.99 

Contains superb study notes that explain all the required topics, vocabulary and grammar while the exam-

style questions cover the reading, grammar, translation, speaking and listening skills needed for the exam. 

New GCSE German AQA exam practice workbook (grade 9-1), 09/01/2017, CGP, 

9781782945536, £5.95 

Contains hundreds of exam-style practice questions for the entire AQA Grade 9-1 GCSE German course. 

Questions are arranged by topic for targeted revision and cover reading, translation, grammar and listening 

skills. 

New GCSE German AQA revision guide (grade 9-1), 09/01/2017, CGP, 9781782945529, £5.95 

Contains superb study notes that explain all the required topics, vocabulary and grammar while the exam-

style questions cover the reading, grammar, translation, speaking and listening skills needed for the exam. 

Advanced Level: Courses 

AQA A-level German, 25/03/2016, Hodder Education 
Student's book, 9781471858024, £29.99; Revision and Practice Workbook: Themes 1 & 2, 
9781510416765, £8.99; Revision and Practice Workbook: Themes 3 & 4, 9781510417342, £8.99 

Designed specifically to meet the demands of the new 2016 specification. The Student Book covers both 

AS and A-level in one textbook to help students build on and develop their language skills as they progress 

throughout the course. 
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AQA A-level German, 15/05/2016, Oxford University Press 

Updated for the 2016 specification, this course offers brand new content. The blend facilitates co-teaching 

and includes AS and A Level Student Books and online resources delivered via popular Kerboodle. 
Year 1 & AS — Student's book, 9780198366898, £23.99; audio CDs, 9780198375661, £75.00+VAT; 
grammar & translation workbook, 9780198415541, £7.99 

Year 2 & A-level — Student's book, 9780198366867, £23.99; grammar & translation workbook, 
9780198415541, £7.99; audio CDs, 9780198375692, £80.00+VAT 

Aspekte Junior, 01/03/2017, Klett 

A course for students aged 14+ covering levels B1+ to C1, with real-life scenarios, authentic film material 

on DVD and online practice materials. 
Niveau B1+ — Kursbuch + audio download, 9783126052504, £26.50; Übungsbuch + audio 

download, 9783126052511, £22.50; Medienpaket (3CDs + DVD), 9783126052535, £29.16+VAT; 
Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126052528, £18.99 

NEW! Niveau B2 — Kursbuch + audio download, 9783126052542, £21.50; Übungsbuch + audio 

download, 9783126052559, £19.50; Medienpaket (4 CDs + DVD), 9783126052573, £31.95+VAT 

Edexcel A-level German (includes AS), 2nd ed., 26/08/2016, Hodder Education 
Student’s book, 9781471858239, £31.50 

Detailed and comprehensive course: suitable for students following all three leading exam board 

specifications, but specifically tailored to support those studying for Edexcel. 

NEW! Mit uns!, 01/04/2017, Hueber 

A course for advanced young learners of German covering an interesting variety of topics and texts that 

encourage teenage learners to express their own opinion and develop language skills. 
Niveau B1+ — Kursbuch, 9783190010608, £20.50; Arbeitsbuch, 9783190110605, £19.50; Audio CD, 
9783190210602, £29.99+VAT 

Niveau B2 — Kursbuch, 9783193010605, £19.50; Arbeitsbuch, 9783193110602, £16.95 

Advanced Level: Key Skills 

NEW! A-Level and AS German: Grammar & Translation Workbook, 01/03/2018, Oxford 

University Press, 9780198415510, £7.99 

Includes thorough revision of key grammar points and embedded translation practice, giving students 

confidence in language manipulation skills when meeting the rigorous demands of the 2016 specifications. 

NEW! German A-level grammar workbook, 27/10/2017, Hodder Education 
Workbook 1, 9781510417717, £6.99; workbook 2, 9781510417724, £6.99 

Suitable for all exam boards and abilities, this German A-level Grammar Workbook will help students to 

extend their learning beyond the classroom by supplementing key resources such as course textbooks. With 

engaging exercises. 

Hören und Sprechen Intensivtrainer NEU, 01/06/2016, Klett, 9783126051705, £19.50 

A collection of texts and exercises to practise conversational skills. The listening material is available to 

download in MP3 format. 

NEW! Literarische Lesewerkstatt DaF & DaZ, 25/09/2017, Klett, 9783126754774, £24.99 

10 chaptrs with creative ideas for teacher's to introduce reading to classroom and improve student's 

reading and literary skills. For level B2 and above. 

Advanced Level: Classroom Extras 

NEW! Aktion Grammatik!: German grammar for A-level (Klapper, J. & H. Kent), 2nd ed., 

29/06/2018, Hodder & Stoughton, 9781510433335, £19.99 

Supplements key resources in class and encourages independent practice at home, with clear explanations 

of the grammar points needed at A-level and knowledge-check exercises throughout. 

Entdeckungsreise D-A-CH: Kursbuch zur Landeskunde (Various), 04/02/2013, Langenscheidt, 

9783126063807, pp.144, £25.50 

Suitable for learners at pre-intermediate to intermediate level (A2-B1), this book provides richly illustrated 

material about the three German-speaking countries. With many comprehension and speaking activities 

which make it suitable for use in the classroom. 
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Film Study Guides for AS/A-level German, 24/02/2017, Hodder Education 
Das Leben der Anderen, 9781471891816, pp.96, £11.99; Good Bye, Lenin!, 9781471891847, £11.99 

Breaking down each scene, the guides will enable students to understand the historical and social context of 

each film. Includes grammar, vocab and writing exercises. 

Landeskunde für Jugendliche: Videoreportagen aus D-A-CH, 01/10/2014, Klett, DVD(s), 

9783126051491, £32.92 

10 film clips dealing with cultural topics relevant to young people in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 

Each film lasts between 2 and 5 minutes and has an accompanying worksheet with a range of 

comprehension exercises. 

Literature Study Guides for AS/A-level German, 24/02/2017, Hodder Education 
Der Vorleser, 9781471890161, £11.99; Der Besuch der alten Dame, 9781471891939, £11.99 

Breaking down each scene, the guides will enable students to understand the historical and social context of 

each novel. Includes grammar, vocab and writing exercises. 

Reference: Grammar 

NEW! Bildgrammatik Deutsch, 10/09/2017, Hueber, 9783190097425, £19.99 

German grammar explained in pictures in a fun way suitable for adults and children, aimed at learners 

who want to learn the foundations of German grammar with the help of images. The book is also ideal for 

children, young people and adults in literacy courses and language courses for refugees and asylum 

seekers. 

Collins easy learning complete German: Grammar + Verbs + Vocabulary (Scriven, R.), 

14/01/2016, Harper Collins, 9780008141783, pp.700, £14.99 

Complete reference guide, combining three books in one. 

Collins easy learning German grammar, 3rd ed., 07/04/2016, Collins, 9780008142001, £7.99 

A clear step-by step presentation with hundreds of useful examples. 

Collins easy learning German grammar and practice, 2nd ed., 19/05/2016, Harper Collins, 

9780008141653, pp.290, £10.99 

A complete guide to German grammar with over 150 exercises. Ideal resource for independent study or as 

part of a course. 

Complete German grammar (Swick, E.) (Practice Makes Perfect), 2011, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071763608, £12.99 

Comprehensive guide and workbook covering all aspects of German grammar, with examples and a variety 

of exercises. 

NEW! Deutsch Übungsbuch Grammatik, 15/08/2017, Hueber 
Niveau A1-A2, 9783190917211, £16.50 

A variety of grammar exercises with answer key. 

English grammar for students of German: the study guide for those learning German (Zorah, C. & 

C. Melin), 6th ed., 2014, Olivia and Hill Press, 9780934034432, £14.95  

Explains basic terminology and concepts of English grammar, focusing on material which will most benefit 

students of German. 

Essential German grammar (Durrell, M. et al), 2nd ed., 16/02/2015, Routledge, 9781138785816, 

£25.99 

Reference grammar, plus separate exercise section. Suitable for A-Level students and undergraduates. 

German grammar in a nutshell, 01/08/2015, Langenscheidt, 9783468348778, pp.197, £15.50 

Learn everyday grammar with useful examples and amusing cartoons with this attractive, nicely produced 

book for European Level A1-B2. Additional free exercises can be downloaded. 

German Grammar made easy (Kahlen, L.), 28/11/2016, Routledge, book with online access, 

9781138120525, pp.176, £24.99 

Ideal for beginners wanting to advance quickly and effortlessly to a higher level and for intermediate 

students wishing to consolidate their grammar skills. Includes access to online exercises and audio 

materials. 
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Hammer’s German grammar and usage (Durrell, M.), 6th ed., 12/12/2016, 9781138853713, 

£29.99 

A reference grammar and manual of current usage for intermediate/advanced level. 

NEW! Kleine Bildgrammatik Deutsch, 01/08/2017, Hueber 
A1, 9783194010031, £11.50 

Pocket-size grammar book with explanations provided in a form of images and colourful tables. 

NEW! Langenscheidt Alles für Deutsch, 15/11/2017, Langenscheidt, 9783468350412, £9.99 

Three books in one: verb tables, grammar reference and grammar training. With plenty of exercises, for 

levels A1-B1. 

Modern German grammar workbook (Zojer, H.), 3rd ed., 2011, Routledge, 9780415567251, 

pp.170, £25.99 

Book of exercises and language tasks for all levels, includes answer key. Can be used independently or 

alongside the Modern German Grammar reference book. 

PONS Deutsche Grammatik und Rechtschreibung, 13/01/2017, PONS, 9783125628601, £11.99 

A handy resource to study and practice rules of German grammar and spelling. 

PONS Praxis-Grammatik Deutsch als Fremdsprache: Das große Lern- und Übungswerk 

(Hauschild, A.), 06/03/2017, Klett, 9783125628977, pp.304, £20.50 

Practical grammar for German as a foreign language. Covers levels A1-C1, includes access to online 

resources. 

Practising German grammar - a workbook (Durrell, M. et al), 4th ed., 10/04/2017, Hodder 

Education, 9781138187047, £20.99 

A companion to the widely acclaimed "Hammer's German grammar and usage". Suitable both for class 

work and for self-study, the enlarged selection of exercises comes complete with answers and explanations 

where necessary. 

Schritte neu Grammatik (Gottstein-Schramm, B.), 15/02/2017, Hueber, book with online access, 

9783190110810, £17.99 

Grammar structures and exercises are labelled according to level. Tests are included at the end of each 

section and verb tables for irregular verbs and verbs with prepositions can be found at the end of the book. 

With downloadbale listening exercises. 

Talk German grammar (Purcell, S.), 2nd ed., 2014, BBC, 9781406679144, £7.99 

A straightforward, easy to follow grammar with clear explanations and hundreds of useful examples, 

learning tips, and interesting practice activities 

Reference: Verbs 

501 German verbs: fully conjugated in all the tenses, 5th ed., 15/11/2016, Barron's, 9781438075860, 

£12.99 

Contains a free CD-ROM with exercises. 

Collins easy learning complete German: Grammar + Verbs + Vocabulary (Scriven, R.), 

14/01/2016, Harper Collins, 9780008141783, pp.700, £14.99 

Complete reference guide, combining three books in one. 

Collins Easy Learning German verbs, 3rd ed., 07/04/2016, 9780008158422, £7.99 

A clear and easy-to-understand guide to German verbs for beginners. 

German irregular verbs wheel, Linguascope, 9781847950406, £3.99+VAT 

A handy device that enables you to find verbs, their forms and their translations very quickly. 

Verbtabellen Deutsch als Fremdsprache (Fleer, S.), 3rd ed., 2015, Langenscheidt, 9783468341151, 

£12.50 

Easy to use tables of fully conjugated, common German verbs. With a general grammar guide on 

conjugation, competency guidance for levels A1-B2 and memory tricks. With downloadable materials. 
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Reference: Vocabularies, Idioms, Slang 

Collins easy learning complete German: Grammar + Verbs + Vocabulary (Scriven, R.), 

14/01/2016, Harper Collins, 9780008141783, pp.700, £14.99 

Complete reference guide, combining three books in one. 

Deutsch Wortschatz Intensivtrainer neu (Lemcke, C & L. Rohrmann), 15/05/2015, Langenscheidt 
Niveau A1, 9783126051514, £15.99; niveau A2, 9783126051521, £15.99 

Thematically organised vocabulary practice books. 

German vocabulary drills (Gordon, R. & D. M. Stillman), 20/04/2015, McGraw-Hill, 9780071826143, 

£9.99 

Learn more than 2,500 essential terms grouped into thematic sections and practice with over 100 

exercises. 

Mastering German vocabulary: a thematic approach (Forst, G., et al), Barron's, 9780812091083, 

£9.99 

This bilingual phrasebook groups words and their English translations strictly according to themes and 

relationships. 

Sprachmemo, 01/09/2016 
Zu Hause, 9783197895864, £14.50; Der Mensch, 9783198095867, £13.99; Einkaufen, Essen, Trinken, 
9783198195864, £14.50; Schule, Arbeit, Freizeit, 9783198295861, £14.50; Unterwags, 

9783197995861, £11.99; Durch das Jahr, 9783198395868, £11.99; NEW! Farben, Formen, 
Strukturen, 9783198795866, £14.50; NEW! Natur und Tiere, 9783198695869, £14.50; NEW! 
Werkzeuge und Haushalt, 9783198995860, £14.50; NEW! Zählen, Messen, Wiegen, 

9783198895863, £14.50; set of 6 topics, 9783198495865, £59.99 

"Sprachmemo" is based on the traditional memory game. 108 cards are spread out for players to match 

the pairs. In each pair one card has a photo of the word or action and its match has a smaller version of 

the photo with the word alongside. Using this method, players can still match the pairs even if they have 

not yet learnt all the vocabulary. 

Using German vocabulary (Fagan, S.), 2004, Cambridge University Press, 9780521797009, £49.99 

A comprehensive and structured vocabulary for undergraduates. With accompanying exercises and 

answers. 

NEW! Wort für Wort: German vocabulary for A-level (Stocker, P.), 6th ed., 29/06/2018, Hodder & 

Stoughton 
AQA, 9781510434844, £8.99; Edexcel, 9781510434851, £8.99 

Suitable for AS, A2 and Higher Grade students, this new edition has been updated to provide 

comprehensive coverage of the language requirements for the new examination specifications. 

Wortschatztrainer Deutsch als Fremdsprache: Üben, erweitern, wiederholen, 11/10/2016, 

Duden, 9783411750030, £13.99 

Vocabulary practice book for levels A1 - B1. 

Zwischendurch mal Wortschatz, 01/12/2016, Klett, 9783194210028, £19.50 

Photocopiable vocabulary exercises. 

Readers: Bilingual 

Anaconda Zweisprachig: Famous English short stories / Englische Meistererzählungen 

(Various), 05/01/2012, Anaconda Verlag, 9783866478145, pp.315, £6.50 

This edition brings together seven stories of Charles Dickens, Thomas Hardy, Rudyard Kipling, D.H. 

Lawrence, G.K. Chesterton, Virginia Woolf, and Graham Greene. Printed in German with the original 

English text aside. 

First German reader: A beginner's dual-language book (Steinhauer, H. (ed.)), Dover, 

9780486461793, £8.99 

A collection of 52 short stories, poems, essays and anecdotes by German authors including Goethe, Hesse, 

and others. Contains notes and German-English vocabulary. 

German Stories of Crime and Evil from the 18th Century to the Present (Various), 

28/08/2015, Dover, 9780486796581, £11.99 

Bilingual book 
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Keep smiling / Gute Miene (Various), 01/01/2012, dtv, 9783423094238, pp.189, £12.99 

British and American short stories in parallel text. 

Der kleine Prinz / The Little Prince (Saint-Exupéry, Antoine de), 04/10/2016, Anaconda, 

9783730604205, pp.183, £6.50 

Bilingual edition (German/English). 

Original Bavarian folktales: a Schönwerth selection (Schönwerth, F.), 27/06/2014, Dover, 

9780486499918, £11.99 

150 fairy tales and folk tales. 

Penguin Parallel Text German short stories / Deutsche Kurzgeschichten 
Short stories 1, 9780140020403, £8.99; Short stories 2, 9780140041194, £9.99; New short stories, 

9780140265422, £8.99 

Die schönsten Erzählungen / Best short stories (Kafka, Franz), Dover, 9780486295619, £8.99 

Snapshots of Britain / Britannien in kleinen Geschichten (Various), 01/03/2015, dtv, 

9783423095051, pp.187, £12.50 

All you need to know about Great Britain in a lightly written bilingual text. 

Readers: Monolingual 

Die DaF Bibliothek, 2016, Cornelsen 

A series of readers each featuring a region or city in one of the German-speaking countries. The titles 

include detective stories and tales of family life and each book includes word definitions, cultural 

information, puzzles and exercises. Audio download included. 
Niveau A1 — Die Skorpion-Frau - Liebe und Tod in Heidelberg, 9783061207366, £11.50; Ein 
Schuss ins Leere - Fremde Räuber in Uri, 9783061207410, £10.50; Haifische in der Spree - 
Tödlicher Streit in Berlin, 9783061207373, £10.99; Kaltes Blut - Heimliche Rache in Garmisch, 

9783061207380, £9.99; Leise kommt der Tod - Gift und Geld in Salzburg, 9783061207397, £9.99; 
Sport ist Mord - Fussball-Krimi in Hamburg, 9783061207427, £9.99; Teufel in Seide - Falsches 
Spiel in Leipzig, 9783061207403, £10.99; NEW! Ein Toter zu viel, 9783060244447, £9.99 

Niveau A2 — Das Missverständnis - Geschichten aus dem Alltag der Familie Schall, 
9783061207533, £9.99; Die Entscheidung - Geschichten aus dem Alltag der Familie Schall, 
9783061207519, £9.99; Die Überraschung - Geschichten aus dem Alltag der Familie Schall, 

9783061207540, £9.99; Grossstadtliebe - Geschichten aus dem Alltag der Familie Schall, 
9783061207526, £9.99; Der letzte Kuss - Banküberfall in München, 9783061207489, £9.99; Freude, 
Liebe, Angst - Dramatisches im Schwarzwald, 9783061207441, £9.99; Gefährlicher Einkauf - 

Erpressung in Berlin-Kreuzberg, 9783061207557, £9.99; Jeder ist käuflich - Geheimnis in Kassel, 
9783061207465, £9.99; Tödlicher Cocktail - Eifersucht und Lügen, 9783061207434, £9.99; 
Tödlicher Irrtum - Ein Aktenkoffer auf Sylt, 9783061207458, £9.99; Tod in der Oper - Neid und 

Enttäushung, 9783061207571, £9.99; Der Mond war Zeuge - Diebstahl im Museum, 
9783061207496, £10.99; Tödliches Testament - Spurlos verschwunden, 9783061207588, £10.99; 
Tatort: Krankenhaus - Eine ausweglose Situation, 9783061207472, £10.99; Die Spur führt nach 

Bayern - Einen Betrüger auf der Spur, 9783061207502, £10.99; Liebe bis in den Tod - Ein Toter 
im Wald, 9783061207564, £11.99; NEW! Das Grüne Band - Spurensuche in Göttingen, 
9783060244409, £7.75; NEW! Pedro kommt an - Ein neues Leben in Wolfsburg, 9783060244423, 
£11.99 

NEW! Detektiv Müller, 01/09/2017, Klett 

A series of crime readers for beginners. 
Niveau A1-A2 — Oktoberfest kriminell, 9783126751070, £11.99; Verschwunden in 
Neuschwanstein, 9783126751124, £11.99; Berlin filmreif, 9783126751148, £11.99; Raub im Kölner 

Karneval, 9783126751117, £11.99; Überfall in Hamburg, 9783126751254, £11.99 
Niveau A2-B1 — Falsches Spiel in München, 9783126751179, £11.99; Berliner Fußballfieber, 
9783126751131, £11.99; Großer Knall in Frankfurt, 9783126751247, £11.99; Weihnachtskrimi in 

München, 9783126751230, £11.99 
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Easy Readers 

Popular short stories and abridged novels. With vocabulary help and test questions. Graded:A - 600 Words; 

B - 1200 Words; C - 1800 Words; D - 2400 Words 
Level A  
Bürger. Münchhausens Abenteuer, 9780850485332, £6.99 
Ende. Lenchens Geheimnis, 9780850486360, £4.55 
Fuchs. Wiebke und Paul, 9780850483154, £6.99 

Kästner. Das doppelte Lottchen, 9780850486407, £6.99 
Kästner. Mein Onkel Franz, 9780850485295, £4.55 
Meyer-Dietrich. Und das nennt ihr Mut?, 9780850483673, £4.55 

Rösler. Gänsebraten und andere Geschichten, 9780850485509, £6.99 
Spoerl. Mann kann ruhig darüber sprechen, 9780850486292, £4.55 
Till Eulenspiegel, 9780850485233, £6.50 

Winnig. Das Römerzimmer/Der Schneider von Osterwyk, 9780850486391, £4.10 
Level B  
Blobel. Das Model, 9780850483819, £5.70 

Eikenbusch. Und jeden Tag ein Stück weniger von mir, 9780850483833, £6.99 
Fuchs. Alleingelassen, 9788723907301, £5.20 
Härtling. Paul, das Hauskind, 9780850484731, £7.50 

Kästner. Emil und die Detektive, 9780850485486, £8.99 
Kaschnitz. Kurzgeschichten, 9780850485271, £7.50 
Lenz. Das Feuerschiff, 9783122626501, £5.70 

Luhn. Blind, 9780850484182, £5.70 
Martin. Kein Schnapps für Tamara, 9780850485493, £7.99 
Pausewang. Die Wolke, 9780850484854, £6.55 

Scholl. Die weisse Rose, 9780850486261, £5.70 
Spoerl. Der Gasmann, 9780850485769, £5.70 
Steiger. Einen Dieb fangen, 9780850486285, £6.99 

Level C  
Arold. Ich will doch leben, 9780850484304, £5.70 
Blobel. Eine Mutter zu viel, 9788723907318, £6.50 
Brussig. Am kürzeren Ende der Sonnenallee, 9780850483178, £7.99 

Clay. Der Feind ganz nah, 9780850484168, £5.70 
Goes. Das Brandopfer, 9780850485288, £5.70 
Herfurtner. Mensch Karnickel, 9780850485356, £5.70 

Kästner. Drei Männer im Schnee, 9780850485721, £7.99 
Lenz. Lehmanns Erzählungen, 9780850486902, £5.45 
Martin. Die lange grosse Wut, 9780850486209, £6.50 

Pausewang. Du darfst nicht schreien, 9780850483581, £5.70 
Schach. Tochterliebe, 9780850484236, £7.20 
Tessnow. Knallhart, 9780850484144, £6.99 

Timm. Am Beispiel meines Bruders, 9780850480061, £7.60 
Level D  
Böll. Erzählungen, 9780850486377, £6.95 

Kästner. Der kleine Grenzverkehr, 9780850486186, £6.90 

ELi Junge Lektüren, 2010, ELI 

Simplified readers and audio CD for teenage learners of German (A1-B1). With exercises and vocabulary 

help to improve understanding. 
Niveau 1 (A1)  

Grimm: Frau Holle und andere Märchen, 9783125147812, £15.99;  
Raspe: Baron von Munchhausen, 9788853615817, £6.92;  
Schikaneder: Die Zauberflöte, 9788853607898, £8.29;  

Hauff: Der Zwerg Nase, 9788853617477, £8.30;  
Spyri. Heidi, 9783125150294, £15.50 
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Niveau 2 (A2)  
Simpson. Tim und Claudia suchen ihren Freund, 9788853605405, pp.64, £7.80 

Mohr. Till Eulenspiegel, 9788853605429, pp.64, £7.80 
Flagan. Das altägyptische Souvenir, 9788853605443, pp.64, £7.80 
Flagan. Hannas Tagebuch, 9788853605436, pp.64, £7.80 

Fontane. Effi Briest, 9788853607928, £9.95 
von Schiller. Wilhelm Tell, 9788853606525, £7.25 
Hoffmann. Nussknacker und Mausekönig, 9788853615824, £7.20 

Rilke. Die Aufzeichnungen des Malte Laurids Brigge, 9788853617606, £9.95 
Das Nibelungenlied, 9783125147805, £16.50 
von Chamisso. Peter Schlemihls wundersame Geschichte, 9783125150027, £14.50 

Keller. Kleine machen Leute, 9788853623164, £9.80 
Niveau 3 (B1)  
Goethe. Die Leiden des Jungen Werthers, 9788853606600, £10.25 

Hoffmann. Der Sandmann, 9783125150430, £16.50 
Kafka. Die Verwandlung, 9788853607973, £10.25 
Roth. Die Kapuzinergruft, 9788853606556, £8.35 

Schiller. Wilhelm Tell, 9788853606525, £7.25 
Simpson. Ziel Karminia, 9788853605450, £8.49 
Büchner. Woyzeck, 9788853615992, £9.95 
Schiller. Die Räuber, 9783125147393, £16.99 

Zweig. Die Welt von Gestern, 9788853620583, £9.95 

NEW! Erstorientierung Deutsch, 01/08/2017, Klett 

A series of simple readers based on real life situations for adult beginners ideal for newcomers to Germany. 

The texts include illustrations to help with vocabulary and the dialogues, explanations and exercises to help 

readers communicate in everyday scenarios, and language and grammar explanations. 
Niveau A1.1 — Hilfe, Notruf!, 9783126749169, £4.95; Das Lasagne-Desaster, 9783126749152, 
£4.95; Yalla Tarek!, 9783126749145, £4.95 

Niveau A1.2 — 4 Zimmer, Küche, Bad, 9783126749190, £4.95; Das Job-Geheimnis, 

9783126749183, £4.95 

NEW! Die junge DaF Bibliothek, 15/10/2017, Cornelsen 
Level A1 — Lara und Robby - Eine Messenger-Geschichte, 9783065212939, £7.50; Lara und 
Robby in Leipzig, 9783065212953, £7.50 

A series of readers for level A1 & A2. The stories are based around topics such as school, family, hobbies, 

friends and social media. Footnotes and comprehension exercises are included. With downloadable MP3 

files. 

Klassiker trifft Comic, 01/10/2015, Klett 
Schiller. Willhelm Tell, 9783126667814, £10.99; Schiller. Die Räuber, 9783126667807, £10.99; 

Lessing. Nathan der Weise, 9783126667821, £10.99; Wedekind. Frühlings Erwachen, 
9783126667838, £11.99; Ibsen. Nora oder Ein Puppenheim, 9783126667852, £10.99; von Kleist. Der 
zerbrochne Krug, 9783126667845, £10.99; Molière. Der eingebildete Kranke, 9783126667869, 

£10.99; Goethe. Götz von Berlichingen, 9783126667876, £10.99; Keller. Kleider machen Leute, 
9783126667890, £10.99; Storm. Der Schimmelreiter, 9783126667913, £9.99; Goethe. Die Leiden 
des jungen Werthers, 9783126667906, £9.99; Goethe. Faust - eine Tragödie, 9783126667920, £9.99 

A series of comic strip versions of classic titles with footnotes and an appendices covering the live and works 

of the authors. Complete texts. 

Kunterbunt und kurz geschrieben: an interactive German reader (Pfrehm, J.), 2012, Yale University 

Press, 9780300166026, £25.00 

An intermediate level German reader, includes text, audio and video podcasts of engaging and often 

humorous German short stories. 

NEW! Lesespaß für Jugendliche, 01/05/2018, Hueber 

This series of readers offers stories based on topics relevant to young people. Comic-style, annotated 

illustrations support comprehension of new vocabulary and reading comprehension exercises are included 

at the end of each book. Audio versions of the texts are available to download. 
Niveau A1 — Ein neues Zuhause, 9783190985807, £6.50 
Niveau A2 — Ein Kuss für Theseus, 9783190385805, £6.50 
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NEW! Lies & schreib mit!, 10/02/2018, Klett 
Niveau B1 — Die Macht des grünen Nebels, 9783126070294, £14.99 

A series of engaging graded readers with part that students can fill in themselves and decide the course of 

the story while practicing reading and writing at the same time. 

NEW! Neuanfang mit Schokolade - Ein A1-Roman (Hinck, Carolin), 01/03/2017, Klett, book 

with online access, 9783125560482, £13.99 

Tina has returned to her home town Augsburg after inheriting a bakery from her aunt but baking doesn't 

come naturally to her and the business isn't going well. Then she meets Franz and discovers her real 

passion. 

PONS Lektüre, 11/07/2016, PONS 
Gestern am Rhein: Mörderische Kurzkrimis (A1-A2), 9783125628496, £11.50 

Twenty simplified short stories for learners of German. With online vocabulary exercises and pronunication. 

PONS Lektüre in Bildern, 11/07/2016, PONS 
Das Erbe der Grosstante Hedwig (A2-B1), 9783125628663, £12.50; NEW! Morgens um neun in 

Isny, 9783125629226, £12.50 

Twenty simplified short stories for learners, with additional illustrated pages to help with vocabulary. 

The Routledge modern German reader (Overstreet, M.), 15/12/2015, Routledge, 9781138898035, 

£32.99 

Provides a clear and engaging introduction to reading authentic German language texts for learners who 

wish to move beyond elementary course material to more rewarding works of fiction and non-fiction. 

NEW! Spannender Lernkrimi, 2018, Hueber 
Niveau A1 — Schatten über der Vergangenheit, 9783191285807, £7.45; Du findest mich nicht!, 
9783192085802, £7.45 

Niveau A2 — Rätsel um die chinesische Vase, 9783190685806, £7.45 

A series of exciting crime readers. With downloadable audio materials. 

Adult Courses 

Aspekte Neu, Langenscheidt / Klett 

New edition of a highly popular intermediate level course (B1-C1), accompanied by short films on DVD. 
Niveau B1+ — Lehrbuch, 9783126050166, £27.99; Lehrbuch & DVD, 9783126050159, £25.95; 

Arbeitsbuch, 9783126050173, £20.99; Intensivtrainer, 9783126050227, £17.50; Audio-CD zum 
Kursbuch, 9783126050203, £26.99; Lehrerhandreichungen & DVD, 9783126050210, £34.99; 

Grammatik (B1 plus - C1), 9783126050326, £17.50 
Niveau B2 — Lehrbuch, 9783126050258, £23.50; Lehrbuch & DVD, 9783126050241, £26.99; 

Arbeitsbuch, 9783126050265, £21.50; Audio-CD zum Kursbuch, 9783126050296, £21.25; 

Intensivtrainer, 9783126050319, £15.99; Lehrerhandbuch & DVD, 9783126050302, £41.50; 
Grammatik (B1 plus  - C1), 9783126050326, £17.50 

Niveau C1 — Lehrbuch & DVD, 9783126050340, £27.75; Lehrbuch, 9783126050357, £23.50; 

Arbeitsbuch & CD, 9783126050364, £19.50; Audio-CD zum Kursbuch, 9783126050395, 
£21.66+VAT; Lehrerhandbuch & DVD, 9783126050401, £38.99; Intensivtrainer, 9783126050418, 
£14.50; Grammatik (B1 plus - C1), 9783126050326, £17.50 

Berliner Platz Neu: Deutsch im Alltag (Lemcke, C.), 2009-2013, Langenscheidt 

New edition of a popular course. Available in 3 volumes or 6 part-volumes. 
Einstiegkurs — Kursbuch & 2 CDs, 9783126063098, £21.95 
Level 1 — Lehr- und Arbeitsbuch + Arbeitsbuch CDs, 9783126060257, £27.99; Lehr- und 

Arbeitsbuch + 2 CDs + Treffpunkt D-A-CH, 9783126060288, £27.99; Lehrbuch CDs, 
9783126060271, £14.58+VAT; Intensivtrainer, 9783126060295, £14.99; Testheft mit 
Prüfungsvorbereitung (mit CD), 9783126060318, £21.99; Treffpunkt D-A-CH Landeskundeheft, 

9783126060370, £7.99; Digital or Media – DVD(s), 9783126060301, £17.49+VAT; Lehrerhandbuch, 
9783126060325, £14.99; Interaktive Tafelbilder CD-ROM, 9783126060837, £17.49+VAT 

Level 2 — Lehr- und Arbeitsbuch + Arbeitsbuch CDs, 9783126060394, £31.50; Lehr- und 

Arbeitsbuch + 2 CDs + Treffpunkt D-A-CH, 9783126060424, £29.99; Intensivtrainer, 
9783126060431, £14.50; Treffpunkt D-A-CH Landeskundeheft, 9783126060516, £6.99; 
Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126060462, £11.95; Digital or Media – DVD(s), 9783126060448, £22.99; 
Testheft mit Prüfungsvorbereitung (mit CD), 9783126060455, £20.99; Interaktive Tafelbilder 

CD-ROM, 9783468472398, £26.75+VAT; Treffpunkt Beruf A2, 9783126060530, £15.99 
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Level 3 — Lehr- und Arbeitsbuch + Arbeitsbuch CDs, 9783126060561, £29.99; Lehr- und 
Arbetisbuch + Arbeitsbuch CDs + "Im Alltag Extra", 9783126060578, £25.50; Treffpunkt D-A-

CH Landeskundeheft, 9783126060639, £6.99; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126060622, £18.99; Testheft 
mit Prüfungsvorbereitung (mit CD), 9783126060615, £20.99; Treffpunkt Beruf B1, 
9783126060646, £15.99; Intensivtrainer, 9783126060608, £15.50; DVD 3+4, 9783126060813, 

£21.66+VAT 
Level 4 — Lehr- und Arbeitsbuch + Arbeitsbuch CDs, 9783126060776, £30.50; Lehrbuch CDs, 
9783126060790, £14.99+VAT; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126060783, £12.99; Intensivtrainer, 

9783126051118, £15.50 

Daf Kompakt Neu, 01/05/2016, Klett 

A beginners course for students who want to reach level B1 quickly. 
Niveau A1 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch + MP3-CD, 9783126763134, £28.50; Vokabeltrainer + CD-

ROM, 9783126763202, £17.99; Intensivtrainer, 9783126763165, £18.99 
Niveau A2 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch mit MP3-CD, 9783126763141, £24.99; NEW! Intensivtrainer, 
9783126763172, £18.99 

Niveau B1 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch mit MP3-CD, 9783126763158, £26.50; NEW! Intensivtrainer, 
9783126763189, £18.99 

DaF leicht, Klett 

The course uses a modern, magazine-style layout with original approach to cultural themes. Each chapter 

begins with a photo and question to introduce the topic and an outline of the communicative aims that will 

be covered. 
Level A1 — Kurs-und Übungsbuch A1.1 mit DVD-Rom, 9783126762502, £17.50; Kurs- und 
Übungsbuch A1.2 mit DVD-Rom, 9783126762519, £20.99; Medienpaket, 9783126762533, £21.66; 
Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126762526, £21.99; Grammatik-Clips, 9783126762656, £15.50; NEW! 

Prufungstrainer, 9783126762700, £12.75 
Level A2 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch A2.1 mit DVD-Rom, 9783126762557, £19.50; Kurs- und 
Übungsbuch A2.2 mit DVD-Rom, 9783126762564, £18.50; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126762571, 

£19.99; Mediapaket, 9783126762588, £21.66; Grammatik-Clips, 9783126762687, £15.99 
Level B1 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch B1.1 mit DVD-Rom, 9783126762601, £19.50; Kurs- und 
Übungsbuch B1.2 mit DVD-Rom, 9783126762618, £19.50; Mediapaket, 9783126762632, 

£21.66+VAT; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126762625, £19.99; Grammatik-Clips, 9783126762694, £10.99 

Menschen (Evans, S. et al), 2012, Hueber 

An innovative course using storytelling to introduce material, with a scene-setting situation and listening text, 

accompanied by a picture dictionary to illustrate new vocabulary. The DVD-ROM offers extra exercises to 

expand and revise class work and activities for self-study. 
Kursbuch A1 mit DVD-ROM, 9783191019013, £21.99; Arbeitsbuch A1 mit CD, 9783191119010, 
£22.50; Lehrerhandbuch A1, 9783191219017, £22.95; Audio CDs & DVD zum Kursbuch A1, 
9783192019012, £27.08+VAT; Vokabeltaschenbuch A1, 9783197319018, £10.99; Berufstrainer A1 

mit CD, 9783199619017, £10.99; Intensivtrainer A1, 9783190419012, £14.99 
Kursbuch A2 mit DVD-ROM, 9783191019020, £22.50; Arbeitsbuch A2 mit CD, 9783191119027, 
£23.50; Audio CDs & DVD zum Kursbuch A2, 9783192019029, £27.08+VAT; Lehrerhandbuch A2, 

9783191219024, £36.50; Vokabeltaschenbuch A2, 9783197319025, £9.99; Berufstrainer A2 mit 
CD, 9783199619024, £12.99; Testtrainer A2, 9783190319022, £19.99; Intensivtrainer A2, 
9783190419029, £13.99 

Kursbuch B1 mit DVD-ROM, 9783191019037, £21.50; Arbeitsbuch B1 mit CD, 9783191119034, 

£22.50; Audio CD & DVD zum Kursbuch, 9783192019036, £23.13+VAT; Vokabeltaschenbuch B1, 
9783197319032, £10.99; Testtrainer & CD B1, 9783191319038, £18.99; NEW! Berufstrainer & CD 
B1, 9783199619031, £11.99; NEW! Intensivtrainer B1, 9783191419035, £12.99 

Mittelpunkt Neu, 2012-2015, Klett 

Updated edition of a popular course for advanced learners, preparing for Goethezertifikat B2 and C1. 
Niveaustufe B1+ — Lehr- und Arbeitsbuch B1+ mit CD zum Arbeitsbuch, 9783126766456, 
£27.50; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126766470, £15.20; CD zum Lehrbuch, 9783126766463, £21.99; 

Intensivtrainer, 9783126766487, £14.50 
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Niveaustufe B2 — Kursbuch, 9783126766524, £35.50; Arbeitsbuch, 9783126766531, £26.99; CD(s), 
9783126766548, £24.17+VAT; Kurs- / Arbeitsbuch B2.1 mit audio CD, 9783126766562, £26.50; 

Kurs- / Arbeitsbuch B2.2 mit audio CD, 9783126766579, £29.50; CDs Kursbuch B2.1, 
9783126766586, £16.66+VAT; CDs Kursbuch B2.2, 9783126766593, £16.66+VAT; Intensivtrainer, 
9783126766685, £17.15; Heute, gestern, morgen... - Lehrermaterial mit DVD (B1+/B2/C1), 

9783126766500, £24.50; Textsorten für Studium und Beruf (B2/C1), 9783126766173, £17.99 
Niveaustufe C1 — Kursbuch, 9783126766609, £34.50; Arbeitsbuch & CD, 9783126766616, £26.50; 
Audiobooks – CD(s), 9783126766623, £24.17+VAT; Kurs- / Arbeitsbuch C1.1 mit audio CD, 

9783126766647, £28.50; Kurs- / Arbeitsbuch C1.2 mit audio CD, 9783126766654, £21.95; Heute, 
gestern, morgen... - Lehrermaterial mit DVD (B1+/B2/C1), 9783126766500, £24.50; 
Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126766630, £27.99; Textsorten für Studium und Beruf, 9783126766173, 

£17.99 

Netzwerk, 2012, Langenscheidt 

A three-level course for adult beginners which quickly teaches students the language needed to 

communicate successfully in German. 
Level A1 — Kursbuch mit 2 CDs, 9783126061285, £23.99; Kursbuch mit 2 CDs & DVD-ROM, 

9783126061292, £27.50; Arbeitsbuch mit 2 CDs, 9783126061308, £19.50; Lehrerhandbuch, 
9783126061339, £22.99; Intensivtrainer, 9783126061384, £9.99; Testheft & CD, 9783126061414, 
£22.50 

Level A2 — Kursbuch mit 2 CDs, 9783126069977, £24.50; Kursbuch mit 2 CDs & DVD-ROM, 
9783126061421, £18.75; Arbeitsbuch mit 2 CDs, 9783126069991, £19.99; Lehrerhandbuch, 
9783126050104, £19.99; Intensivtrainer, 9783126070003, £12.95; Testheft & CD, 9783126050135, 

£17.99 
Level B1 — Kursbuch mit 2 CDs, 9783126050029, £16.99; Kursbuch mit 2 CDs & DVD-ROM, 
9783126050036, £21.99; Arbeitsbuch mit 2 CDs, 9783126050043, £13.99; Lehrerhandbuch, 

9783126050067, £17.99; Intensivtrainer, 9783126050098, £9.99; Testheft & CD, 9783126051460, 
£17.99 

NEW! Grammatik — Grammatik A1 - B1, 9783126050081, £14.95 

Panorama, 2016, Cornelsen 

A completely interactive, multimedia based course. Using Augmented Reality, "Panorama" gives students 

and teachers access to additional digital content, creating a multimedia learning experience in the 

classroom, at home or on the move. 
Niveau 1 — Kursbuch, 9783061204822, £19.99; Übungsbuch mit Audio-CDs, 9783061205607, 
£20.50; Testheft, 9783061204877, £20.50; Glossar Deutsch-Englisch, 9783061204754, £8.99; Audio 

CD, 9783061205850, £11.25+VAT; DVD, 9783061204839, £18.33+VAT 
Niveau 2 — Kursbuch, 9783061204983, £20.50; Übungsbuch mit Audio-CDs, 9783061204730, 
£20.50; Audio CD, 9783061205874, £11.25+VAT; DVD, 9783061206147, £18.33+VAT; Glossar 

Deutsch-Englisch, 9783065209144, £8.99; NEW! Testheft & CD, 9783061205089, £17.50 
NEW! Niveau 3 — Kursbuch, 9783061205232, £16.99; Audio-CD, 9783061205898, £11.25+VAT; 
Video DVD, 9783061206154, £18.33+VAT 

Schritte International neu, 01/05/2016, Hueber 

The classic course with its tried and tested concept and well-established progression now offers a host of 

new topics and features including an extended multi-media package. 
Niveau A1 — Kurs- und Arbeitsbuch A1.1 mit CD zum Arbeitesbuch, 9783193010827, £19.99; 
Lehrerhandbuch A1.1, 9783193110824, £15.99; Kurs- und Arbeitsbuch A1.2 mit CD zum 

Arbeitsbuch, 9783196010824, £19.99; Lehrerhandbuch A1.2, 9783196110821, £15.99; Posterset 
(14 posters), 9783191510824, £14.79+VAT; Mediapaket (5 CDs & DVD), 9783191210823, £30.99; 
NEW! Intensivtrainer & CD, 9783193310828, £14.99 

Niveau A2 — Kurs- und Arbeitsbuch A2.1 mit CD zum Arbeitesbuch, 9783193010841, £18.99; 
NEW! Lehrerhandbuch A2.1, 9783193110848, £19.99; NEW! Kurs- und Arbeitsbuch A2.2 mit CD 
zum Arbeitesbuch, 9783196010848, £18.99; NEW! Lehrerhandbuch A2.2, 9783196110845, £20.99; 

NEW! Mediapaket (6 CDs + DVD), 9783191210847, £29.99+VAT; NEW! Intensivtrainer & CD, 
9783193310842, £11.99 

NEW! Niveau B1 — Kurs- und Arbeitsbuch B1.1 mit CD zum Arbeitesbuch, 9783193010865, 

£17.95 
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NEW! Sprachlern Comic, 01/05/2017, PONS 
Halb sieben vor dem Kino (A2), 9783125628755, £17.99 

A new way to learn German: the first comic which is also a language course. It simplifies the learning of 

colloquial language with its dialog format, humorous stories and numerous illustrations. Each lesson 

contains detailed grammar explanations, vocabulary and exercises. 

Studio 21, 2013-2015, Cornelsen 

A revised edition of bestselling "Studio d", covers German for everyday and professional use and includes an 

intercultural perspective. 
Niveau A1 — Deutschbuch mit DVD-ROM, 9783065205269, £37.99; Deutschbuch A1 mit DVD-

Rom (for English-speaking learners), 9783065201056, £31.99; Intensivtrainer mit audio-CD & 
Lerner DVD-ROM, 9783065204781, £14.99; Internsivtrainer mit audio-CD, 9783065205702, 
£14.99; Audio-CD zum Deutschbuch, 9783065205245, £25.50; Medienpaket: Audio-CDs (4) und 

Video-DVD mit Übungsbooklet, 9783065205252, £33.33+VAT; Vokabeltaschenbuch, 
9783060520558, £8.99; Glossar Englisch-Deutsch, 9783065205597, £10.50; Testheft, 
9783065204682, £19.99; Unterrichtsvorbereitung, 9783065205283, £20.95 

Niveau A2 — Deutschbuch mit DVD-ROM, 9783065205740, £36.99; Audio-CD zum 
Deutschbuch, 9783065205764, £25.80; Medienpaket: Audio-CDs (4) und Video-DVD mit 
Übungsbooklet, 9783065208673, £16.66+VAT; Vokabeltaschenbuch, 9783065205979, £8.85; 

Intensivtraining, 9783065205757, £12.95; Unterrichtsvorbereitung, 9783065205795, £20.95; 
Glossar Deutsch - Englisch, 9783065208451, £8.75 

Niveau B1 — Deutschbuch mit DVD-ROM, 9783065205993, £34.50; Vokabeltaschenbuch, 

9783065206051, £9.50; Audio-CD zum Deutschbuch, 9783065206006, £27.99; 
Unterrichtsvorbereitung, 9783065206037, £14.99; Intensivtraining mit CD, 9783065207232, 
£12.99; Testheft mit CD, 9783065201063, £19.99 

NEW! Studio Express, 01/07/2017, Cornelsen 
Kurs- und Übungsbuch A1, 9783065499712, £21.99; Kurs- und Übungsbuch A2, 9783065499736, 
£21.99 

An intensive 3 level course for adults that takes students from A1 to B1 of the CEFR in 300 class hours. 

The course units are based on the proven Studio 21 method and cover topics for everyday life, study and 

business life, focussing on the essentials. 

NEW! Willkommen: Beginner's course (Coggle, P. & H. Schenke), 3rd ed., 14/06/2018, Hodder 

Arnold 
Coursebook, 9781473672659, £19.99; book & CDs pack, 9781473672673, £45.00 book & CDs pack. ; 
activity book, 9781473672666, £16.99; CD & DVD set, 9781473672642, £24.17+VAT 

A best-selling multi-format German adult learning programme for classroom and home use. Fully revised 

and updated for this new edition, the course includes a coursebook, course pack, activity book and CD and 

DVD set plus online activities. This blended learning approach will get you speaking, writing and 

understanding German with accuracy and confidence. 

Willkommen 2: intermediate course, 09/01/2017, John Murray 
Coursebook, 9781471805158, £21.99; CD & DVD set, 9781444165234, £21.66+VAT; book & CD 
pack, 9781473601390, £44.14 

A follow up to the popular 'Willkommen' series. 

Self Study 

Colloquial German, 01/07/2015, Routledge, book with online access, 9781138949706, £26.99 

A step-by-step approach to spoken and written German, allowing the student to communicate confidently in 

a broad range of everyday situations. With audio download. 

Deutsch für Besserwisser, 2015, Hueber 
Level A1, 9783190074990, £17.99; level A2, 9783190174997, £18.99; level B1, 9783190274994, £19.50 

Typical errors and pitfalls of the German language highlighted and explained in an approachable manner, 

and followed by exercises. With MP3 CD. 

Enjoy intermediate German (Coggle, P. & H. Schenke), 18/06/2015, Hodder & Stoughton, book 

with CD(s), 9781473602977, £19.99 

A practical course for intermediate (B2) learners. 
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Der grosse Sprachkurs Deutsch als Fremdsprache, 01/01/2016, PONS, book with CD(s), 

9783125628533, £13.99 

This book and CD pack contains 32 chapters to help learn German to an intermediate level through a 

range of exrcises and interesting texts. The accompanying CD contains more than 160 minutes of spoken 

text to help students learn the correct sounds of German. 

NEW! Instant Deutsch with John Peter Sloan, 15/07/2017, PONS, book with online access, 

9783125629417, £20.99 

Learn German according to the successful John Peter Sloan method. Ideal for all those who want to 

improve their German skills with a bit of fun. Grammar, sayings and language usage is humorously and 

logically explained, for learners with good basic language skills. 

Langenscheidt Deutsch in 30 Tagen / German in 30 days, 15/07/2017, Langenscheidt, book with 

CD(s), 9783468280498, pp.288, £22.50 

Are you short of time and want to purposefully learn the basics of the German language? Then, this course, 

with its thirty clearly-structured daily sections, is just the right course for you. 

Living German: a grammar-based course (Buckley, R. W.), 7th ed., 2012, Hodder Education, book 

with CD(s), 9781444153910, £15.99 

A course with a traditional approach to language learning. Each unit includes grammar explanations, 

vocabulary lists, reading material, questions for speaking practice and exercises. 

Teach Yourself complete German, 2012, Hodder & Stoughton, book with CD(s), 9781444177398, 

£29.99 

A comprehensive self-study course for beginners to intermediate learners (levels A1-B2). 

NEW! Unlocking German with Paul Noble, 12/01/2018, Collins, 9780008135850, pp.256, £9.99 

Ideal for anyone learning for the first time, giving the tools to learn efficiently and quickly. A pocket sized 

format, with fun illustrations and easy pronunciation guidance. 

Vocational & Business 

DaF im Unternehmen, 01/03/2015, Hueber 

A series of books to learn German for the business environment, aimed at complete beginners. With audio 

and video materials available for download. 
Niveau A1 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch, 9783126764407, £28.50; Mediapaket (2 CD & DVD), 
9783126764421, £19.16; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126764414, £16.99 

Niveau A2 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch, 9783126764452, £28.50; Mediapaket (2 CD & DVD), 

9783126764476, £19.16; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126764469, £16.99 
NEW! Niveau A1/A2 — Kursbuch mit Audios und Filmen online, 9783126764605, £36.50; 
Übungsbuch mit Audios online, 9783126764599, £30.99 

Niveau B1 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch, 9783126764506, £32.50; Mediapaket (2 CD & DVD), 
9783126764520, £21.66; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126764513, £16.99; Intensivtrainer, 9783126764544, 
£14.99 

Niveau B2 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch, 9783126764551, £32.50; Mediapaket (2 CDs & DVD), 
9783126764575, £26.00+VAT; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126764568, £16.99; Intensivtrainer, 
9783126764674, £14.99 

Niveau B1/B2 — Kursbuch mit Audios und Filmen online, 9783126764636, £36.50; 

Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126764650, £33.95 

Deutsch für Ingenieure, 2016, Hueber, book with online access, 9783197074757, £14.99 

German for engineers, level B1-C2 

Deutsch in der Firma, 2016, Hueber, book with online access, 9783192074752, £14.99 

German for business, levels A2 - B2. 

Deutsch in der Gastronomie und Hotellerie, 2016, Hueber, book with online access, 

9783192074776, £13.99 

For levels A2-C1. 

Deutsch in der Pflege, 2016, Hueber, book with online access, 9783192074769, £12.99 

German in healthcare for levels B1-C1. 

Deutsch in Handel und Verkauf, 2016, Hueber, book with online access, 9783190574780, £15.99 

German for trade, levels A2 - B2. 
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Fokus Deutsch, 15/06/2016, Cornelsen 
Erfolgreich in Alltag und Beruf - Kurs- und Übungsbuch, 9783060209910, £29.50; Erfolgreich in 

Pflegeberufen - Kurs-und Übungsbuch, 9783060213054, £29.50 

A course for intermediate students that combines language for everyday and business use. Each of the 15 

chapters uses typical, realistic texts followed by business and practical based exercises which expand and 

reinforce previous grammar structures. A range of business sectors is covered by the course including 

academic, manual trades and service industries. 

NEW! Im Beruf Neu, 04/09/2017, Hueber 
Kursbuch, 9783192011900, £15.99; Arbeitsbuch, 9783192111907, £15.99; CD zum Kursbuch, 
9783192211904, £14.99+VAT; Fachwortschatztrainer: Pflege, 9783193211903, pp.100, £13.50 

Business language course for level B1+/B2. Focused on general communication skills and vocabulary useful 

in business enviromnet. 

Linie 1, 2015, Klett 

A course for complete beginners who want to learn German for both everyday and business use. 
Niveau A1 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch mit DVD-ROM, 9783126070553, £28.99; Intensivtrainer, 
9783126070591, £14.50; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126070614, £24.99; Testheft & CD, 9783126070607, 

£20.50; Vokabeltrainer & CD-ROM, 9783126070638, £12.99; CDs, 9783126070560, £16.66+VAT; 
DVD, 9783126070577, £21.66+VAT 

Niveau A2 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch mit DVD-ROM, 9783126070744, £34.50; CDs, 
9783126070751, £16.66+VAT; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126070805, £24.99; Intensivtrainer, 

9783126070782, £14.99; Testheft & CD, 9783126070799, £20.99; DVD, 9783126070768, £22.49+VAT; 
Vokabeltrainer + CD-ROM, 9783126070812, £12.99 

NEW! Niveau B1 — Kurs- und Übungsbuch mit DVD-ROM, 9783126070942, £34.50; CDs, 

9783126070959, £16.66+VAT; Lehrerhandbuch, 9783126071017, £24.99; Intensivtrainer, 
9783126070980, £14.99; Testheft & CD, 9783126070997, £20.99 

NEW! Menschen im Beruf: Besprechen und Präsentieren, 25/03/2018, Hueber, book with 

CD(s), 9783191315870, £18.50 

This book offers a systematic training in the spoken communication skills required for participating in 

meetings and making presentations in German. An answer key is included and the material is suitable as 

supplementary material in class and for self-study at level B1 of the CEFR upwards. 

Menschen im Beruf: Bewerbungstraining, 15/11/2016, Hueber, book with CD(s), 9783191215873, 

£18.99 

A textbook for job seekers in Germany. The book includes the application process, typical interview 

questions and  allows the user to learn useful vocabulary and linguistic skills. Level A2/B1, with answer key. 

Menschen im Beruf: Schreibtraining, 01/09/2016, Hueber, 9783191415877, £18.99 

Business correspondence and various styles of professional writing for intermediate learners. 

Menschen im Beruf: Telefontraining (B1/B2), 01/02/2016, Hueber, book with CD(s), 

9783191515874, £18.99 

A systematic listening and speaking programme for making telephone calls in a business environment. 

Typical phone situations are presented along with essential vocabulary and phrases. Every chapter contains 

practical role play exercises and notes on cultural differences. 

PONS Bürokommunikation Deutsch: Musterbriefe, Textbausteine und Übungen für jeden 

geschäftlichen Anlass (Wergen, J. & A. Wörner), 01/02/2017, Klett, 9783125629080, £23.99 

Sample phrases, vocabulary and letters to be used in various business situations. Digital version available to 

download. 

NEW! Schreibtraining: Deutsch für den Beruf, 15/11/2017, Langenscheidt, 9783468489839, 

£12.99 

The 10 chapters cover work-related topics such as CV writing, job application letters, applications for 

college courses, meetings and appointments, contracts and repport-writing. For elevls A2/B1. 

NEW! Schritte International Neu: Deutsch für Ihren Beruf, 12/03/2018, Hueber, 

9783190210824, £28.99 

A series of exercise books providing supplementary material specific to business situations that can be used 

alongside any everyday language course. Material is graded progressively from level A2 to B1. 
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NEW! Sprechtraining Deutsch für den Beruf, 01/01/2018, Langenscheidt, 9783468489846, pp.80, 

£16.50 

Suitable for students at intermediate level who want to improve their confidence in business German. 

NEW! Wirtschaftskunde, 01/09/2017, Klett 
Schülerbuch mit CD-ROM, 9783128827421, £31.99; Gesamtarbeitsheft, 9783128827476, £19.99; 
Lehrerband, 9783128827438, £29.99 

A textbook for learners who want to improve their business and economics-related vocabulary to 

communicate efficiently in business environment. 

 

Background topics 

 

General, geography, regions 

Bayerlein, O. Landeskunde Deutschland: Von der Wende bis heute, 01/01/2016, Verlag für Deutsch 
Student's book, 9783190017416, £29.50; CD(s), 9783192017414, £20.83+VAT; Vokabeln und 

Quizfragen, 9783190117413, £25.99 

Updated for 2016. A coursebook for students preparing for a stay in Germany, Austria or Switzerland. 

Contains practical exercises and simulations of everyday situations to help learners acquire linguistic and 

cultural knowledge. 

Various. NEW! 100 Stunden Deutschland: Orientierungskurs - Politik, Geschichte, Kultur, 01/07/2017, 

Klett,  
Textbook & CD, 9783126752299, £17.99; teacher's book & CD, 9783126752206, £14.99 

In varied and clear exercises '100 Stunden Deutschland' offers learners political, historical and cultural 

information about Germany. 

—— Deutschland - Alles, was man wissen muss, 18/03/2015, Duden, hardback, 9783411748525, £12.99 

Basic information about Germany, its history, culture and political system, with over 150 illustrations, charts 

and maps. Perfect compendium of general knowledge for anyone interested in finding out more about the 

country. 

General German history 

NEW! Preisendörfer, Bruno. Als Deutschland noch nicht Deutschland war.: Eine Reise in die 

Goethezeit., 09/03/2017, Kiepenheuer & Witsch,  

pp.544, 9783462049572, £15.50 

Bestselling popular history book. 

Various. Deutsche Geschichte, 08/08/2016, Duden, 9783411740130, £15.50 

Detailed overview of German history and development of the country. 

—— Meilensteine der deutschen Geschichte: Von der Antike bis heute, 15/09/2015, Duden, pp.512, 

hardback, 9783411710164, £23.99 

This richly illustrated book shows the key events in German history and their context. 

—— Orientierungskurs - Grundwissen Politik, Geschichte und Gesellschaft, 15/02/2017, Cornelsen 
Textbook, 9783065209595, £11.99; CDs, 9783061208554, £14.99 

This coursebook contains a wealth of cultural information in 45 teaching units split into 3 main sections: 

the democratic political system, history and responsibility and the individual and society. Each unit concludes 

with comprehension exercises and a summary of the material covered. A glossary and answer key are also 

included together with a multiple choice test at the end of the book. 

Third Reich 

NEW! Frank, Anne & A. Folman & D. Polonsky. Das Tagebuch der Anne Frank (graphic novel), 

05/10/2017, Fischer, pp.160, hardback, 9783103972535, £21.99 
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Anne Frank's "Diary" retold in a form of a graphic novel by the artists behind the successful "Walz with 

Bashir". 

Gebhardt, Miriam. Als die Soldaten kamen: Die Vergewaltigung deutscher Frauen am Ende des 

Zweiten Weltkriegs., 08/03/2016, Pantheon, pp.368, 9783570553404, £16.50 

English title: "When the soldiers came". 

—— NEW! Die Weiße Rose: Wie aus ganz normalen Deutschen Widerstandskämpfer wurden, 

12/02/2018, Pantheon, pp.368, 9783570553695, £13.99 

The White Rose anti-Nazi movement has always been synonymous with siblings Hans and Sophie Scholl. 

Miriam Gebhardt’s highly readable book reveals the bigger picture, telling the individual stories of the group 

of brave students at the University of Munich who came together to oppose Hitler. 

Longerich, Peter. Hitler: Biographie, 09/11/2015, Siedler, pp.1296, hardback, 9783827500601, £39.99 

Tyrant, psychopath, mass-murderer or a charismatic leader? Longerich's in-depth biography allows the 

reader to come closer to understanding the forces behind the scenes which allowed Hitler to rise to power. 

Stargardt, Nicholas. Der Deutsche Krieg 1939-1945, 24/09/2015, Fischer, pp.848, hardback, 

9783100751409, £23.60 

Translation of "The German War: A nation under arms, 1939-1945". 

The events of Autumn 1989, reunification and after 

Deckert, R., ed. Die Nacht in der die Mauer fiel: Schriftsteller erzählen vom 9. November 1989, 2009, 

Suhrkamp, 9783518460733, £11.50 

A collection of texts by renowned German authors. 

Immigration 

Bauer, Wolfgang. Über das Meer: Mit Syrern auf der Flucht nach Europa. Eine Reportage, 06/10/2014, 

Suhrkamp, pp.133, 9783518067246, £16.99 

English title: "Crossing the Sea. With Syrians on the exodus to Europe". 

Gesicht zeigen! (eds.). Mein Kampf - gegen Rechts. Zeitberichte verschiedener Autoren, 12/01/2016, 

Europa Verlag, pp.165, hardback, 9783958900271, £15.50 

For the first time since the end of WWII, Hitler's Mein Kampf is available to buy in full in German. Many 

people believe the timing couldn't be worse and in this collection of short essays 11 people talk about their 

struggles against right-wing extremism in Germany today. 

Various. Wir neuen Deutschen: Wer wir sind, was wir wollen, 07/09/2015, Rowohlt, pp.176, 

9783498006730, £16.99 

"We, the new Germans" is a result of many conversations with young people in Germany who come from 

immigrant families. 

Media, sport and culture 

Brockmann, S. A critical history of German film, 2010, Camden House, pp.522, 9781571134684, 

£19.99 

Detailed study of individual films, their cultural impact and artistic value. Introduction and notes provide 

historical context for particular films. 

Henckel von Donnersmarck, F. Das Leben der anderen: Filmbuch, 2007, Suhrkamp, pp.216, 

9783518459089, £11.99 

Book accompanying the Oscar winning film "The lives of the others", including script and interviews. 

Mai, Manfred. Geschichte der deutschen Literatur, 03/11/2015, Gulliver, pp.240, 9783407755254, 

£10.50 

Compendium listing all the major figures of German literature. Suitable for teenagers with native / high 

level of German. 

NEW! Various. Intouchables: Drehbuch mit Filmszenen, 15/08/2017, Klett, book with online access, 

9783125984561, £11.99 

Filmscript with exercises and access to an online app wth selected scenes. 
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SPANISH 
 

 

Dictionaries 

 

General: Bilingual 

Large 

Collins Spanish dictionary: complete and unabridged, 10th ed., 11/08/2016, HarperCollins, hardback, 

9780008158385, pp.2208, £40.00 

For advanced learners and professionals using Spanish. Featuring 315,000 references, colour thumb tabs, 

thousands of examples and idioms, and extensive notes on language, grammar and culture. 

Oxford Spanish dictionary, 4th ed., 2008, Oxford University Press, hardback, 9780199543403, 

pp.1980, £35.00 

Major reference dictionary, with more than 300,000 words and phrases. Headwords in colour, detailed 

coverage of Latin American Spanish, correspondence guide and verb tables. 

 

Medium 

Collins essential Spanish dictionary & grammar, 10/02/2017, HarperCollins, 9780008183677, 

pp.800, £9.99 

An up-to-date dictionary and a practical, user-friendly grammar guide in one easily portable volume. With 

cultural notes on life in Spanish-speaking countries and an easy-to-use grammar section this is the ideal 

study guide for intermediate learners. 

NEW! Collins Spanish dictionary & grammar, 8th ed., 03/05/2018, HarperCollins, 

9780008241391, pp.1216, £12.99 

Designed for intermediate learners of Spanish, whether at school, at home, or for business. 80,000 

references and 120,000 translations will help those learning Spanish take their language skills to the next 

level. 

Compact Oxford Spanish dictionary, 5th ed., 2013, Oxford University Press, 9780199663309, 

pp.1088, £12.99 

Over 90,000 words and phrases, plus sections covering Spanish grammar, culture and correspondence. 

Merriam Webster's word-for-word Spanish<>English dictionary, 21/07/2016, Merriam 

Webster, 9780877792970, £4.99 

Offers word-for-word equivalents for each term in Spanish and English. Designed especially for Spanish 

speakers preparing for standardized tests in English. 50,000 bidirectional, bilingual entries. 

Oxford Essential Spanish dictionary Spanish<>English, 2010, Oxford University Press, 

9780199576449, pp.477, £5.99 

40,000 words and phrases, 60,000 translations. Comprehensive pronunciation guide. 

Oxford learner’s Spanish dictionary, 3rd ed., 03/06/2017, Oxford University Press, 

9780198407966, pp.704, £9.99 

For students aged 11-16 years. Contains all curriculum words for secondary school with key words 

highlighted. 

 

Small 

Collins easy learning Spanish dictionary, 7th ed., 08/05/2014, Collins, 9780007530946, pp.688, 

£9.99 

Clear colour layout, easy-reference dictionary with key GCSE curriculum words highlighted. Free online study 

pack. For ages 7+ 
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Collins Gem Spanish dictionary, 10th ed., 11/02/2016, HarperCollins, flexi (plastic) cover, 

9780008141844, pp.640, £4.99 

Palm-sized pocket dictionary with blue headwords. Also includes a practical phrasefinder for travellers and 

a free iPod download. 

Collins Gem Spanish school dictionary, 3rd ed., 07/05/2015, Collins, flexi (plastic) cover, 

9780007569304, pp.640, £4.99 

Features a clear colour layout, plus extra help with spelling, grammar and verbs. 

NEW! Collins Spanish dictionary: essential edition, 05/04/2018, Collins, 9780008270735, £5.99 

A handy and affordable quick reference guide for everyday Spanish. The clear layout allows for fast and 

easy access when you most need it. Ideal for use on the go, at home, in the office, classroom or on holiday. 

Over 40,000 words and phrases and 60,000 translations. 

Collins Spanish dictionary: pocket edition, 8th ed., 16/12/2016, HarperCollins, flexi (plastic) cover, 

9780008183653, pp.672, £8.99 

Larger print version of the Gem dictionary, but still reasonably pocket-size. With colour. 

NEW! Collins Spanish school dictionary, 4th ed., 03/05/2018, HarperCollins, 9780008257972, 

pp.640, £6.99 

Updated edition of this popular dictionary for beginners (aged 11+). Includes alphabet tabs, keywords in 

blue and verb tables with the verb used in example phrases. 

Oxford Spanish mini dictionary, 4th ed., 2012, Oxford University Press, flexi (plastic) cover, 

9780199692699, pp.656, £4.99 

100,000 entries and translations in very small print. Also includes travellers' information. 

General: Monolingual 

Medium 

Diccionario combinatorio práctico del español contemporáneo (Bosque, I.), 2011, SM, 

hardback, 9788467549423, £30.50 

A monolingual dictionary of contemporary Spanish. 

Diccionario del estudiante: Secundaria y Bachillerato, 01/04/2016, Real Academia Española, 

hardback, 9788430618019, £24.50 

New up-to-date edition of the essential dictionary for students at institutes and colleges in Spanish speaking 

countries (students of aged 12 to 18). 

General: Picture and visual 

NEW! Berlitz picture dictionary Spanish, 01/09/2017, Berlitz,, 9781780044804, £6.99 

Contains more than 2,000 illustrated A-Z words and phrases. Content is organised within 12 thematic 

units, including Everyday Language, People, Housing, Work, Food and Leisure. 

Oxford picture dictionary (Shapiro, N., & J. Adelson-Goldstein), 3rd ed., 03/11/2016, Oxford 

University Press, 9780194505284, pp.228, £23.10 

Over 3,700 words in Spanish and English arranged by 140 topics and 12 thematic areas. Includes 

exercises and English (phoneticised)<>Spanish index. Aimed at those learning English. 

Spanish<>English bilingual visual dictionary, 30/03/2017, Dorling Kindersley, 9780241292433, 

pp.360, £8.99 

Features a complete range of illustrated objects and scenes from everyday life in full colour. Over 6,000 

words and phrases with a detailed index. With downloadable app. 
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Spanish Language 

 

GCSE: Courses 

AQA GCSE Spanish, 3rd ed., 23/05/2016, Oxford University Press 

Updated for the 2016 specification. This course offers brand new content, delivering the breadth and rigour 

required to develop the productive skills students need to manipulate language confidently and to prepare 

thoroughly for their exams. 
Student’s book (higher), 9780198365853, £24.50; student's book (foundation), 9780198365860, 
£24.50; audio CDs, 9780198375647, £150.00+VAT; grammar, vocabulary & translation workbook 

(higher) - pack of 8, 9780198415688, £28.99; grammar, vocabulary & translation workbook 
(foundation) - pack of 8, 9780198415718, £28.99 

Cambridge IGCSE and International Certificate Spanish Foreign Language, 2nd ed., 

31/03/2017, Hodder Education 
Student’s book, 9781471888830, £21.99 

Written to the latest Cambridge International Examinations syllabus. 

Cambridge IGCSE Spanish as a Foreign Language, 31/03/2017, Cambridge Univ. Pr. 
Coursebook & CD, 9781316635537, £28.84+VAT; workbook, 9781316635544, £6.95; teacher's book, 

9781316635551, £29.95 

With a skills-based approach and an international focus, this coursebook with audio CDs promotes a 

deeper understanding of the French language and culture. Engaging texts, images and audio enhance the 

activities in the coursebook and help students develop language skills. 

NEW! Edexcel GCSE Spanish (9-1), 15/01/2017 
Revision guide, 9781292132105, £5.99 

The one topic-per-page format provides hassle-free revision for students with no lengthy set-up time and no 

complex revision concepts. 

Eduqas GCSE Spanish, 25/08/2016, Crown House Publishing 
Textbook, 9781785830907, £18.99; teacher's book, 9781785830969, £65.00; NEW! revision guide, 

9781785832727, £7.99 

The textbook offers engaging and relevant content and provides comprehensive coverage of the Eduqas 

themes and sub-themes, incorporating all of the new exam components. 

NEW! ¿Español? ¡Por supuesto!, 01/04/2017, Edelsa 

A dynamic and motivational course designed to meet the needs of a modern secondary school environment. 

For age 11-15. 
Niveau A1 — Libro del alumno, 9788490812105, £20.99; libro de ejercicios, 9788490812112, 
£10.50; libro del profesor, 9788490812129, £24.50 

Niveau A2 — Libro del alumno, 9788490812204, £20.99; libro de ejercicios, 9788490812211, 

£10.50; libro del profesor, 9788490812228, £29.99 
Niveau A2+ — Libro del alumno, 9788490812303, £20.99; libro de ejercicios, 9788490812310, 
£10.50; libro del profesor, 9788490812327, £29.99 

Niveau B1 — Libro del alumno, 9788490812334, £19.95; libro de ejercicios, 9788490812341, £8.45 

Gente joven (nueva edición), 2013-2015, Difusion 

A new edition of this popular course designed for adolescents learning Spanish, using a task-based 

approach and incorporating audio-visual materials. For ages 11-15. 
Level 1 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788415620754, £22.99; cuaderno de ejercicios, 

9788415620761, £9.70; libro del profesor, 9788415640042, £19.99 
Level 2 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788415620877, £24.99; cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788415620884, £13.99; libro del profesor, 9788415620938, £16.75 

Level 3 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788415846314, £22.99; cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788415846321, £12.99; libro del profesor, 9788415846253, £22.99 

Level 4 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788416057214, £19.50; cuaderno de ejercicios, 

9788416057221, £10.99; libro del profesor, 9788416057238, £16.99 
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¡Mira! Express (McLachlan, A.), 2006/2007, Heinemann 

Lively two-year course for Key Stage 3 Spanish starting in Year 8. The accelerated scheme of work ensures 

that the same grammar and topics are covered as those who study Spanish over three years. New edition 

workbooks and teacher's guide. 
Year 8/S1 — Pupil's book, 9780435387662, pp.144, £19.99; teacher’s guide & CD-ROM, 
9780435391447, pp.192, £58.50; workbook A: reinforcement (pack of 8), 9780435394912, £31.50; 
workbook B: extension (pack of 8), 9780435394929, £31.50; CD(s), 9780435391492, £103.00+VAT; 

resource & assessment pack with CD-ROM, 9780435393489, £213.89+VAT; ActiveTeach, 
9780435047382, £502.50+VAT 

Year 9/S2 — Pupil's book, 9780435391614, £19.99; teacher’s guide & CD-ROM, 9780435088729, 

£56.66+VAT; workbook A: reinforcement (pack of 8), 9780435395018, £31.50; CD(s), 
9780435392024, £125.00+VAT; resource and assessment pack & CD-ROM, 9780435393526, 
£161.66+VAT; ActiveTeach, 9780435047412, £502.50+VAT 

NEW! Reporteros Internacionales, 15/03/2018 
Nivel A1 — Libro del alumno + MP3 CD, 9788416943760, £22.50; cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788416943777, £12.50 

Nivel A2 — Libro del alumno + MP3 CD, 9788416943807, £22.50; cuaderno de ejercicios, 

9788416943814, £12.50 

An interactive task-based Spanish-language course for pupils aged 11-16 that will help to raise learners' 

awareness of the various cultures and ways of life that exist within the Hispanic world. 

¡Viva! AQA GCSE Spanish, 23/05/2016, Pearson 
Student's book (higher), 9781292118963, £21.75; student's book (foundation), 9781292118956, 

£20.99; vocabulary book (higher) - pack of 8, 9781292133478, £12.00; grammar and translation 
workbook, 9781292133195, £5.99 

Designed to help learners use language independently and to the best of their ability, with fresh and 

engaging content from the target language culture. 

¡Viva! Edexcel GCSE Spanish, 23/05/2016, Pearson 
Student's book (higher), 9781292118987, £21.50; student's book (foundation), 9781292118970, 
£20.99; vocabulary book (higher) - pack of 8, 9781292133485, £12.00; grammar and translation 

workbook, 9781292133300, £5.99 

Designed to help learners use language independently and to the best of their ability, with fresh and 

engaging content from the target language culture. 

WJEC GCSE Spanish, 25/08/2016, Crown House Publishing 
Textbook, 9781785830853, £18.99; teacher's book, 9781785830938, £65.00 

The textbook offers engaging and relevant content and provides comprehensive coverage of the WJEC 

themes and sub-themes, incorporating all of the new exam components. 

GCSE: Key Skills 

NEW! Colección Destrezas ELE, 01/10/2017 
Comprensión Auditiva — A2-B1, 9788416108916, £25.50 
Expresión Oral — A2-B1, 9788416108923, £25.50 
Comprensión Lectora — A2-B1, 9788416108824, £24.50 

Colección Destrezas ELE consists of several exercise books that have been designed to help learners 

practise oral and written comprehension and expression. The collection is divided into two levels, 

corresponding to CEFR grades A1-A2 and A2-B1 respectively. 

Demystifying the Spanish subjunctive: feel the fear and "subjunctive" anyway (Smith-Durán, 

G. & C.), 01/01/2015, LightSpeed Spanish, 9781512073027, pp.324, £23.50 

Simple, easy to understand explanations and exercises to build over 600 subjunctive sentences. 

Pocket 'por'  and 'para' (Smith-Durán, G. & C.), 01/01/2015, LightSpeed Spanish, 9781519347367, 

pp.196, £16.99 

"Probably the only book you will ever need to study on this subject." 
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GCSE: Classroom Extras 

Flashsticks Spanish, 2015, Learning Labs 
Beginners, 9781909913059, £4.16+VAT; beginners box set (sticky notes + booklets), 9781909913172, 
£24.99+VAT; intermediate, 9781909913097, £4.16+VAT 

Post-it sticky notes with words and phrases to be used around the house or in the classroom. 

Juegos y actividades en la clase de ELE, 2013, Enclave-Ele, 9788415299042, £21.50 

A book containing over 50 fun games and activities for teachers to animate the Spanish classroom. Each 

game comes with instructions. For levels A1-C2. 

El mundo en español Junior, 2013, Habla con Eñe, book with CD(s), 9788493991142, £17.99 

An innovative culture and civilisation textbook for teenagers, suitable for beginners. The book covers - 

among other themes - music, history, art, extreme sports, the natural world, geography of Spain and South 

America. 

Spanish festivals and traditions: activities and teaching ideas for KS3 (Hannam, N. & M. Williams), 

2011, Brilliant Publications, 9781905780822, £28.50 

Ideas and activities for every month of the year and relating them to various Spanish festivals. Vocabularies, 

worksheets and ideas ranging from making cards to games and traditional recipes. 

Spanish language map, 2016, Linguisticator, 708747901634, £25.00 

Includes all Spanish grammar in a single compact and beautifully presented map printed on fabric. The 

map measures roughly 5 feet in length and 4 feet in height (142 cm wide x 127cm high). 

Spanish Sitcom (Various), 01/04/2016, Habla Con Eñe 
Level A1 (DVD & booklet), 9788494513213, £23.33+VAT; level A2 (DVD & Booklet), 
9788494513220, £23.33+VAT; level B1 (DVD & booklet), 9788494513282, £23.33+VAT 

Learning a language should begin with everyday spoken language. This is what you will hear and learn in 

the 30 episodes of our upbeat, fictional series Spanish Sitcom, a ground-breaking new way of learning 

Spanish. Get hooked on the adventures of Julio and María in this comic series and learn modern, everyday, 

practical Spanish and laugh while you do! 

GCSE: Revision 

NEW! 3 por uno, 01/05/2017 
Nivel A1, 9788490813034, £18.50; nivel A2, 9788490813041, £17.99; nivel B1, 9788490813058, £18.50 

Split over 3 volumes (corresponding to CEFR levels A1, A2 and B1), this series will allow students to revise 

essential grammar and vocabulary at each of these levels whilst also enabling them to practise and improve 

important communicative functions. Each book include audio download. 

AQA GCSE Spanish: all-in-one revision and practice, 30/06/2016, Collins, 9780008166311, 

£10.99 

Contains clear and accessible explanations of all the GCSE content, with lots of practice opportunities for 

each topic throughout the book. 

GCSE Spanish AQA: revision guide, 01/07/2016, CGP, 9781782945468, £5.95 

Explains the entire AQA Grade 9-1 GCSE Spanish course, including all the vocabulary and grammar 

students will need to master for each topic. There are also exam-style practice questions on almost every 

page, covering reading, writing, speaking and listening (with free audio download) 

GCSE Spanish Edexcel: revision guide, 01/07/2016, CGP, 9781782945499, £5.95 

Explains the entire Edexcel Grade 9-1 GCSE Spanish course, including all the vocabulary and grammar 

students will need to master for each topic. There are also exam-style practice questions on almost every 

page, covering reading, writing, speaking and listening (with free audio download) 

GCSE Spanish interactive vocab tester, 2012, CGP, book with CD-Rom(s), 9781847629104, 

£9.16+VAT 

An aid to help students effectively learn all the vocabulary required for GCSE Spanish exams. It allows the 

creation of customised tests and comes complete with audio recorded by a native Spanish speaker. PC/Mac 

compatible. 
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GCSE Spanish: revision guide, 01/07/2016, CGP, 9781782945437, £5.95 

Explains the entire Grade 9-1 GCSE Spanish course, including all the vocabulary and grammar students will 

need to master for each topic. There are also exam-style practice questions on almost every page, covering 

reading, writing, speaking and listening (with free audio download) 

New GCSE AQA Spanish complete revision and practice (with CD & Online Edition) 

Grade 9-1 Course, 17/02/2017, CGP, 9781782945482, £12.99 

Contains superb study notes that explain all the required topics, vocabulary and grammar while the exam-

style questions cover the reading, grammar, translation, speaking and listening skills needed for the exam - 

audio files are included online and on CD-ROM. 

New GCSE Edexcel Spanish complete revision and practice (with CD & Online Edition) 

Grade 9-1 Course, 17/02/2017, CGP, 9781782945512, £12.99 

Contains superb study notes that explain all the required topics, vocabulary and grammar while the exam-

style questions cover the reading, grammar, translation, speaking and listening skills needed for the exam - 

audio files are included online and on CD-ROM. 

New GCSE Spanish AQA exam practice workbook, 01/06/2016, CGP, 9781782945475, £5.95 

Packed with hundreds of exam-style questions, this workbook is a perfect way to prepare for AQA Grade 9-

1 GCSE Spanish exams. It tests reading, writing, translation and grammar skills and offer downloadable 

audio materials. 

New GCSE Spanish complete revision and practice (with CD & Online Edition) Grade 9-1 

Course, 17/02/2017, CGP, 9781782945451, £12.99 

Contains superb study notes that explain all the required topics, vocabulary and grammar while the exam-

style questions cover the reading, grammar, translation, speaking and listening skills needed for the exam - 

audio files are included online and on CD-ROM. 

New GCSE Spanish Edexcel exam practice workbook, 01/06/2016, CGP, 9781782945505, 

£5.95 

Packed with hundreds of exam-style questions, this workbook is a perfect way to prepare for Edexcel 

Grade 9-1 GCSE Spanish exams. It tests reading, writing, translation and grammar skills and offer 

downloadable audio materials. 

New GCSE Spanish exam practice workbook, 01/06/2016, CGP, 9781782945444, £5.95 

Packed with hundreds of exam-style questions, this workbook is a perfect way to prepare for Grade 9-1 

GCSE Spanish exams. It tests reading, writing, translation and grammar skills and offer downloadable audio 

materials. 

NEW! Revise AQA GCSE (9-1) Spanish, 15/07/2017, Pearson 
Revision guide, 9781292131443, £5.99 

The one topic-per-page format provides hassle-free revision for students with no lengthy set-up time and no 

complex revision concepts. With free audio download. 

Advanced Level: Courses 

AQA A-level Spanish, 15/05/2016, Oxford University Press 

Updated for the 2016 specification, this course offers brand new content. The blend facilitates co-teaching 

and includes AS and A Level Student Books and online resources delivered via popular Kerboodle. 
Year 1 & AS — Student's book, 9780198366904, £23.99; audio CDs, 9780198375678, £90.00+VAT; 
grammar & translation workbook, 9780198415558, £7.99 

Year 2 & A-level — Student's book, 9780198366874, £23.99; grammar & translation workbook, 

9780198415558, £7.99; NEW! audio CDs, 9780198375708, £80.00+VAT 

AQA A-level Spanish, 25/03/2016, Hodder Education 
Student's book, 9781471858093, £31.99; Grammar workbook 1, 9781510416741, £6.99; Grammar 
workbook 2, 9781510416796, £6.99; Revision and Practice Workbook : Themes 1 & 2, 

9781510416727, £8.99; Revision and Practice Workbook : Themes 3 & 4, 9781510416758, £8.99 

Designed specifically to meet the demands of the new 2016 specification. The Student Book covers both 

AS and A-level in one textbook to help students build on and develop their language skills as they progress 

throughout the course. 
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NEW! Comida y Cultura en el Mundo Hispanico (Gómez-Bravo, Ana), 01/09/2017, Equinox, 

9781781794357, £29.95 

This is the first Spanish textbook to use food as the vantage point from which to learn language and 

acquire cultural literacy. It presents a rich introduction to food and food practices across the Hispanic 

world. It serves advanced secondary-level/high school students and students in second- and third-year 

Spanish at the university level who are furthering their knowledge of Hispanic cultures. Information is 

organized according to topics and key concepts, with historical and literary texts acting as enrichment and 

support for cultural concepts. 

¡A debate!, 2013, Edelsa 
Textbook & CD, 9788477117971, £26.50; teacher's book, 9788477117698, £18.50 

A new course for higher level students of Spanish (level C of the CEFR), a practical method which focuses 

on oral interaction and offers a wide range of resources and strategies for improving the language skills. 

Diverso, 2015, SGEL 

A motivating Spanish beginners course for young students (+15), which is also recommended for the IB 

Diploma programme. 
Level A1/A2 — Libro del alumno & ejercicios A1 & MP3 CD, 9788497788212, pp.200, £29.99; 
Libro del alumno & ejercicios A2 & MP3 CD, 9788497788229, pp.192, £26.50 

Level 2 (B1/B2) — Libro del alumno & ejercicios B1 & MP3 CD, 9788497789226, pp.200, £22.50 
Básico (A1+A2) — Libro del alumno & MP3 CD, 9788497788236, pp.232, £32.99; Cuaderno de 

ejercicios & MP3 CD, 9788497788243, pp.152, £18.50 

Edexcel Spanish for A-Level (Thacker, M., & M. Morcillo Laiz), 2nd ed., 24/06/2016, Hodder 

Education 

One-volume Spanish course for AS and A2 Edexcel specification. Features include development of all four 

language skills with exam-style practice materials, full coverage of specification topics, support for research-

based essay-writing tasks, authentic written and recorded material, grammar summary, and Dynamic 

Learning Network providing digital support with interactive tasks, audio, video clips and additional 

assessment resources. 
Student’s book with Dynamic Learning CD-ROM, 9781471858314, pp.317, £31.99 

Letras hispánicas en la Gran Pantalla: de la literaura al cine, 11/11/2016, Routledge, 

9781138921542, £32.99 

An innovative textbook for advanced students, which merges the studies of canonical literary works and 

their film adaptations. Students are guided through key literary masterpieces, at the same time interpreting 

their film versions. This parallel approach encourages students to develop their analytical skills as they 

master the terminology of contemporary studies in literature and cinema. 

Panorama hispanohablante, 30/09/2015, Cambridge Univ. Pr. 

Designed to support IB Language B ab initio Spanish students, it is the first of two student's books covering 

the two year course. International in approach and containing material designed to engage older teenage 

learners. 
Level 1 — Student's book, 9781107572799, pp.176, £19.99; exercise book, 9781107572867, pp.40, 
£24.95; teacher's book & CD-ROM, 9781107572881, pp.172, £100.98 

Level 2 — exercise book, 9781316504208, pp.200, £25.95; teacher's book & CD-ROM, 
9781316504253, pp.176, £100.98 

Pearson Baccalaureate Español B, 12/05/2015, Pearson 
Student's book, 9781447990666, £29.67+VAT 

Fully tailored to the 2011 Español B syllabus, including all core themes and a broad spread of options. 

With access to the online version. 

Spanish B for the IB Diploma (Thacker, M. et al), 2012, Hodder Education 

A coherent course that gradually builds skills required for the IB Diploma. The course is based around the 

desired 'learner profile' of the IB student and aims to help each student to develop into a 'global citizen', 

who is keen to communicate, who brings creativity to their learning and is an independent and critical 

thinker. 
Student’s book, 9781444146400, pp.372, £32.00; workbook, 9781471804106, pp.96, £10.99; teacher's 
resource book, 9781444146424, pp.244, £105.00 
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Advanced Level: Key Skills 

NEW! A-Level and AS Spanish: Grammar & Translation Workbook, 01/03/2018, Oxford 

University Press, 9780198415527, £7.99 

Includes thorough revision of key grammar points and embedded translation practice, giving students 

confidence in language manipulation skills when meeting the rigorous demands of the 2016 specifications. 

¿De acuerdo? 20 simulaciones para la clase de español (Alcarazo, N., & N. López), 01/01/2016, 

Routledge, 9781138831087, pp.155, £24.99 

Covering a wide range of topics, this provides an effective and motivating framework for developing 

speaking skills. Ideal for levels B1-C1 of the CEFR. 

Enseñanza de gramática avanzada de ELE (Alhmoud, Z. et al), 01/03/2014, SGEL, book with 

CD(s), 9788497785358, pp.359, £28.99 

A manual on the teaching of grammar to higher level Spanish learners. 

Key ideas for AS and A2 Spanish (Huggon, D.), 3rd ed., 15/08/2016 
Year 1 (AS), pp.67, £5.99; year 2 (A2), 9786000973315, £5.99 

Same format as the runaway best-seller "Key facts and ideas for A-Level French topics" and revised in 

2016 for the new A Level Syllabus. Bilingual ideas and sentences covering 37 topics including contemporary 

Spain, Latin America, feminism, religion, Spanish festivals and tourism, television etc. 

Shortcuts to success: the Spanish oral (Fitzpatrick, L.), 2011, Gill & Macmillan, book with CD(s), 

9780717148752, £10.95 

Covers the oral exam in easy to follow topic- by- topic units. Includes the most common questions for each 

topic with suggested answers. For lower and higher level. 

Spanish reading and comprehension (Practice Makes Perfect), 02/02/2015, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071798884, £12.99 

Build your Spanish reading comprehension skills and vocabulary through engaging contemporary readings in 

Spanish that focus on life and culture in Spanish-speaking countries. 

Advanced Level: Classroom Extras 

Clase de cine: actividades para la visualización de películas en español, (Aixalà, E. et al.), 2009, 

Difusión, book with CD-Rom(s), 9788484435969, £32.50 

Supplementary classroom resource for teachers using film to aid Spanish language learning. Book includes 

worksheets for use before, during and after viewing of the film. CD-ROM includes printable activities. Levels 

A2, B1 and B2. 

Developing writing skills in Spanish (Muñoz-Basols, J., et al.), 2011, Routledge, 9780415590839, 

pp.368, £29.99 

This book provides intermediate and advanced level students with the necessary skills to become 

competent and confident writers in the Spanish language, offering a rich selection of original materials 

including narrative texts, essays, opinion pieces and newspaper articles. 

Film Study Guides for AS/A-level Spanish (Various), 24/02/2017, Hodder Education 
Volver, 9781471891786, pp.96, £11.99; El laberinto del fauno, 9781471891724, £11.99; Ocho 
apellidos vascos, 9781471891908, £11.99 

Breaking down each scene, the guides will enable students to understand the historical and social context of 

the film. Includes grammar, vocab and writing exercises. 

Juegos y actividades en la clase de ELE, 2013, Enclave-Ele, 9788415299042, £21.50 

A book containing over 50 fun games and activities for teachers to animate the Spanish classroom. Each 

game comes with instructions. For levels A1-C2. 

Literature Study Guides for AS/A-level Spanish, 24/02/2017, Hodder Education 
Como agua para chocolate, 9781471890109, £11.99; La casa de Bernarda Alba, 9781471891960, 
£11.99; Crónica de una muerte anunciada, 9781471890130, £11.99 

Breaking down each scene, the guides will enable students to understand the historical and social context 

ofeach novel. Includes grammar, vocab and writing exercises. 
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Spanish language map, 2016, Linguisticator, 708747901634, £25.00 

Includes all Spanish grammar in a single compact and beautifully presented map printed on fabric. The 

map measures roughly 5 feet in length and 4 feet in height (142 cm wide x 127cm high). 

Vamos al cine, 2013, Edinumen, 9788498485141, £30.99 

Complementary material for learners of Spanish at upper-intermediate to advanced level who want to 

improve their speaking skills. Uses Spanish and Latin American films as a focus of study. 

Advanced Level: Revision 

Correct your Spanish blunders: how to avoid 99% of the common mistakes made by learners of 

Spanish (Yates, J.), 2nd ed., 2012, McGraw-Hill, 9780071773003, £14.99 

Highlights more than 1,000 frequent errors and explains the reasons behind the mistakes, such as applying 

English grammar patterns to Spanish, putting verbs in the wrong tense and forgetting about gender. 

IB Spanish B: standard and higher level (OSC IB Revision Guides) (Matthews, H.), 2nd ed., 

2015, spiral spine, 9781907374951, pp.200, £23.00 

Comprehensive revision guide with model examples and practice questions, an overview of the syllabus and 

advice on how to tackle questions. 

Reference: Grammar 

NEW! ¡Acción gramática! (Turk, P., & M. Zollo), 4th ed., 29/06/2018, Hodder Education, 

9781510434882, £19.99 

Advanced-level reference grammar, with exercises and key. 

Advanced Spanish grammar (Aragonés, L.), 01/11/2014, McGraw-Hill, 9780071838993, £16.99 

Each chapter introduces one grammar topic followed by skill-building exercises. 

Advanced Spanish step-by-step (Bregstein, B.), 2012, McGraw-Hill, 9780071768733, £14.99 

Provides a solid grounding in advanced grammar, verbs and vocabulary in quick and easy steps. Includes 

exercises and reading passages. 

Beginning Spanish grammar (Aragonés, L.), 01/11/2014, McGraw-Hill, 9780071840644, £16.99 

Each chapter introduces one grammar topic followed by skill-building exercises. 

Collins easy learning Spanish grammar, 3rd ed., 07/04/2016, HarperCollins, 9780008142018, 

£7.99 

All you need to know about Spanish grammar and verbs. Ideal for beginners to intermediate and in 

particular the content and vocabulary has been matched to the Higher GCSE specifications. 

Collins easy learning Spanish grammar & practice, 2nd ed., 15/05/2016, Harper Collins, 

9780008141646, £10.99 

An easy-to-use guide to grammar with clear colour layout, and over 150 practice exercises. Includes 

thousands of examples of usage, and user-friendly verb tables. Ideal for independent study, or as part of a 

course. 

Easy learning complete Spanish grammar + vocabulary + verbs, 14/01/2016, Collins, 

9780008141738, pp.720, £14.99 

Three in one book, which includes a complete guide to Spanish grammar with key points highlighted and 

numerous examples, 112 colour-coded verb tables, and a vocabulary covering 50 everyday topics, with over 

5000 words. 

Easy Spanish step-by-step: master high-frequency grammar for Spanish proficiency - fast! (Bregstein, 

B.), 2006, McGraw-Hill, 9780071463386, pp.320, £10.99 

Ideal for self-learners and as a supplement to formal language classes. Grammar-based approach that gets 

beginners communicating in Spanish with confidence, right away. 

Gramática básica del estudiante de español, 2nd ed., Difusión 
Spanish version, 9788484437260, £24.50; English version, 9788484434375, £29.99 

For self-study or classroom use, this illustrated book has exercises, verb tables and an answer key. 
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Gramática en diálogo, 2015, Enclave-ELE 
Level A1-A2, 9788415299684, £24.99; level A2-B1, 9788416108299, £25.99 

Each unit in the student's book is split into 4 pages. The first page presents the grammar point in context 

via a dialogue and visual stimulus. The second page includes an explanation of the grammar point being 

covered and the last two pages propose varied activities so that students can put into practice what they 

have learned. Includes answer key and online audio. 

Gramática Escolar, 20/10/2016 
Level A1-A2, 9788416108343, £20.99 

Each theme is presented via a double-page spread comprising a short written dialogue (to contextualize 

the topic in question) plus a clear summary (with explanations) on the left-hand page followed by varied 

comprehension exercises on the right-hand page. With MP3 download. 

Intermediate Spanish grammar (Aragonés, L.), 01/11/2014, McGraw-Hill, 9780071840675, £14.99 

Each chapter introduces one grammar topic followed by skill-building exercises. 

mi_selfi 3.0, 30/11/2016 
Level 1 (A1+), 9788416108664, £13.50 

Designed to help adolescent and adult students learn and practise grammar and vocabulary in a fun and 

interactive way. 

A new reference grammar of modern Spanish (Butt, J. & C. Benjamin), 5th ed., 2011, Hodder 

Education, 9781444137699, £29.99 

Revised and updated, this is one of the most authoritative and comprehensive guides for English speakers 

to contemporary Spanish grammar from around the Spanish-speaking world. See also the companion 

exercise book "Practising Spanish grammar: a workbook". 

Practice Makes Perfect: complete Spanish grammar (Nissenberg, G.), 3rd ed., 15/05/2016, 

McGraw-Hill, 9781259584190, £12.99 

Time saving thematic vocabulary panels, boxed summaries of key grammar points for focused learning and 

detailed answer keys for progress checks. 

Schaum's outline of Spanish grammar (Schmitt, C.), 6th ed., 07/10/2013, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071830416, £16.99 

To help students succeed in the classroom and exams highlighting all the important facts. Presented in an 

easy-to-follow format, including 368 answered exercises, grammar drills and verb charts. 

Spanish grammar drills (Vallecillos, R.), 2nd ed., 2012, McGraw-Hill, 9780071789479, £11.99 

200 drills, review exercises and answer key. Topics include: reflexive verbs; infinitives and gerunds; 

possessive pronouns; adverbs of frequency; imperfecto versus indefinido; and comparatives and 

superlatives. 

Spanish grammar in context: analysis and practice (Kattán-Ibarra, J., & A. Howkins), 3rd ed., 

01/02/2014, Arnold, 9780415723473, £27.99 

Bestselling grammar reference. 

A Spanish learning grammar (Thacker, M. & P. Muñoz), 3rd ed., 2012, Hodder & Stoughton, 

9781444157338, £29.99 

For GCSE, A-Level students and 1st-year undergraduates. 

Spanish tutor: grammar and vocabulary workbook, 01/12/2015, Hodder & Stoughton, 

9781473602373, £17.99 

Offers a range of clear and effective learning features covering levels A2-B1: 200 activities across a range 

of grammar and vocabulary points, unique visual verb tenses timeline and infographics for extra context, 

personal tutor hints and tips and much more. 

Uso de la gramática española (Castro, F.), Nueva edición revisada y a color, 2010, Edelsa 

Latest editions of the best-selling grammar workbooks with separate answer key. All in Spanish. 
Elemental — Libro, 9788477117100, pp.159, £17.50; clave, 9788477117117, £4.99 
Intermedio — Libro, 9788477117124, pp.150, £16.99; clave, 9788477117131, pp.16, £5.50 
Avanzado — Libro, 9788477117148, £15.85; clave, 9788477117155, £5.50 
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Reference: Verbs 

501 Spanish verbs: fully conjugated in all the tenses (Kendris, C. & T.), 8th ed., 05/07/2017, book with 

CD(s) & CD-Rom(s), 9781438009162, pp.736, £12.99 

Covers the most common regular and irregular verbs. With free CD-ROM offering exercises in verb 

conjugation and a concise grammar review, and audio CD. 

Berlitz 601 Spanish verbs, 2nd ed., 2013, Berlitz, 9781780043944, pp.736, £11.99 

Featuring: 601 most important verbs in all tenses; quick tips to remember verbs; 75 must-know verbs 

marked for quick look-up; and verb endings highlighted for easy reference. 

Collins easy learning Spanish verbs, 3rd ed., 07/04/2016, HarperCollins, 9780008158439, £7.99 

Book contains 120 important Spanish verbs (both regular and irregular) with examples in sentences plus a 

verb index. 

Collins easy learning Spanish verbs & practice, 2nd ed., 02/06/2016, Collins, 9780008142094, 

£10.99 

A clear and easy-to-understand guide to Spanish verbs for beginners, with hundreds of exercises, tables and 

examples. 

Practice Makes Perfect: Spanish verb tenses (Richmond, D.), 3rd ed., 01/08/2015, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071841856, pp.339, £12.99 

Bestselling workbook to practise your verb tenses. Learn when and why each tense is used, practice with 

more than 200 exercises. Answer key included plus a bonus online audio answer key version. 

Spanish irregular verb wheel/Verbos irregulares del español, Linguascope, 9781847950413, 

£3.99+VAT 

Flat and fun to use, this best-selling wheel is a perfect desk-top reference for irregular verbs. 

Uso de los pasados, 01/06/2016, Edelsa, 9788490818527, £17.99 

Covering levels A1-C1 of the CEFR. 

Uso del indicativo y del subjuntivo, 22/02/2016, Edelsa, 9788490818510, £16.50 

Designed for students with an intermediate level of Spanish. 

Reference: Vocabularies, Idioms, Slang 

Berlitz Spanish vocabulary study cards, 3rd ed., 01/03/2016, Berlitz, 9781780044613, £8.32+VAT 

1000 cards to help you learn essential Spanish vocabulary. For all ages. 

Collins easy learning Spanish idioms, 2010, HarperCollins, 9780007337361, pp.223, £9.99 

Easy to read key phrases and idioms arranged by topic with illustrations throughout. 

En vocabulario (Baralo, M., et al.), 2008-2013, Anaya 

An exercise book divided over three levels and designed to expand and strengthen vocabulary at beginners, 

intermediate and upper intermediate levels. Answer key included. Part three not yet published. 
Elemental A1-A2, 9788467841268, pp.207, £14.50; Medio B1, 9788467815368, £13.99; Avanzado B2, 
9788467813692, £13.99 

NEW! Palabra por palabra: Spanish vocabulary for A-level (Turk, P.), 6th ed., 28/04/2018, Hodder 
AQA, 9781510434820, pp.144, £8.99; Edexcel, 9781510434837, £8.99 

Bestselling vocabulary for advanced learners. The book is organised by topic and features new terms for 

technology, phrases and idioms such as credit crunch and swine flu and lists of synonyms. Suitable for the 

latest exam specifications. 

Spanish tutor: grammar and vocabulary workbook, 01/12/2015, Hodder & Stoughton, 

9781473602373, £17.99 

Offers a range of clear and effective learning features covering levels A2-B1: 200 activities across a range 

of grammar and vocabulary points, unique visual verb tenses timeline and infographics for extra context, 

personal tutor hints and tips and much more. 

Spanish vocabulary building with suffixes (Practice Makes Perfect), 17/11/2014, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071835282, £13.99 

Presents 150 commonly used suffixes accompanied by their meanings, English equivalent when applicable, 

part of speech, and gender. Grouped by difficulty level, each prefix or suffix is fully explained and followed 

by a list of terms using the added word part. 
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Readers: Bilingual 

Clásicos Bilingües (Various), Pluton Ediciones 
Alicia en el país de las Maravillas/Alice in Wonderland, 9788415089803, pp.190, £9.99; Alicia a 
través del espajo/Alice Through the Looking glass, 9788415089926, pp.190, £10.50; Sentido y 
sensibilidad/Sense and sensibility, 9788415089865, pp.636, £9.99; El retrato de Dorian Gray/The 

picture of Dorian Gray, 9788415089872, pp.510, £10.50; Cuentos de la Alhambra/Tales of the 
Alhambra, 9788415089834, pp.510, £10.50; Daisy Miller/Daisy Miller, 9788494510496, pp.190, £9.99; 
El mundo perdido/The lost world, 9788494510465, pp.480, £10.50; El gran Gatsby/The great 

Gatsby, 9788494510489, pp.320, £10.50; Cuentos escogidos de la era del jazz/Selected stories of 
the jazz age, 9788494510472, pp.160, £10.50; La isla del tesoro/Treasure island, 9788415089919, 
pp.475, £9.99; Las aventuras de Sherlock Holmes/The adventures of Sherlock Holmes, 

9788494510328, pp.576, £10.99; El club de los suicidas/The suicide club, 9788415089933, pp.160, 
£9.99; El extraño caso del Dr Jekyll y Mr Hyde/The strange case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, 
9788494510441, pp.190, £10.50; El mago de Oz/The wizard of Oz, 9788494510458, pp.225, £9.99; La 

metamorfosis/Metamorphosis, 9788415089827, pp.189, £10.50; El corazón de las tinieblas/Heart 
of darkness, 9788415089902, pp.222, £10.50; El caso de Charles Dexter Ward/The case of Charles 
Dexter Ward, 9788494510410, pp.320, £10.50; Las aventuras de Tom Sawyer/The adventures of 

Tom Sawyer, 9788494510434, pp.506, £10.50; La señora Dalloway/Mrs Dalloway, 9788494543708, 
pp.350, £10.50; El gato negro y otros relatos/The black cat and other stories, 9788415089810, 
pp.127, £10.50; La máscara de la muerte roja y otros relatos/The masque of the red death and 
other stories, 9788415089889, pp.159, £9.99; Cumbres borrascosas/Wuthering Heights, 

9788494639937, pp.576, £9.99; El diamante del Raja/The Rajah's diamond, 9788494639920, pp.160, 
£9.99; Frankenstein o el moderno Prometeo/Frankenstein or the modern Prometheus, 
9788494639913, pp.384, £10.50; Los viajes de Gulliver/Gulliver's travels, 9788494639944, pp.512, 

£9.99; El libro de la selva/The jungle book, 9788494639906, pp.320, £9.99; El principe feliz y otros 
cuentos, 9788494653124, pp.128, £9.99; El signo de los cuatro/The sign of the four, 9788494653131, 
pp.256, £9.99; El príncipe/The prince, 9788494653117, pp.192, £9.99 

New Penguin parallel text short stories in Spanish / Cuentos en español. (King, J. R. (ed.)), 

1999, Penguin, 9780140265415, pp.233, £9.99 

10 short stories with parallel translations taken from contemporary literature by writers including Gabriel 

García Márquez, Javier Marías, and Isabel Allende. With notes. 

Spanish short stories / Cuentos hispánicos (Penguin Parallel Text), Penguin 
Vol.1, 9780140025002, £9.99; Vol.2, 9780140033786, £9.99 

Short stories by well-known Spanish and Spanish-American writers, including García Márquez, Cela and 

Borges, all with a parallel text in English. 

Stories from Latin America / Historias de Latinoamérica (Barlow, G.), McGraw-Hill, 

9780071701747, £11.99 

Stories from Mexico / Historias de Mexico (Barlow, G. & W. Stivers), 2010, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071701761, £13.99 

Stories from Spain / Historias de España (Barlow, G., & W. N. Stivers), 2010, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071702669, pp.176, £13.99 

18 legends covering over a thousand years of Spain's rich cultural and historical heritage. Side by side 

Spanish and English text. Includes free audio download of six chapters and bilingual vocabulary list. 

Readers: Monolingual 

Better reading Spanish (Yates, J.), 2nd ed., 2011, McGraw-Hill, 9780071770316, £12.99 

For the advanced beginner or intermediate learner, the book covers topics such as cuisine, sports, cinema, 

politics and history. Each chapter features reading selections with exercises and there is an answer key at 

the end. 

Colección Hacerse Mayor, Difusion 

A series of graded readers for learners of Spanish suitable for teenagers (13 to 18). 
Nivel 1 — Cosas del amor, 9788416057313, £13.99 
Nivel 2 — Amor por sorpresa, 9788416057320, £8.50 
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NEW! Cómics graduados, 01/04/2017, Difusion 
Level A2 — Gael y la red de mentiras, 9788484437420, £15.99; Gael y las sombras de la huida, 

9788416657599, £13.45 

This series, which is written and illustrated by authors specialising in comics and language teaching, allows 

students to enjoy really interesting and intriguing stories in the format of a comic book. Readers will enjoy 

the narratives about Gael and his friends and at the same time learn Spanish in a way that is not often 

dealt with in the language classroom. 

Un día en…, 01/12/2015, Difusion 

A series of short novels which are ideal for those wishing to discover the most interesting cities in Spain. 

Each reader includes numerous exercises to practise vocabulary. There are also cultural notes in the form 

of articles and short reports. With MP3 download. 
Level A1 — Un día en Madrid, 9788416273508, £10.99; Un día en Barcelona, 9788416273492, £9.99; 
Un día en Málaga, 9788416273522, £11.50; Un día en Salamanca, 9788416273515, £11.50; Un día en 

Buenos Aires, 9788416657445, £13.99; Un día en La Habana, 9788416657438, £11.99; Un día en 
Ciudad de México, 9788416657452, £13.99; NEW! Un día en Sevilla, 9788417249632, £13.99; NEW! 
Un día en Valencia, 9788417249649, £13.99 

Easy Readers (Various), Grafisk 
Level A — 600 word vocabulary 
Buñuel. Las tres de la madrugada, 9780850485608, £4.70 
Fernández Santos. Muy lejos de Madrid/El primo Rafael, 9780850485615, £4.85 

Lope de Rueda. Las aceitunas y otros pasos, 9780850485882, £4.99 
Sánchez-Silva. Marcelino pan y vino, 9780850485691, £4.15 

Level B — 1200 word vocabulary 

Baroja. Las inquietudes de Shanti Andía, 9780850485646, £5.60 
Carazo. El mal de Gutenberg, 9788723907202, £5.95 
García Pavón. El carnaval, 9780850485639, £4.95 

Pérez Galdós. Tristana, 9780850486087, £6.25 
Sierra y Fabra. La música del viento, 9780850483277, £6.70 

Level C — 2,000 word vocabulary 

Aldecoa. Cuentos, 9780850486599, £6.49 
Asturias. Leyendas de Guatemala, 9781856931281, £5.70 
Martín Gaite. Caperucita en Manhattan, 9788723902023, £7.60 

Matute. Historias de la Artámila, 9780850486162, £5.70 
Millás. Papel mojado, 9780850486872, £6.30 
Sierra i Fabra. Donde esté mi corazón, 9780850484809, £7.40 

Soto. Respirando cerca de mi, 9788723907080, £5.70 
Level D — 2500 word vocabulary 
Díez. Tres cuentos, 9780850486100, £5.90 

Cervantes. Don Quijote de la Mancha, Part 1, 9780850483598, £6.25 
Texto original completo — Martín Gaite. Lo que queda enterrado, 9780850483307, £5.95 

Easy Spanish reader: premium (Tardy, W. T.), 3rd ed., 20/03/2015, McGraw-Hill, 9780071850193, 

£10.99 

Dialogues, short story adaptations and profiles in history for beginning students. Includes 60 texts, a set of 

flashcards and audio materials available online. 

Los Fernández, 2015, SGEL 
Fiesta sorpresa en Chinchón (A1), 9788497788175, £11.99; NEW! Nochevieja en Madrid (A1), 
9788497789639, £12.99; NEW! Fin de semana en Barcelona (A1+), 9788497789646, £13.99; Salsa en 

La Habana (A1+), 9788497788199, £12.50; Vacaciones en Mallorca (A2), 9788497788182, £13.99; 
Boda en Buenos Aires (B1), 9788497788205, £12.50 

Learn Spanish with a fun Spanish family that love travelling. Explanatory notes are included as well as 

comprehension and discussion activities for each chapter. For teenage readers. 
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Grandes Personajes, 2011, Difusiòn 

New series of graded readers for levels A2-B1. Read and listen to biographies of the greatest figures in 

Spanish and Latin American worlds and culture. Include photos, glossary, audio CDs and activities to 

reinforce and expand acquired linguistic and cultural knowledge. 
Nivel A2 — Picasso. Las mujeres de un genio, 9788484437352, £10.99; Dalí. El pintor de sueños, 
9788416057337, £14.50; García Márquez. Una realidad mágica, 9788416057344, £11.50 

Nivel B1 — Lorca. La valiente alegría, 9788484437376, £12.50; Che. Geografías de Che, 

9788484437673, £13.99; Frida Kahlo. Viva la vida, 9788484437369, £12.50 

Grandes titulos de la literatura, Edelsa 
Level A2 — Don Juan Tenorio, 9788490817100, £8.99; Sangre y arena, 9788490817087, £8.99; La 
gitanilla, 9788490817070, £8.50 

Level B1 — La Regenta, 9788490817117, £8.99 
Level B2 — Don Quijote de la Mancha (I), 9788490817018, £9.50; Don Quijote de la Mancha (II), 
9788490817025, £9.50 

NEW! Lecturas de Creación, 20/01/2018, Anaya 

A series of crime readers for learners of Spanish. 
Nivel A2 — El crimen de la Ñ, 9788469846469, £10.99; Agencia Eñe - Las tortugas 
ensangrentadas, 9788469846483, £12.50; Agencia Eñe - La bicicleta verde, 9788469846476, 

£12.50; Agencia Eñe - El palacio fantasma, 9788469846889, £12.50; Agencia Eñe - La liga 
maltida, 9788469846896, £12.50 

Nivel B1 — Desconcierto en el hospital, 9788469846452, £10.99 

Nivel B2 — Simple coincidencia, 9788469846520, £10.99; Un empleado ejemplar, 9788469846537, 
£10.99 

Lola Lago (Miguel, L., & N. Sans), Difusión 

Part of the "Venga a Leer" series. Lola Lago is the head of a Madrid detective agency: join Lola and her two 

colleagues Paco and Miguel for some mystery-solving. Graded with reading comprehension exercises. Now 

only available with CD. 
Nivel 0 — Vacaciones al sol, 9788484431282, £13.50 
Nivel 1 — Una nota falsa, 9788484431299, £14.99; Poderoso caballero, 9788484431305, £14.99; Por 

amor al arte, 9788484431312, £13.50 
Nivel 2 — La llamada de la Habana, 9788484431329, £12.99; Lejos de casa, 9788484431336, £11.50 
Nivel 3 — ¿Eres tú, María?, 9788484431343, £12.50 

El mundo en español - Lecturas de cultura y civilización, 2011-2012, Habla con Eñe 
Level A2, 9788461474950, £22.50; Level B, 9788461564781, £24.99 

A culture and civilisation course aiming to develop students' communication through socio-cultural reality of 

the Spanish-speaking world. The texts and the audio CD include topics such as art, literature, cinema, 

music, traditions, geography, sport and science of Spain and South America. 

Relatos del Río de la Plata (Various), 2010, Habla con Eñe, book with CD(s), 9788461467341, 

pp.126, £16.99 

A quality edition of unabridged short stories by six of the best contemporary authors from Uruguay and 

Argentina: Mario Benedetti, Jorge Luis Borges, Julio Cortázar, Daniel Moyano, Ricardo Piglia, and Eduardo 

Galeano. Each story is read on CD by actors with Argentinian or Uruguayan accents and includes a 

bilingual glossary on the same page, with monolingual glossary at end. Also includes a short author 

biography and background to historical events in the story. It is especially designed to help  prepare for the 

DELE superior. There is a Spanish equivalent called "Relatos españoles contemporáneos". 
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Adult Courses 

NEW! Agencia ELE - Nueva edición, 01/04/2017, SGEL 

Aimed at adolescent and adult learners of Spanish, this is the revised edition of this popular task-based 

course. Packed with fresh content, video clips, audio files and additional exercises  which are available 

online. 
Nivel A1 — Libro de clase + licencia digital, 9788497789530, £26.50; libro de ejercicios, 
9788497789547, £15.99 

Nivel A2 — Libro de clase + licencia digital, 9788497789554, £26.50; libro de ejercicios, 
9788497789561, £16.99 

Nivel Básico (A1+A2) — Libro de clase + licencia digital, 9788497789578, £32.99; libro de 

ejercicios, 9788497789585, £21.99 
Nivel B1— Libro de clase + licencia digital, 9788497789912 

Aula Internacional - Nueva edición, 2013, Difusion 

A new edition of the bestselling Spanish course. 
Nivel 1 (A1) — Libro del alumno + ejercicios + CD, 9788415640097, £30.50; student's book + 
workbook + CD, 9788415846772, £31.99; libro del profesor, 9788415846048, £19.50; grammar & 
vocabulary companion & MP3, 9788415846888, £15.50 

Nivel 2 (A2) — Libro del alumno + ejercicios + CD, 9788415640103, £28.99 
Nivel 3 (B1) — Libro del alumno + ejercicios + CD, 9788415640110, £27.50; Libro del profesor, 
9788415846079, £17.99 

Nivel 4 (B2.1) — Libro del alumno + ejercicios + CD, 9788415620853, £22.95; libro del profesor, 
9788415846093, £20.99 

Nivel 5 (B2.2) — Libro del alumno + ejercicios + CD, 9788415846802, £21.15 

Bitácora - Nueva edición, 01/06/2016, Difusion 

Combines the innovation of the previous edition with a clearer sequence of topics to create a manual which 

is both easy to use and yet thorough in terms of its approach to learning. With free audio download. 
Nivel A1 — Libro del alumno, 9788416347643, £21.99; cuaderno de ejercicios + MP3 download, 
9788416347650, £12.50; libro del profesor, 9788416657483, £22.99 

Nivel A2 — Libro del alumno + MP3 download, 9788416347667, £21.99; cuaderno de ejercicios + 
MP3 download, 9788416347674, £12.50; NEW! libro del profesor, 9788416657575, £23.50 

NEW! Nivel B1 — Libro del alumno + MP3 download, 9788416657520, £22.15; cuaderno de 

ejercicios + MP3 download, 9788416657537, £12.50; libro del profesor, 9788416657582, £17.99 

NEW! C de C1, 01/04/2017, Difusion 
Student's book + MP3 download, 9788416273485, £35.99; workbook, 9788416657025, £19.99; 
teacher's book, 9788416657551, £15.99 

Aimed at adult learners, this comprehensive advanced-level course has been written in accordance with the 

views of thousands of experienced teachers of Spanish as a foreign language at CEFR level C1. 

NEW! Campus Sur, 15/04/2017, Difusion 
Student's book & audio download, 9788416347797, £35.99; workbook, 9788416347995, £15.40; 

teacher's book, 9788416657568, £14.95 

Covering CEFR levels A1-B1 in a single volume, this intensive course has been designed specifically for 

students studying Spanish at university. 

NEW! Contextos, 2017, Edinumen 

Contextos offers a meaningful approach to learning, and skilfully integrates vocabulary, communicative 

functions, grammar and culture into each unit. With an emphasis on the development of the four main 

skills, this course also promotes group collaboration, critical thinking and problem solving. Instructions and 

explanations are provided in English throughout. 
Level A1-A2 — Libro del alumno + online access, 9788498489118, £32.90; libro del profesor + 
online access, 9788498489125, £46.99 

Level A2-B1 — Libro del alumno + online access, 9788498489132, £34.90; libro del profesor + 
online access, 9788498489149, £46.99 
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ELE Actual: Curso de español para extranjeros (Borobio, V.), 2014, SM 

Following the same structure as the bestselling 'Nuevo Ele', which it will eventually replace, this new course 

for foreign students is based on a communicative approach and involves the student in a range of activities. 
Nivel A1 — student’s book + CD, 9788467551815, £25.99; workbook + CD, 9788467547382, £14.99 
Nivel A2 — student’s book + CD, 9788467547474, £24.99; workbook + CD, 9788467547481, £13.99; 
teacher’s book, 9788467547498, £27.50 

Nivel B1 — student’s book, 9788467548976, £24.50; workbook, 9788467548983, £14.99; teacher’s 

book, 9788467548990, £27.99 
Nivel B2 — student’s book + CD, 9788467549010, £24.99; workbook, 9788467549027, £14.50; 
teacher’s book, 9788467549034, £27.50 

ELExprés: curso intensivo de español, A1–A2–B1 (Pinilla, R., & A. S. Mateo), 2nd ed., 01/03/2016, 

SGEL 
Libro del alumno & audio download, 9788497789059, pp.192, £30.50; cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788497789196, £15.50 

Fast-track method for adolescents and adults to learn Spanish, covering beginner to intermediate levels (A1, 

A2, B1). A well-presented book with lots of activities and illustrations, including revision section and 

downloadable audio materials. 

NEW! ¡Genial!, 01/10/2017, enClave 
Libro del alumno y Cuaderno de actividades A1, 9788416108770, £30.50; Libro del alumno y 

Cuaderno de actividades A2, 9788416108787, £29.99 

With a strong emphasis on a task-based learning approach, it takes into account students' diverse learning 

styles and needs as well as the reality of teaching Spanish to groups in different contexts. Special attention 

is given to pragmatics, cultural differences, Spanish variations and the development of learning strategies, 

amongst other things. 

Gente hoy, 2013-2015, Difusion 

The newest edition of the Gente series, one of the best-selling coursebooks for Spanish language learning. 
Nivel 1 (A1-A2) — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788415620785, £25.99; libro de trabajo & CD, 
9788415620792, £17.50; libro del profesor, 9788415846215, £19.50 

Nivel 2 (B1) — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788415640370, £25.99; libro de trabajo & CD, 
9788415640387, £17.50; libro del profesor, 9788415846222, £20.50 

Nivel 3 (B2) — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788415640400, £31.99; libro de trabajo & CD, 
9788415640417, £17.50; libro del profesor, 9788416057184, £20.50 

Living Spanish: a grammar-based course (Littlewood, R. P.), 5th ed., 2012, Hodder Education, 

book with CD(s), 9781444153941, £15.99 

Reissue of an old favourite with extras. A traditional approach to language learning, based on solid 

grammatical foundations, translation skills and practical vocabulary. Includes revision units to help you 

practice, answer key, and accompanying CD which reads passages or dialogues from the course book 

followed by comprehension questions and model answers. Plus English<>Spanish key. 

Nuevo Ele: curso de español para extranjeros (Borobio, V.), 2001-2002 

Very popular adult course divided into 4 levels featuring task-based units, comparing the language and 

culture of Spain with that of Latin America. See also the new version, 'Ele Actual'. 
Inicial 1 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788467509427, £23.99; cuaderno de ejercicios & CD, 
9788467509083, £13.99; guía didáctica con posters, 9788467540994, £15.99 

Inicial 2 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788467509441, £22.50; cuaderno de ejercicios & CD, 
9788467509434, £13.50; guía de recursos para el profesor, 9788434876057, £15.99 

Intermedio — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788467509458, £20.95; cuaderno de ejercicios, 

9788434887688, £12.99; guía didáctica, 9788434888395, £18.99 
Avanzado — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788467509465, £24.99; cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788434895713, £12.99; guía didáctica, 9788434895751, £18.99 
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Nuevo Español en marcha, 2014, SGEL 

A new and updated edition of "Español en marcha", a Spanish course for adolescents and adults which 

corresponds to levels A1, A2, B1 and B2 of the CEFR. 
Nivel A1 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788497783736, £27.50; Cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788497783743, £13.50; Guía didáctica, 9788497783750, £20.50; Student's book & online audio 
(for English speakers), 9788497789004, £30.50 

Nivel A2 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788497783781, £27.50; Cuaderno de ejercicios, 

9788497783798, £14.99; Guía didáctica, 9788497783804, £21.99 
Nivel Básico (A1+A2) — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788497785297, £30.50; Cuaderno de 
ejercicios, 9788497785310, £17.99; Guía didáctica, 9788497785334, £23.99 

Nivel B1 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788497787406, £28.50; Cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788497787796, £13.99; Guía didáctica, 9788497787802, £20.50 

Nivel B2 — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788497787826, £26.99; Cuaderno de ejercicios, 

9788497787246, £13.50; Guía didáctica, 9788497787277, £19.99 

NEW! Nuevo Mañana, 15/03/2018 

A Spanish-language course for adolescents that aims to stimulate pupil participation from the offset thanks 

to the strong emphasis it places throughout on communication. This method presents varied tasks that will 

allow pupils to develop the four main skills whilst also consolidating their knowledge and understanding of 

the functional, grammatical and lexical content presented. 
Nivel A1 — Libro de alumno & audio download, 9788469846506, £17.99; cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788469846490, £13.99; libro del profesro & audio download, 9788469846513, £22.99 

Nivel A2 — Libro de alumno & audio download, 9788469846650, £17.99; cuaderno de ejercicios, 

9788469846667, £13.99; libro del profesro & audio download, 9788469846674, £22.99 

Nuevo Sueña, 2015 

A new edition of the popular Sueña course, offering students a flexible and varied learning approach. The 

course focuses mainly on communication skills, although it also allows learners to master the other main 

skills. 
Level 1 (A1-A2) — Libro del alumno, 9788469807606, £23.50; cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788469807613, £15.75; libro del profesor, 9788469807620, £24.50 

Level 2 (B1) — Libro del alumno, 9788469807637, £22.50; cuaderno de ejercicios, 9788469807644, 

£13.99; libro del profesor, 9788469807651, £19.99 
Level 3 (B2) — Libro del alumno, 9788469825679, £22.50; cuaderno de ejercicios, 9788469825686, 
£14.50; libro del profesor, 9788469825693, £22.50 

NEW! Level 4 (C1) — Libro del alumno, 9788469827963, £23.99; cuaderno de ejercicios, 
9788469827970, £14.99; libro del profesor, 9788469827987, £26.99 

Pasos (Martín, R.M., & M. Ellis), 4th ed., 2017, Hodder & Stoughton 

New edition of this popular course, redesigned and updated with contemporary contexts and vocabulary. 

Suitable for group learning or self-study, covering the skills required at GCSE level or equivalent. 
Level 1 — Coursebook, 9781473610682, £19.99; speaking and listening (3 CDs), 9781473610774, 
£25.50+VAT; practical grammar, 9781444116007, £19.99 

Level 2 — Coursebook, 9781473664067, £21.99; activity book, 9781473664050, £16.99; course pack 

(coursebook, 3 CDs, DVD, support books), 9781473664098, £45.00; NEW! CDs & DVD set, 
9781473664104, £24.99+VAT 

Vitamina C1, 15/02/2016, SGEL,  
Textbook with online access, 9788497789042, £30.99; workbook, 9788497786027, £18.99 

Covering level C1 of the CEFR, this action-based manual places a particular emphasis on linguistic 

competence and communication. 

Self Study 

Beginning Spanish for the utterly confused (Yates, J.), 2nd ed., 2010, McGraw-Hill, book with 

CD(s), 9780071739634, £15.00 

An approachable course for beginners focussing on conversational skills and eliminating common errors.  It 

features fun icons that highlight quick tips, helpful reviews for before a test, end-of-chapter summaries and 

self-tests. Also includes a CD that provides clear pronunciation models for the 26 dialogues throughout the 

book, as well as selected audio exercises. 
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Colloquial Spanish: a complete language course (Otaola Alday, U.), Routledge 

Specially written by an experienced teacher for self-study or class use, the course offers a step-by-step 

approach to written and spoken Spanish. No prior knowledge of the language is required. 
Level 1 — Book with online access, 9781138960329, £26.99 
Level 2 — Book with online access, 9781138950160, pp.288, £26.99 

Colloquial Spanish of Latin America (Rodríguez-Saona, R.), Routledge 

This best-selling beginners' course makes learning Latin American Spanish easy and enjoyable and includes 

the language of the Internet, e-mail and mobile phones. For class or personal use and with no prior 

knowledge of the language required. 
Level 1 — Book with online access, 9781138960237, pp.336, £35.99 

Complete Spanish step-by-step, 07/09/2016, McGraw-Hill, 9781259643415, £19.99 

Combining the bestselling Easy Spanish Step-by-Step and Advanced Spanish Step-by-Step in one volume, 

The Complete Spanish Step-by-Step introduces you to the most essential structures, verbs, and vocabulary, 

then will gradually lead you to a mastery of the Spanish language. Numerous exercises help chart your 

progress, while engaging readings let you hone your skills in everyday contexts 

Enjoy Spanish (Kattán-Ibarra, J.), 31/10/2014, Hodder & Stoughton, book with CD(s), 9781473603028, 

£19.99 

A practical course for lower-intermediate (A2-B1) learners, up to level B2. 

Exploring the Spanish language: an introduction to its structure and varieties (Pountain, 

Christopher J.), 2nd ed., 27/09/2016, Routledge, 9781138837751, £24.99 

Written specifically with English-speaking learners of Spanish in mind, readers will find a good deal of 

practical help in developing skills such as pronunciation and the appropriate use of register. No previous 

knowledge of linguistics is assumed and a glossary of technical terms, in conjunction with exercises and 

activities, helps to reinforce key points. 

Practice Makes Perfect: basic Spanish (Richmond, D.), 2nd ed., 20/07/2015, McGraw-Hill, 

9780071849210, pp.266, £12.99 

A supplementary workbook companion for beginners, whether self-study on in a classroom situation. Each 

bite-sized lesson introduces a grammar concept along with lots of fun exercises to practice what you have 

just learned. Lessons are short and can be completed in 20 minutes. Contains answers to exercises and 

access code to an application for mobile and desktop. 

Teach Yourself complete Latin American Spanish (Kattán-Ibarra, J.), 2013, Hodder & Stoughton 

From the well-known series, an easy to use, clear and well-structured course for beginners, taking you up to 

level B2. 
Book with CD(s), 9781444192643, £29.99 

Teach Yourself Complete Spanish (Kattán-Ibarra, J.), 2012, Hodder Education 

Learn everyday Spanish through real-life situations. An updated edition of this perennial favourite, teaching 

Spanish from beginner to level B2. Full colour throughout and with an easy-to-read page design. Pack 

includes 2 x 70-minute audio CDs (MP3 compatible). 
Book, 9781444177213, £19.99; Book with CD(s), 9781444177244, £29.99 

Unlocking Spanish with Paul Noble, 12/01/2017, Collins, 9780008135836, pp.256, £9.99 

Ideal for anyone learning for the first time, giving the tools to learn efficiently and quickly. A pocket sized 

format, with fun illustrations and easy pronunciation guidance. 

Vocational & Business 

Correo comercial: técnicas y usos, 01/04/2015, Edelsa, 9788490816004, £18.99 

Each of the 10 sections presents a specific situation involving communication within a work-based 

environment. It provides a wealth of useful phrases that can be used when structuring a work-based email 

or letter. 

Entorno turístico, 15/06/2016, Edelsa 
Libro del alumno, 9788490816028, £29.50; material complementario, claves y transcripciones + 
CD, 9788490816059, £11.50 

Useful material for both travellers and hospitality workers, for intermediate to advanced learners. 
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El español en entornos profesionales (Alonso Pérez, M.), 01/02/2016 
Textbook (B1-C2), 9788498486759, £23.50 

Each unit of the student's book focuses on a specific business situation, as well as other aspects relating to 

present-day Spain, outlining the environment that has led to the development of the companies being 

studied. 

Español para el comercio mundial del siglo XXI (Lago, A. F.), 01/10/2015 
Libro del alumno & claves (B2-C1), 9788498486346, £24.99 

This resource will equip readers with the necessary terminology to be able to carry out business both in 

Spain as well as in other Spanish-speaking countries. 

NEW! Profesionales del mundo jurídico (B1-B2), 18/10/2017 
Libro del alumno + Cuaderno de actividades + audio download, 9788416108817, £28.99 

Designed for students at university and higher education institutions who already possess an intermediate 

level (B1-B2) of Spanish and who are interested in pursuing a career in the legal sector. It aims to help 

learners improve their Spanish skills specifically within the field of law by equipping them with the necessary 

language required for their studies and subsequent role in this area of work. 

Socios: curso básico de español orientado al mundo del trabajo (González, M., et al.), 2008, Difusión 

Best-selling business Spanish course. Level 1 covers A1-A2, and level 2 covers B1 of the CERF. A CD is 

included with the pupil's book and the exercise book. Teacher's books are available online. 'Socios y 

Colegas' provides the accompanying audio-visual material. 
Nivel 1 (A1/A2) — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788484434153, £25.95; cuaderno de ejercicios & CD, 

9788484434160, £20.50 
Nivel 2 (B1) — Libro del alumno & CD, 9788484434184, pp.199, £25.99; cuaderno de ejercicios & 
CD, 9788484434191, £13.50 

Translation 

NEW! Mundos en palabras: Learning Advanced Spanish through Translation (Various), 

13/10/2017, Routledge, 9780415695374, £34.99 

The course offers students a well-structured, step-by-step guide to Spanish translation which will enhance 

and refine their language skills while introducing them to some of the key concepts and issues involved in 

translation. For advanced learners. 

NEW! The Routledge Handbook of Hispanic Applied Linguistics, 20/02/2018, Routledge, 

9781138479937, £39.99 

This book provides a comprehensive overview of Hispanic applied linguistics, allowing students to 

understand the field from a variety of perspectives and offering insight into the ever-growing number of 

professional opportunies afforded to Spanish language program graduates. 

 

Background topics 

 

Contemporary Spain: General 

Chislett, W. Spain: what everyone needs to know, 01/01/2013, Oxford University Press, pp.226, 

9780199936465, £11.49 

This engaging overview covers a wide sweep of Spanish history and helps readers understand Spain's place 

in the world today. 

Hooper, J. The new Spaniards, new and revised edition, 2006, pp.472, 1995, 9780141016092, £10.99 

López Moreno, C. España contemporánea, 01/06/2014, illus., 9788497786119, £29.99 

An introduction to Spanish society, culture and recent history for advanced students. With exercises and 

suggestions for internet research. 
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Mojica-Díaz, Clara, & Lourdes Sánchez-López. El mundo hispanohablante contemporáneo: 

historia, política, sociedades y culturas, 01/01/2016, Routledge, pp.316, 9780415748308, £39.99 

A comprehensive and innovative book for advanced learners of Spanish. 

Ross, C. et al. Contemporary Spain: a handbook, 4th ed., 22/04/2016, Hodder, pp.304, 

9780415747882, £29.99 

Revised and expanded to include essential information on the politics, economy and institutions of 

contemporary Spain. 

Various. Cultura en el mundo hispanohablante (A2/B1), 2011, 9788496942349, £27.50 

A culture and civilisation course for intermediate level students of Spanish which explores different social 

and cultural themes in the various countries. 

—— NEW! Épocas de España - Curso de civilización, 25/10/2017, 9788490818053, £25.50; workbook, 

9788490818060, £8.50 

Épocas de España is a manual focusing on Spanish history, thought, literature and art throughout the 

centuries as well as on different periods of art history that have led to the current reality. For intermediate 

and advanced learners. 

—— España siglo XXI: curso monográfico sobre la España contemporánea, new ed., 01/10/2016, Edelsa,  

9788490818039, £15.95 

For high-intermediate students. A variety of carefully chosen articles and texts covering Spanish economy, 

politics, art, literature, sciences, as well as contemporary polemics and problems in modern society. 

—— Read and think Spanish Premium: learn the language and discover the culture of the Spanish-

speaking world through reading, 3rd ed., 01/03/2017, McGraw-Hill, book with online access, 

9781259836312, £15.69 

Ideal for advanced beginners and intermediate-level students in formal language courses as well as those 

studying on their own. This book brings together 75 engaging, fully illustrated readings and articles about 

the life and cultures of Spanish-speaking countries. 

History: Spain 

Carr, R. (ed.). Spain: a history, 2001, Oxford University Press, pp.318, illus., 9780192802361, £14.99 

From Roman times to 2000. 

Casanova, Julián, & Carlos Gil Andrés. Twentieth-century Spain: a history, 03/07/2014, Cambridge 

UP, 9781107602670, £22.99 

Fernández Alvarez, Manuel. Pequeña historia de España, 2013, Espasa, pp.303, 9788467018479, 

£12.50 

Amusingly illustrated and aimed at young teenagers. 

Garcés Blázquez, F. Historia de España sin los trozos aburridos, 04/04/2016, Booket, pp.320, 

9788408153825, £11.99 

A lightly, humorously written history of Spain. 

NEW! Moreno Fernandez, Francisco. La maravillosa historia del español, 12/04/2017, Instituto 

Cervantes, 9788467049848, £11.99 

The fascinating history of creation and development of the Spanish anguage throughout the centuries. 

Spanish Civil War 1936-1939 

Graham, H. The Spanish Civil War: a very short introduction, 2005, Oxford University Press, pp.178, 

illus., 9780192803771, £7.99 

Pérez-Reverte, Arturo. La Guerra Civil contada a los jóvenes, 01/01/2016, Alfaguara, pp.144, 

hardback, 9788420482804, £19.99 

Approachable account of the Civil War, suitable for teenagers. Powerfully illustrated by prize-winning artist 

Fernando Vicente. 
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Contemporary studies & history: Latin America: General 

Mojica-Díaz, Clara, & Lourdes Sánchez-López. El mundo hispanohablante contemporáneo: 

historia, política, sociedades y culturas, 01/01/2016, Routledge, pp.316, 9780415748308, £39.99 

A comprehensive and innovative book for advanced learners of Spanish. 

Various. Cultura en el mundo hispanohablante (A2/B1), 2011, EnClave Ele, 9788496942349, £27.50 

A culture and civilisation course for intermediate level students of Spanish which explores different social 

and cultural themes in the various countries. 

Williamson, E. The Penguin history of Latin America, 2009, pp.705, 9780141034751, £16.99 

This acclaimed history of Latin America tells its turbulent story from Columbus to Chavez. Beginning with 

the Spanish and Portuguese conquests of the New World, it takes in centuries of upheaval, revolution and 

modernization up to the present day. 

Cinema 

Gardner, N. Como agua para chocolate, the novel and film version (Critical Guides to Spanish and 

Latin American Texts and Films, 74), 2009, Grant & Cutler, pp.120, illus., 9780729304535, £11.95 

Covering both the novel and the film, Nathanial Gardner provides a fascinating introduction to Laura 

Esquivel's international bestseller about love and longing on the Mexican border during the Revolution. 

Various. Almodóvar on Almodóvar, edited by F. Strauss, 2006, Faber, pp.256, illus., 9780571231928, 

£16.99 

The definitive guide to the man and his movies. Speaking freely, frankly and with infectious humour to 

interviewer Frederic Strauss, Almodóvar offers innumerable views and insights into his life, his creative 

process, his films, and his oft-torrid relationships with actors, including his early muse Carmen Maura and 

the dashing Antonio Banderas. 

—— Film Study Guides for AS/A-level Spanish, 24/02/2017, Hodder Education,  
Volver, 27/01/2017, 9781471891786, £11.99; El laberinto del fauno, 24/02/2016, 9781471891724, 

£11.99; Ocho apellidos vascos, 9781471891908, £11.99 

Breaking down each scene, the guides will enable students to understand the historical and social context of 

the film. Includes grammar, vocab and writing exercises. 

Social issues 

NEW! Mendoza, Eduardo. ¿Qué está pasando en Cataluña?, 29/11/2017, Seix Barral,  

pp.96, , 9788432233494, £10.50 

A reflection on the key aspects of the Catalan referendum, and the events leading to and after the 1-O. 

  

 


